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FORWARD
Dear ICLE Seminar Attendee,
Thank you for attending this seminar. We are grateful to the chairperson(s) for organizing
this program. Also, we would like to thank the volunteer speakers. Without the untiring
dedication and eﬀorts of the Chairperson(s) and speakers, this seminar would not have been
possible. Their names are listed on the Agenda page(s) of this book, and their contributions
to the success of this seminar are immeasurable.
We would be remiss if we did not extend a special thanks to each of you who are attending
this seminar. All of us at ICLE hope your attendance will be beneficial as well as enjoyable.
We think that these materials will provide a great initial resource and reference for you.
If you discover any substantial errors within this volume, please do not hesitate to inform us.
Should you have a diﬀerent legal interpretation/opinion from the speaker’s, the appropriate
way to address this is by contacting him/her directly.
Your comments and suggestions are always welcome.
Sincerely,
Your ICLE Staﬀ
Jeﬀrey R. Davis
Executive Director, State Bar of Georgia
Rebecca A. Hall
Associate Director, ICLE
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AGENDA
PRESIDING:
Michelle E. West
Director, Transi on Into Law Prac ce Program, State Bar of Georgia, Atlanta

TUESDAY, MAY 21, 2019
8:15

REGISTRATION AND CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST
(All a endees must check in upon arrival. A jacket or sweater is recommended.)

8:45

WELCOME AND PROGRAM OVERVIEW
Michelle E. West
Director, Transi on Into Law Prac ce Program,
State Bar of Georgia, Atlanta

9:00

INTRODUCTION OF MENTORING BREAKOUT
GROUP LEADERS (Model Mentoring Plan A, C, D & H)
Saﬁya W. Byars, The Byars Firm, Inc., Atlanta
Lori B. Duﬀ, Jones & Duﬀ, LLC, Atlanta
Ira Foster, Georgia Legal Services Program, Atlanta
Evan L. Kaine, Kaine Law, LLC, Atlanta
Marcus G. Keegan, Keegan Law Firm, LLC, Atlanta
Cheryl Legare, Legare, A wood & Wolfe, Atlanta
Melody Z. Richardson, Richardson Bloom & Lines, Atlanta
Aundrea L. Roberts, Law Oﬃce of Aundrea L. Roberts, LLC, Lawrenceville
Helen A. Stahel, Helen A. Stahel, P.C., Atlanta
Eric Teusink, Williams Teusink, LLC, Decatur
Robert G. Wellon, A orney & Counselor at Law, Atlanta

9:10

BREAK (Proceed to ﬁrst breakout group of your choice)

9:20

MENTORING BREAKOUT GROUPS - SESSION ONE
(Choose a Group)

10:00

BREAK

10:05

MENTORING BREAKOUT GROUPS - SESSION TWO
(Choose a Group)

10:45 BREAK
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10:50 MENTORING BREAKOUT GROUPS - SESSION THREE
(Choose a Group)
11:30 BREAK
11:40 LUNCH / MENTORING BREAKOUT GROUPS - SESSION FOUR
(Pick up lunch then choose a Group)
12:30 ADJOURN
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HOW
CAN WE
HELP YOU?

Who are we?

How does SOLACE work?

What needs are addressed?

SOLACE is a program of the State
Bar of Georgia designed to assist
those in the legal community who
have experienced some signiﬁcant,
potentially life-changing event in their
lives. SOLACE is voluntary, simple and
straightforward. SOLACE does not
solicit monetary contributions but
accepts assistance or donations in kind.

If you or someone in the legal
community is in need of help, simply
email SOLACE@gabar.org. Those emails
are then reviewed by the SOLACE
Committee. If the need ﬁts within the
parameters of the program, an email
with the pertinent information is sent
to members of the State Bar.

Needs addressed by the SOLACE
program can range from unique medical
conditions requiring specialized referrals
to a ﬁre loss requiring help with clothing,
food or housing. Some other examples
of assistance include gift cards, food,
meals, a rare blood type donation,
assistance with transportation in a
medical crisis or building a wheelchair
ramp at a residence.

Contact SOLACE@gabar.org for help.
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The purpose of the SOLACE program is to allow the legal community to
provide help in meaningful and compassionate ways to judges, lawyers,
court personnel, paralegals, legal secretaries and their families who
experience loss of life or other catastrophic illness, sickness or injury.

TESTIMONIALS
In each of the Georgia SOLACE requests made to date, Bar members have graciously
stepped up and used their resources to help ﬁnd solutions for those in need.
A solo practitioner’s
quadriplegic wife needed
rehabilitation, and members
of the Bar helped navigate
discussions with their
insurance company to obtain
the rehabilitation she required.

A Louisiana lawyer was in need
of a CPAP machine, but didn’t
have insurance or the means
to purchase one. Multiple
members oﬀered to help.

A Bar member was dealing
with a serious illness and in
the midst of brain surgery,
her mortgage company
scheduled a foreclosure on
her home. Several members
of the Bar were able to
negotiate with the mortgage
company and avoided the
pending foreclosure.

Working with the South
Carolina Bar, a former
paralegal’s son was ﬂown
from Cyprus to Atlanta
(and then to South Carolina)
for cancer treatment.
Members of the Georgia and
South Carolina bars worked
together to get Gabriel and
his family home from their
long-term mission work.

Contact SOLACE@gabar.org for help.
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MICHELLE E. WEST
Michelle West became Director of the Transition into Law
Practice Program for the State Bar of Georgia in November of
2013. Previously, West was founder and owner of M West Legal,
LLC, a general practice law firm that focused primarily on family,
juvenile, real estate and immigration law. She has practiced law
in Georgia since 2002. Throughout her career, she has worked
in various legal settings ranging from large law firm, small firm,
nonprofit, public interest, in-house corporate, government
sector and solo practice, assisting clients with varied and diverse
backgrounds.
West is a certified arbitrator, and mediator in civil, domestic,
juvenile delinquency and deprivation/dependency, and domestic
violence matters. West also holds an Executive Leadership Coaching certification from
Georgetown University.
West is a staﬀ liaison to the Chief Justice Commission on Professionalism, the State
Bar of Georgia Professionalism Committee and the Continuing Lawyer Competency
Committee. Currently, past President of the Georgia Association for Women Lawyers
(GAWL), West has been a member of the GAWL since 2008 and has served as: the
local Gwinnett Chapter vice president and president, chair of the programs committee,
and vice president and co-chair of the leadership committee. West’s recent and current
community service includes the following city, county, national, and community boards:
American Bar Association Standing Commission on Professionalism, National Legal
Mentoring Consortium, Forever Family, Inc., Gwinnett County Zoning Board of Appeals,
National Association of Bar Executives, and the city of Lilburn Planning Commission.
West received her J.D. from Emory University School of Law and her B.S. in Foreign
Service from Georgetown University, where she studied International Law, Relations
and Organization as well as receiving a certificate in Latin American studies along with
proficiency status in the Spanish language. She attended academic programs in Ecuador,
Canada, Italy, Spain and Costa Rica, and she taught English at La Escuela Politécnica
Nacional in Quito, Ecuador, through the World Teach Program. West is a graduate of
Leadership Gwinnett, the Gwinnett Neighborhood Leadership Institute, the Lilburn
Citizen’s Police Academy, the Gwinnett Citizens Academy, the GAWL Leadership
Academy, the Georgia Association of Black Women Attorneys (GABWA) Judicial and
Public Oﬃce Academy, and the State Bar of Georgia Young Lawyers Division Leadership
Academy.
West’s past speaking engagements include the sessions at the National Legal Mentoring
Consortium, GAWL Life in the Law Seminar Series, GAWL Leadership Academy,
GABWA Professional Development Academy, Solo and Small Firm Seminar, GAWL
New Lawyers Aﬃnity Roundtable, and the Family and Immigration Law Seminar. She
currently speaks on professional and personal development, mentoring, and leadership.
In her free time, West enjoys time with family and friends, hiking and exploring nature’s
magnificent wonders, and traveling the world. 
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SAFIYA W. BYARS
Safiya Byars was born and raised in Kingston, Jamaica.
She is a graduate of Lannaman’s Preparatory School and
Saint Andrews High School for Girls. After completing
high school, she moved to Alabama to attend college.
Safiya has lived in Georgia since 2004 and in Gwinnett
County since 2007.
Faced with being the first international student at her
college, Safiya realized then that she wanted to learn how
to maintain her student visa and transition to permanent
immigration status. Based on her personal experience
and her family’s collective immigration experience, Safiya
realized that there was a need for legal counsel that was truly knowledgeable and
compassionate in assisting immigrants with their immigration needs and other legal
issues that would surface if they decided to settle permanently in the United States.
Safiya received her Bachelor of Arts Degree, summa cum laude, from the University of
Montevallo. She thereafter attended the University of Alabama School of Law, where
she received her Juris Doctor Degree in 2004. During her academic career, she received
numerous honors, including membership in Phi Theta Kappa, All Alabama Academic
Team, Golden Key International Honor Society and listings on the National Dean’s List
and Honors list. At the completion of her law degree, Safiya received the Dean’s Award
of Community Service and the Order of the Good Samaritan Award in recognition of her
community service and pro bono legal service to the residents of Tuscaloosa, Alabama.
Following law school, Safiya was admitted into the State Bar of Georgia. She is licensed
to practice in all Georgia State and Superior Courts, Supreme Court of Georgia, Federal
Immigration Courts, and United States Consulate oﬃces worldwide. Safiya is a member
of the American Bar Association, the American Immigration Lawyers Association, the
Georgia Association of Women Lawyers, and the Immigration Section of the State Bar
of Georgia.
Safiya focuses her practice on all aspects of immigration, adoption, and estate planning
which includes wills, trusts, and probate. She has worked extensively with individuals
and families to immigrate to the United States. Safiya Byars has a record of consistently
achieving desired results on complex matters that aﬀect immigrants.
Safiya also devotes significant time to serving the legal profession and her community.
Currently, Safiya serves as the Vice-Chair of the Immigration Section for the State Bar
of Georgia and the annual Chair of the Family Immigration Continuing Legal Education
Program that is oﬀered to Immigration Attorneys, court personnel, and immigration
paralegals. Safiya has served in both of these positions since 2013. Safiya is a frequently
invited speaker on immigration, adoption, and estate planning workshops for community
organizations, churches, and private groups both in Atlanta, Georgia and Montgomery,
Alabama.
Outside of work, Safiya enjoys spending time with her family and friends, cooking,
traveling, collecting art, playing golf, and cheering on the Alabama Crimson Tide. 
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HON. LORI B. DUFF
Lori B. Duﬀ has been practicing law since 1994. She started
out in the juvenile division of the DeKalb County District
Attorney’s Oﬃce. In 2005, she began life in private practice
in Loganville, GA. She is now the managing partner of
Jones & Duﬀ, LLC, and the presiding judge in the Municipal
Court of Loganville. Her weekly column, “Legalese” won
the 2016 Municipal Court Judges’ Association President’s
Award. She is also the author of a weekly humor blog and
three bestselling memoirs. “You Know I Love You Because
You’re Still Alive” is her latest release.
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IRA FOSTER
Ira L. Foster is the General Counsel/Deputy Director
of Georgia Legal Services Program in Atlanta, Georgia.
Ira attended undergraduate college and graduated with
honors from Fort Valley State University in Fort Valley,
Georgia. Ira attended graduate school at Bowling Green
State University in Bowling Green, Ohio. Ira obtained his
Juris Doctor of law degree from North Carolina Central
University in Durham, North Carolina.
Ira is a member of the American Bar Association, National
Bar Association, the State Bar of Georgia, Gate City Bar
Association, the Atlanta Bar Association, the Macon Bar
Association, the Houston County Bar Association, the Georgia Alliance of African
American Attorneys, the National Black Lawyers, and the William Augustus Bootle Inn
of Court. Several honors and awards for Ira include being selected as an American Bar
Association Foundation Fellow, Macon Bar Association’s Lawyer of the Year in 2007,
Fort Valley State University Alumni of the Year in Social Sciences, the Dublin-Laurens
County Black Festival’s Committee Citizen of the Year, the Adopt A Role Model Program
Big Brother of The Year, the State Bar of Georgia Supreme Court Justice Robert Benham
Community Service Award, the Houston County NAACP 2009 Community Service
Award, the Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc., State of Georgia 2011 Fraternity Brother of
the Year, the 2015 State Bar of Georgia Access to Justice Committee Dan Bradley Award
and induction into the 2018 National HBCU Pre-Law Hall of Fame. Ira served as a board
member of the Fort Valley State University Housing Foundation and the Fort Valley
State University National Alumni Association. Ira currently serves as a board member
of The Alpha Georgia Education Foundation, Inc. Ira is a life member of the NAACP,
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc., and the Fort Valley State University National Alumni
Association. Ira served as President of the Macon Bar Association for the 2015-2016
year.
Ira has represented numerous students in disciplinary and special education cases. Ira
has authored two articles for the State Bar of Georgia Child Advocacy Newsletter on
education issues. Ira also co-authored an article for the Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.,
national magazine on the School Dropout to Prison Pipeline issue. Ira has presented at
workshops that have been held all over the State of Georgia on the School Dropout to
Prison Pipeline issue.
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EVAN L. KAINE
Evan L. Kaine is a principal at Kaine Law, LLC and concentrates
his practice on personal injury matters including motor
vehicle accidents, dog bite attacks, slip and fall incidents, and
wrongful death. Mr. Kaine is an advocate for defending clients’
rights and protecting their interests, and prides himself in
making it his primary goal to help families put their lives back
together after a tragic event.
Every year since 2009, Mr. Kaine has continued to be
recognized as one of Georgia’s Super Lawyers’ Rising Stars
where he distinguished himself in 2009 by obtaining the State’s
largest premises liability verdict and in 2011 by receiving the
State’s largest dog bite verdict. In 2015, Evan was certified as
a life member of both the Million Dollar Advocates Forum and the Multi-Million Dollar
Advocates Forum. In 2017, Mr. Kaine was selected by his peers as one of the Best Lawyers
in Georgia. In 2018, the American Institute of Personal Injury Attorneys selected Mr.
Kaine for inclusion in the 10 Best Attorneys for Client Satisfaction – High Verdict &
Settlement Winner. Also in 2018, Mr. Kaine’s law firm, Kaine Law, was selected as one
of Atlanta Business Chronicle’s Best Places to Work (ranked #6 out of 50).
Mr. Kaine has been recognized by his peers as an AV Preeminent attorney and selected as
a Top Rated Lawyer in Georgia by The Wall Street Journal. He is a part-time instructor at
Georgia State University and a member of the Georgia Trial Lawyers Association (GTLA)
where he served as a member of the PAC Board and as the 2011-2012 Chairperson of
GTLA’s continuing legal education committee. Evan was selected as the Alumni of the
Year (2012) for the School of Hospitality Administration at Georgia State University.
In 2013, Mr. Kaine was recognized by Georgia State University’s School of Hospitality
Administration as one of the 40 most outstanding alumni to represent the University
through his stellar professional accomplishments.
Mr. Kaine received his B.S. in Hospitality Administration from Georgia State University
in 2000, an MBA and his law degree from Nova Southeastern University in 2003. He
also obtained a Masters of Law Letters (LL.M.) in Litigation and Alternative Dispute
Resolution from The George Washington University School of Law in 2004.
Mr. Kaine is an active member of the State Bar of Georgia, Florida and the District of
Columbia. Additionally, he has been admitted to the State Supreme Court of Georgia,
the United States District Courts for the Northern and Middle Districts of Georgia, the
United States Court of Appeals for the 11th Circuit, the United States District Courts for
the Northern, Middle and Southern Districts of Florida, and the District of Columbia
Court of Appeals.
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MARCUS G. KEEGAN
Marcus G. Keegan is a principal at Keegan Law Firm, LLC
where he practices employment law, including employment
discrimination (based on race, national origin, color,
gender, religious aﬃliation, disability, sexual harassment,
and retaliation for complaints of discrimination) and wage
and hour law. Mr. Keegan primarily represents plaintiﬀs
in these areas but also represents small businesses.
Mr. Keegan earned his law degree from Emory University’s
School of Law in 2002 and subsequently worked as a Trial
Attorney for the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission’s Atlanta District Oﬃce. After also working in
private practice at Atlanta Area law firms, Mr. Keegan formed his own law firm in 2009.
Mr. Keegan is a frequent lecturer on topics related to employment law as well as law
practice and has been named a Lorman Education Services Distinguished Faculty
Member. He has been recognized by Super Lawyers as a Rising Star in 2011 and 2012
and as a Super Lawyer from 2015-2018. Mr. Keegan was named to Super Lawyer’s Top
100 for the state of Georgia in 2018. Mr. Keegan was named as a Legal Elite by Georgia
Trend magazine in 2016. He has also received an AVVO Client’s Choice Award in 2013
and 2015 in the area of Employment Law. Mr. Keegan has been recognized as a AV
Preeminent by Martindale Hubble based upon peer evaluations of ethical practices and
legal ability. He has also been named a Top 100 Lawyer in the State of Georgia by the
National Black Lawyers Association.
Mr. Keegan is a member of the State Bar of Georgia, The Lawyers Club of Atlanta, the
Atlanta Bar Association, and the National Employment Lawyers Association. He also
serves as a Member at Large of the Board of Directors of the Georgia Chapter of the
National Employment Lawyers Association.
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CHERYL LEGARE
Cheryl Legare’s practice focuses on representing employees
in all aspects of employment law, including claims of
disability discrimination and retaliation, sexual harassment,
FMLA interference and retaliation, gender, pregnancy, race,
religion, national origin, and age discrimination, and wage
and hour disputes. She also represents individuals in contract
negotiations and employment separation negotiations. Prior
to founding Legare, Attwood Wolfe, Cheryl represented
employees at one of the largest plaintiﬀ employment law firms
in the southeast for seven years and worked for two large
national law firms counseling management on employment
law issues and defending employers sued in employmentrelated lawsuits in federal and state courts.
Cheryl is active in the Georgia Association for Women Lawyers, the Atlanta Bar
Association, the State Bar of Georgia. She is GAWL’s immediate Past President, and
she founded GAWL’s Solo/Small Firm Aﬃnity Group. Cheryl is also a member of the
National Employment Lawyers’ Association and is a past president of the organization’s
Georgia chapter.
Cheryl is admitted to practice law in Georgia and South Carolina. She is also admitted to
the United States District Courts for the Northern and Middle Districts of Georgia, the
United States Courts of Appeals for the Fourth and Eleventh Circuits, and the United
States Supreme Court.
Cheryl lives with her cat Dixie and dog Luna in Decatur, Georgia. In her spare time,
Cheryl enjoys spending time with friends, listening to live music and traveling.
Cheryl is a 2002 magna cum laude graduate of Georgia State University College of Law.
She has a B.A. in sociology from Ithaca College and a M.A. in social work from the State
University of New York at Albany.
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MELODY Z. RICHARDSON
Melody is the Managing Member of Richardson Bloom &
Lines LLC, where she focuses primarily on complex and
high asset matrimonial matters. Melody draws on almost
35-years of diverse litigation experience to bring practical
and case-specific solutions to all of her clients. Although
she has substantial litigation experience and success,
including numerous jury and bench trials, Melody is
also an active leader in the field of collaborative law and
alternative dispute resolution.
Melody is one of only about 1,650 attorneys nationwide
to be a Fellow of the American Academy of Matrimonial
Lawyers. Fellowship in the AAML means that Melody is recognized by the bench and
bar as a leading practitioner in the area of matrimonial law and that her substantial
experience enables her to handle complex matters relating to custody, property division,
alimony and child support.
Melody served as a board member of the Family Law Section of the Atlanta Bar
Association from 2002-2010. Melody was the Chair of that Section in 2009. She is an
acknowledged leader in her field, and has been repeatedly selected for inclusion as a
Georgia Super Lawyer, one of Georgia’s Top 50 Women Lawyers, one of Georgia’s Top
100 Lawyers, and for inclusion in The Best Lawyers in Georgia. Melody is also a Fellow
of the Litigation Counsel of America.
Melody’s philosophy of giving back to the community is demonstrated by her awards and
achievements in the area of service. Melody was the first recipient of an award named
in her honor for her work to promote justice throughout her career, concentrating
on those who could not speak for themselves. She was a 2016 recipient of the Atlanta
Bar Association’s Distinguished Service Award, the 2015 recipient of the Atlanta Bar
Association’s Professionalism Award for her work with Therrell High School, Law Day
and the Law Day Dream Team Committee, the Atlanta Bar Association’s Community
Service Award for spearheading a playground build at Perkerson Elementary School in
southwest Atlanta, the Atlanta Bar Association’s Achievement Award for her work as the
Co-Chair the Atlanta Bar Law Day Committee, where she continues to serves as chair,
and the Atlanta Bar Association’s Family First Award for her extraordinary service and
contributions to the families of Atlanta.
Melody is a native of Atlanta, having graduated from Dunwoody High School, Emory
University, and the University of Georgia School of Law. She is married, and she and her
husband have one daughter, who is a graduate of the University of Miami and currently
lives in Seattle.
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AUNDREA L. ROBERTS
Aundrea L. Roberts is the founder of Law Oﬃce of Aundrea
L. Roberts, LLC located in Lawrenceville, Georgia and
a satellite oﬃce located in Irving, Texas. Practicing law
since 2007, Ms. Roberts has built an impressive career
focusing on representing clients in a variety of complex
cases involving immigration law, criminal defense and
family law.
A skillful litigator, Ms. Roberts has spent her entire career
advocating for clients inside the courtroom. She has been
equally successful negotiating favorable settlements on
behalf of her clients outside of the courtroom. The proud
daughter of a Pastor, Ms. Roberts spent her formative years learning how to serve
people through working in her local church. She brings the same care and passion for
helping people that she developed while working in her parent’s ministry to her own law
practice. “I take great pride in my role as an Attorney, just as my father did as a Pastor,
because I am entrusted with what I believe is a great privilege…..to be there to stand
with my client and advocate on their behalf through some of life’s most challenging
moments.”
Ms. Roberts graduated from Faulkner University with a B.S. degree in Criminal Justice,
cum laude. In 2006, she graduated from Regent University School of Law in Virginia
Beach, Virginia. Ms. Roberts has participated in several professional academies,
to include being a 2009 graduate of the State Bar of Georgia’s YLD 4th Leadership
Academy. She has received numerous honors and community service awards for her
legal representation of low-income individuals. She is a member of the State Bar of
Georgia, American Immigration Lawyers Association (AILA) and the American Bar
Association.
Ms. Roberts is admitted to practice before the following courts:
•
•
•
•
•

all state courts of Georgia, to include the Court of Appeals and Supreme
Court of Georgia
U.S. District Court of Georgia, Northern & Middle Districts
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit
Department of Veterans Aﬀairs
United States Tax Court
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HELEN A. STAHEL
Helen A. Stahel is a principal at Helen A. Stahel, P.C. and for
the past 23 years her practice has consisted of helping clients
with small business mergers and acquisitions (buying or
selling a business), corporate law, contract and lease review
and negotiation, preparation of financing and transactional
documents, commercial real estate transactions and
residential real estate closings. Helen also represents lenders
in closing both conventional and SBA guaranteed loans.
After graduating from Louisiana State University with a B.S.
in accounting, Helen worked in the tax department of an oil
company in Louisiana for three years. Helen then graduated
from Tulane Law School and opened her business and real
estate law practice in Atlanta in 1996.
Helen is a member of the State Bar of Georgia, the State Bar of Arizona, the Louisiana
State Bar Association, the Georgia Association for Women Lawyers, and the Georgia
Association of Business Brokers. Helen has been a frequent speaker at the Georgia
Association for Business Brokers on topics including “Limiting Broker Liability”, “Being
Prepared for Closing”, “Protecting Your Commission”, “Legal Documents”, “The Role of
Advisors in Closings”, and “From Getting the Listing to Closing”.
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ERIC TEUSINK
Eric Teusink is the founding and managing partner of Williams
Teusink, LLC and is a real estate and business attorney who
handles both transactions and litigation. Eric represents
lenders, borrowers, purchasers, and sellers in commercial
real estate transactions for all property types, including,
but not limited to multifamily, oﬃce, and retail. Eric serves
as outside corporate counsel for numerous entrepreneurial
companies. Eric’s litigation practices focuses primarily on
disputes regarding title, contract, real property, or business.
In addition to his work as a lawyer, Eric is a registered neutral
who frequently serves as a mediator and appointed special
master.
Eric graduated cum laude from the Georgia State University College of Law where he
served as an oﬃcer on the Moot Court Board and was a barrister in the Bleckley Inn of
Court. Prior to attending law school, Eric graduated with degrees in Political Science
and Economics from the University of Georgia.
Eric currently serves on the Board of Directors for the Atlanta Neighborhood Charter
School, is a Past-President of the Red Clay Democrats, a Past-Chair of the UGA at Oxford
Development Board, a Past-Member of the Georgia State College of Law Alumni Board,
and a Past-Member of the College Football Hall of Fame Advisory Board.
Eric was honored to be a member of the 2011 LEAD Atlanta Class, the 2013 Urban Land
Institute Center for Leadership Class, and the 2016 State Bar of Georgia YLD Leadership
Academy. Additionally, he was named to the inaugural Georgia State University 40
Under 40 class in 2018 and as Super Lawyers Rising Star in 2019.
Along with his wife and two children, Eric resides in the Grant Park neighborhood of
Atlanta. In his spare time, he enjoys running, camping, collecting records and vintage
books, nerding out on craft beer, reading, supporting UGA athletics, and taking cross
country road trips with his family in their camper, not necessarily in that order.
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ROBERT G. WELLON
Robert Wellon has been a practitioner of family law in the metroAtlanta area for more than 38 years. He is a former president of
the Atlanta Bar Association and the 2012 recipient of the Chief
Justice Thomas O. Marshall Professionalism Award presented
annually by the State Bar of Georgia. In 1997, he helped found
and became the first president of the Charles Longstreet Weltner
Family Law American Inn of Court. He also was an organizing
member and initial president of the Atlanta College of Trial
Advocacy, for which he has served as an instructor at various
times since 1980.
His teaching credentials also include 17 years as an adjunct
professor at Emory University School of Law, where he teaches
classes in advanced civil trial practice. In addition, Rob is an active member of the Georgia
Trial Lawyers Association and serves on the Board of Directors for various community
organizations, including Green Law and the Atlanta Foundation for Psychoanalysis.
Rob graduated from Emory University in 1970 and from Stetson University School of
Law in 1974.
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Group Mentoring
Below please find a summary of action items, required forms, important dates, and submission and compliance
deadlines for TILPP Group Mentoring. For a more in-depth explanation of Group Mentoring, please reference
the Group Mentoring Manual found under Resources.
WHO

If you are employwed in a non-legal setting, unemployed, employed part-time or not paired with a
mentor.
In order to enroll and comply with the program you must first complete and mail in the following forms
within 90 days of being sworn-in:
• Enrollment Form
• Complete and submit the Mandatory Advocacy Experiences form (MAEs).

WHAT

Once you have completed the above, you are required to:
•
•
•

Attend the Beginning Lawyers Program for 6 CLE hours1 ;
Attend additional seminar(s) to earn 6 additional CLE hours2 ;
Participate in and complete two Group Mentoring seminars3. One seminar must be live; the other
seminar may be viewed online.

Enrollment and Compliance Deadline
Submit the Enrollment and MAE forms within 90 days of being sworn-in.
Beginning Lawyers Program (BLP) Deadline
This program is held annually in February with a rebroadcast in March and October. Information about
the program can be found under TILPP News & Events.

WHEN

Group Mentoring Events (GMEs)
These seminars are held annually in March, May and August . Information about these seminars can be
found under TILPP News & Events.
Mentoring and CLE Deadlines
If sworn-in from January 1 - June 30, you must complete TILPP by June 30th of the following year. If
sworn-in from July 1 - December 31, you must complete TILPP by December 31st of the following year.

WHERE

HOW

Location
TILPP programs and seminars are held at the Bar Center in Atlanta and broadcast to the Coastal Georgia
oﬃce in Savannah and the South Georgia oﬃce in Tifton.
Program Registration
You may register for all TILPP programs through the TILPP website: https://www.gabar.org/membership/
tilpp/.
In order to complete the Program, please:
1. Complete and submit your Mandatory Advocacy Experiences (MAEs) within 90 days of being sworn-in;
2. Complete your 12 mandatory CLE hours (including the Beginning Lawyers Program).
All resources can be found on the TILPP page of the State Bar of Georgia website.
Group Mentoring Manual
Forms
FAQs

1 The Beginning Lawyers Program accounts for 6 hours (one-half) of your 12 hour CLE requirement. You must obtain 6 additional CLE credits
from other seminars. BLP Replay: Annually, in March and October at the Bar Center. If you miss the live event or replay, you may view it online
typically beginning in April, by registering for the online version at www.iclega.org. (PLEASE NOTE: You can only view 6 hours of CLE online in a
given year.) You can search for upcoming seminars by date or topic at www.iclega.org.
2 You receive mentoring credit only for Group Mentoring seminars, not CLE hours. You must obtain 6 additional credits from another seminar(s)
to satisfy your 12 hour mandatory CLE requirement.
3 Only the March and August Group Mentoring seminars are videotaped. The March seminar is available for viewing for approximately five
months after taping, and the August seminar is available for viewing for approximately six months after taping.
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MENTORING
MANUAL
RESOURCES FOR BEGINNING LAWYERS
IN GROUP MENTORING

TRANSITION INTO LAW PRACTICE PROGRAM
To provide professional guidance and counsel to assist beginning lawyers newly admitted
to the State Bar of Georgia in acquiring the practical skills, judgment and professional
values necessary to practice law in a highly competent manner.

IF YOU QUALIFY FOR ASSISTANCE UNDER THE
AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT,
PLEASE CALL 404-526-8627 FOR ASSISTANCE.
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GROUP MENTORING MANUAL
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Transition Into Law Practice Program
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WHAT IF YOU CHANGE JOBS?
Your Practice Setting Determines
Your Mentoring Status
If your employment status changes, your Mentoring status also changes. Administratively,
the Program refers to a change from one Mentoring status to another Mentoring status as
a “Migration”. The Migration request is made in writing using the Migration Form found in
the Appendix of Forms in this Manual. If your employment changes half way during your
mentoring year, please consult our oﬃce prior to completing the form to determine the best
option for your current status.

GROUP MENTORING  INACTIVE STATUS:
If you are not currently practicing law and are uncertain about when – or if – you will begin
practicing law, you should consider Inactive Status. The State Bar of Georgia website (www.
gabar.org) contains a discussion of the benefits of Inactive Status.

GROUP MENTORING INSIDE MENTORING:
If you are in Group Mentoring and obtain a job with a law firm or legal organization, your
mentoring status changes to Inside Mentoring, and you should nominate a Mentor from
within your firm or organization. See the Inside Mentoring Manual for more details.

GROUP MENTORINGOUTSIDE MENTORING:
If you are in Group Mentoring and decide to open your own law practice as a sole practitioner,
your mentoring status changes to Outside Mentoring, and you should nominate an Outside
Mentor of your choice, or contact the Program Director. See the Outside Mentoring Manual
for more details.
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NOTICE
Does This Manual Apply To You?
The material in this Group Mentoring Manual will NOT apply to most Beginning Lawyers
enrolled in theTransition Into Law Practice Program, because several statewide organizations,
and many law firms, that routinely employ numerous newly admitted Georgia attorneys
have developed “Master Mentoring Plans” that will apply to all of their newly admitted
Georgia attorneys who are subject to the Transition Into Law Practice Program.
If you are a Beginning Lawyer or a Mentor employed as a District Attorney, a Solicitor
(enrolled in conjunction with the Prosecuting Attorneys’ Council of Georgia), a Public
Defender (enrolled in conjunction with the Georgia Public Defender Council), the Georgia
Legal Services Program, or with the State Law Department, please contact your oﬃce or
organization contact person for the Transition Into Law Practice Program details about the
mentoring plan and procedures applicable to your practice setting.
If you are a Beginning Lawyer or a Mentor employed with a law firm that routinely employs
numerous newly admitted Georgia attorneys, please contact your oﬃce or organization
contact person for the Transition Into Law Practice Program for details about the mentoring
plan and procedures applicable to your practice setting.
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POINTS OF CONTACT
SEMINAR REGISTRATION QUESTIONS
Institute of Continuing Legal Education in Georgia (ICLE):
P.O. Box 117210
Atlanta, GA 30368
Phone:
678.529.6688
Email:
icle@gabar.org
Website:
https://www.gabar.org/membership/cle/courseschedule.cfm

CLE TRANSCRIPT, REPORTING AND HOUR VERIFICATION
State Bar of Georgia Continue Legal Education (CLE) Department
104 Marietta Street NW, Suite 100
Atlanta, GA 30303
Phone:
404.527.8710
Fax:
404.527.8717
Email:
cle@gabar.org
Website:
www.gabar.org (log on to view your CLE report)

TILPP MENTORING AND CLE COMPONENT QUESTIONS
State Bar of Georgia
Transition Into Law Practice Program
104 Marietta Street NW, Suite 100
Atlanta, GA 30303
Phone:
404.527.8704
Fax:
404.225.5041
Email:
tilpp@gabar.org
Website:
https://www.gabar.org/membership/tilpp/
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COMPLIANCE
NOTICE
A QUICK PROGRAM OVERVIEW FOR YOUR INFORMATION
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Your compliance with the mandatory State Bar of Georgia Transition Into Law Practice
Program (“Program”) consists of two (2) components: a continuing legal education (“CLE”)
component and a mentoring component.
1. CLE Component (State Bar Rule 8-104(B), Regulation (1)(C)(i)): You must attend and
obtain CLE courses equivalent to at least 12 credits, inclusive of the Beginning Lawyers
Program (BLP). Please check the TILPP page of the State Bar’s website for dates and
times of applicable CLE activities or contact the Institute for Continuing Legal Education
(“ICLE”) at www.iclega.org or 678.529.6688.
2. Mentoring Component (State Bar Rule 8-104(B), Regulation (1)(C)(ii)): Your
compliance with the mentoring component will occur in a Group Mentoring setting,
utilizing activities based upon the Model Mentoring Plan (See Model Mentoring Plan in
Appendix of Forms of this Manual).
3. What You Should Do Now: Review this Manual, which contains additional program
information, forms, checklists, and answers to frequently asked questions.
4. Dates, Times, Locations of Group Mentoring Events: Group Mentoring Events typically
occur annually in March, May and August. You will be notified via email and/or mail (if
you have no email address on file with the State Bar) of Group Mentoring Events. (Bar
members are required to keep current address information on file with the State Bar of
Georgia (State Bar Rule 1-207)).
Your successful completion of BOTH (mentoring and CLE) components of this Program
satisfies your mandatory CLE requirements for the calendar year of your admission and the
next calendar year. (State Bar Rule 8-104(B)(1)).
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MANDATORY
ADVOCACY
EXPERIENCES
(OBSERVATIONS)
State Bar Rule 8–104(D)
&
Regulation (5) to State Bar Rule 8–104(D)
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1. I have been admitted to practice, and I want to appear as
sole or lead counsel in any case. What do I do about the
“Mandatory Advocacy Experiences” requirement? (State Bar
Rule 8-104 (D) and State Bar Rule 8-104(D), Regulation (5)).
Beginning Lawyers in Group Mentoring utilize the Model Mentoring Plan (See Model
Mentoring Plan in Appendix of Forms of this Manual). Mandatory Advocacy Experience
reporting is done by completing and Mandatory Advocacy Experiences form. Please
remember that three (3) of the five (5) experiences may be attained after completing the
2nd year of law school. The other two (2) experiences may be tailored to your practice
setting or may be webcasts of Georgia Supreme Court or 11th Circuit Court of Appeals
oral arguments.

2. What does “lead counsel” mean for purposes of the
Mandatory Advocacy Experiences requirement?
“Lead counsel” is defined as “the attorney who has primary responsibility for making all
professional decisions in the handling of the case”. State Bar Rule 8-104(D), Regulation
(1)

3. Where can I obtain more information?
Refer to the Model Mentoring Plan, Section E.

PLEASE NOTE - TILPP MAE POLICY:
TILPP requires completion of the MAEs by all Beginning Lawyers, even if you are not
currently appearing in court. The language of MAEs being completed before appearing
as sole and lead counsel is a benchmark, so that attorneys who do plan to appear in court
immediately upon the start of their practice without any in-court experience have a gauge as
to how soon they should complete the MAES. It is not meant to provide exclusion to those
who do not plan to appear as sole or lead counsel. You are required to observe a minimum
of three (3) events in person. These observations may be from any time after you completed
your 2nd year of law school. If you are not able to attend the remaining two (2) observations
in person, you are allowed to watch oral arguments from the Georgia Supreme Court or the
11th Circuit Court of Appeals websites. You are also allowed to observe other experiences
relative to your practice setting such as mediation, real estate closing transactions, contract
negotiations, etc. Please ensure that your experience involves an actual observation and
not an experience in which you are solely participating. TILPP encourages the new lawyer
to use these observations as an opportunity to meet more experienced attorneys and
judges.
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GROUP
MENTORING
TIMELINE
A SUMMARY OF THE SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
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WHO

WHAT

Beginning Lawyer

Receives “pass letter” and certificate of eligibility
for admission to practice from Oﬃce of Bar
Admissions.

Judge

Administers oath of admission to practice law in
Georgia to Beginning Lawyer.

State Bar of Georgia

Provides TILPP enrollment information to
Beginning Lawyer.

Beginning Lawyer

Submits State Bar registration form and TILPP
enrollment form to State Bar of Georgia.

Program Director

Assigns Beginning Lawyer to Group Mentoring
and forwards Compliance Notice to Beginning
Lawyer.

ICLE of Georgia

Forwards notices of Group Mentoring events to
Beginning Lawyer at intervals throughout the
twelve (12) month mentoring period.

Beginning Lawyer

• Satisfies CLE component by attending required
12 CLE course hours, inclusive of the Beginning
Lawyers Program (BLP).
• Satisfies Mentoring component by submitting
Mandatory Advocacy Experiences and
attending two (2) Group Mentoring seminars.

Program Director

• Confirms Beginning Lawyer’s attendance
of required number of Group Mentoring
activities and certifies completion of Mentoring
component.
• Checks Beginning Lawyer’s CLE transcript for
compliance with CLE component.
• Provides Certificate of Program Compliance
for Beginning Lawyers who complete both CLE
and Mentoring components.

Beginning Lawyer

• Exits Transition Into Law Practice Program
and is subject to CLE Rules and Regulations
governing all other State Bar of Georgia
members, unless exempted.
• Considers serving as Mentor upon attaining
5-year anniversary of admission to practice law
in Georgia!

NOTES
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1.

PROGRAM GOAL – ENROLLMENT
– RESPONSIBILITIES

I am not currently practicing law or only practice part-time – why
am I required to participate in Group Mentoring activities of the
Transition Into Law Practice Program?
Because you have elected “ACTIVE” status with the State Bar of Georgia instead of
“INACTIVE” status. Your compliance with TILPP is based upon your “ACTIVE” status,
regardless of how much time, or how little time, you actually devote to the practice of
law. (State Bar Rule 8-104(B)(1)).
TILPP is designed for Beginning Lawyers who are actually practicing law. If you are not
currently practicing law, you should consider taking “INACTIVE” status.
Group Mentoring is geared toward those who are: 1) employed in a non-legal setting;
2) employed as a contractor; 3) working in a part-time legal position; 4) not paired with
a mentor; 5) in solo practice; or 6) seeking employment.

2.

I want a Mentor assigned one-on-one to assist me. How does a
Beginning Lawyer get assigned one-on-one to a Mentor?
There are three ways to transfer or migrate out of Group Mentoring and have an
individual Mentor:
(1) Open your own law practice (TILPP Director will assign an Outside Mentor to
assist a sole practitioner who has opened their own law oﬃce which serves as
their sole means of livelihood, when requested within 90 days after admission to
practice);
(2) Work in association with a legal organization or law firm which agrees to assign
an Inside Mentor to assist one-on-one; or
(3) Locate an Outside Mentor or Inside Mentor on your own.

NOTE: The Program Director assists Beginning
Lawyers who are sole practitioners enrolled
in Outside Mentoring with locating Outside
Mentors within 90 days after admission to
practice.
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3.

I am in Group Mentoring, but I have located an attorney willing
to serve as an individual Mentor for me (either through an
employment change or on my own). What do I do next?
Complete and submit the Migration Form to the Program Director; and provide your
potential Mentor with information for Mentors located under TILPP Documents on
the TILPP page of the State Bar of Georgia website.

4.

What is the goal of the Transition Into Law Practice Program
(“Program”)?
The goal of the Program is to provide professional guidance and counsel to assist
Beginning Lawyers who are newly admitted to the State Bar of Georgia in acquiring
the practical skills, judgment and professional values necessary to practice law in a
highly competent manner.

5.

How does a Beginning Lawyer enroll?
Beginning Lawyers enroll in TILPP upon admission to practice in Georgia. COMPLIANCE
WITH TILPP IS MANDATORY. Once admitted to practice, the TILPP Enrollment form
must be submitted with the membership application when registering with the State
Bar of Georgia. When the TILPP Enrollment form is received and processed, Beginning
Lawyers are given additional TILPP compliance information. However, prior to that
time, information on the program can be found on the TILPP page of the website.

6.

What are the Beginning Lawyer’s Responsibilities?
A. By satisfactorily complete the TILPP’s Mentoring Component by:
»

devoting the time required for this mandatory Program;

»

satisfactorily completing Group Mentoring activities; and,

B. By satisfactorily completing TILPP’s CLE Component by attending the mandatory
six (6) hour credit Beginning Lawyer Program CLE and six (6) additional CLEs of
the Beginning Lawyers choice.
7.

How Do I Comply with The Mentoring Component?
Participate in 2 Group Mentoring seminars. Generally, each individual Group Mentoring
activity lasts three (3) to four (4) hours, but program agendas are subject to change.
Additionally, you are required to complete and submit the Mandatory Advocacy
Experiences form.

8.

When are the Group Mentoring Activities?
Group Mentoring events generally occur in March, May and August, but future
schedules are subject to change. Advance notices of Group Mentoring activities can be
found on the TILPP and/or ICLE pages of the State Bar of Georgia website. Additionally,
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reminders are forwarded to Beginning Lawyers by the ICLE department. You will
receive reminders via email and/or first class mail to the address you have on file with
the State Bar of Georgia. [You are required to keep current address information on file
with the State Bar of Georgia (State Bar Rule 1-207)].
9.

What If I Have a Date Conflict With The Group Mentoring Activities?
It is wise to file a conflict letter for TILPP seminars, so as to lessen the possibility of
conflicts. However, if you find yourself with an unavoidable conflict attend a Group
Mentoring event on an alternate date. Group Mentoring events are typically oﬀered in
March, May and August.

10. How Much Is the Registration Fee For Group Mentoring Activities?
Fee information is provided in the brochure forwarded to you by ICLE of Georgia. This
information can also be found on the registration page of the seminar on the State Bar
of Georgia website.
11. How Many CLE hours do I receive for Group Mentoring Programs?
You do not receive CLE hours for Group Mentoring activities, because your attendance
at Group Mentoring seminars satisfy TILPP’s Mentoring component. You receive
mentoring credit for your attendance.
12. Why Do I Have to Pay for Group Mentoring Activities?
Group Mentoring is a part of TILPP. Both the mentoring and CLE components of TILPP
satisfy the CLE requirement for Georgia’s Beginning Lawyers. All Lawyers subject to
CLE requirements pay applicable fees for the production and logistical costs associated
with programs. Further, Beginning Lawyers not in Group Mentoring still pay for their
respective mentoring activities just as you do in Group Mentoring. Beginning Lawyers in
Outside Mentoring and Inside Mentoring environments engage in mentoring activities
during time periods when they would otherwise be generating income and/or billable
hours.
13. How are Group Mentoring Activities monitored?
ICLE of Georgia automatically reports your attendance at (or viewing of) Group
Mentoring events to the TILPP Director. A portion of your registration fee pays for this
service.

CLE ISSUES
14. Where can Beginning Lawyers find out the dates, times and locations
of the required CLE programs?
Contact the Institute of Continuing Legal Education In Georgia (ICLE) at icle@iclega.
org, https://www.gabar.org/membership/cle/courseschedule.cfm, or 678.529.6688.
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THE MODEL MENTORING PLAN
15. What is the Model Plan of Mentoring Activities and Experiences
The intent of TILPP is to create a synergy between the CLE and mentoring component.
To assist Mentors and to help insure some structure and uniformity, a Model Plan of
Mentoring Activities and Experiences is provided.
This Model Plan features a list of experiences and topical questions that the Mentor and
Beginning Lawyer can use as presented or customize with comparable substitutions
that fit their particular needs and circumstances.
Should any substitutions be made to the Model Plan, the plan shall be submitted to
TILPP’s Director for approval.
Although great flexibility in designing each particular plan is warranted, the plan should
foster discussion and implementation of professional skills and values.
16. At a minimum, the Mentoring Plan must include the following key
elements:
A. Regular contact and meetings between the Mentor and Beginning Lawyer.
B. Continuing discussions between the Mentor and Beginning Lawyer on at least the
following topics:
(i) Ethics and professionalism.
(ii) Relationships with clients, other lawyers (both in and outside the firm), the
judiciary and the public, including unrepresented parties.
(iii) Professional work habits, organizational skills and practice management.
(iv) Economics of practicing law in the relevant practice setting.
(v) Responsibility and opportunities for pro bono work, bar activities, and
community service.
C. Introduction to the local legal community.
D. Specific planning for professional development and continuing legal education in
and outside the firm, company or organization..
E. Emotional Intelligence – financial awareness, managing stress, and wellness tools.
F. Periodic evaluation of the Mentor-Beginning Lawyer relationship.

CERTIFYING COMPLETION OF THE PROGRAM
17. Who certifies that a Beginning Lawyer in Group Mentoring has
satisfactorily completed the Mentoring Component of the Program?
The TILPP Director.
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18. How long does a Beginning Lawyer have to complete TILPP?
A beginning lawyer enrolls in TILPP upon admission to practice and has the remaining
time in the year of admission and the following year to complete the program. State
Bar Rule 8-104.
19. How does a Beginning Lawyer certify to the TILPP Director that they
have completed TILPP satisfactorily?
TILPP consists of two (2) components: (1) Mentoring; and (2) CLE. Beginning Lawyers
receive written confirmation from the TILPP Director upon successful completion of
both components.
To Complete CLE: Complete twelve (12) CLE hours, inclusive of the mandatory
Beginning Lawyers Program. Attendance is automatically reported to TILPP if you
attend CLE seminars sponsored by TILPP and/or facilitated by ICLE. For CLE events
facilitated by other CLE providers, Beginning Lawyers must ensure that the CLE
provider forwards proof of attendance to the State Bar of Georgia CLE department.
Remember, all attorneys can check their CLE status online by logging onto the State
Bar of Georgia website.
To Complete Group Mentoring: Submit the completed MAE form (within 90 days of
admission) and attend 2 Group Mentoring seminars.
20. What happens if the Beginning Lawyer does not complete TILPP in
the required time period?
The same deadlines, late fees and penalties for general CLE applies. See Rule 8-107.

ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES
21. How is TILPP administered?
The Program is operated under the auspices of the Commission on Continuing Lawyer
Competency (“CCLC”) pursuant to its general supervisory authority to administer the
continuing legal education rules.
The Standards of the Profession Committee is a committee of the CCLC with
responsibilities for devising and recommending policy to the CCLC as to the operation
of TILPP.
22. How many other States have mandatory programs for newly admitted
attorneys like Georgia’s Transition Into Law Practice Program?
TILPP is operated under the auspices of the Commission on Continuing Lawyer
Competency (“CCLC”) pursuant to its general supervisory authority to administer the
continuing legal education rules.
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The Standards of the Profession Committee is a committee of the CCLC with
responsibilities for devising and recommending policy to the CCLC as to the operation
of TILPP.
23. How many other States have mandatory programs for newly admitted
attorneys like Georgia’s Transition Into Law Practice Program?
As of 2019, there are 8 mandatory first year legal mentoring programs throughout the
United States.
24. How long did it take to develop the “Transition Into Law Practice
Program?”
10 years. See 10 Years In The Making on the following page.
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10 YEARS IN
THE MAKING
A BRIEF TIMELINE SHOWING THE DEVELOPMENT
OF THE TRANSITION INTO LAW PRACTICE PROGRAM.
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1996

State Bar of Georgia creates the Standards of the Profession
Committee with charge to investigate and report to the Board of
Governors as to whether the State Bar should require beginning
lawyers to complete a period of internship or other supervised
work prior to admission.

1997

The Standards of the Profession Committee recommends Pilot
Project to test the feasibility of a transition into practice program
combining mentoring with continuing legal education.

1998-1999
2000-2001

Pilot Project logistics are planned and funding secured.
State Bar conducts 2-year Pilot Project with 100 mentors and 100
beginning lawyers.

2002

Pilot Project is evaluated as successful in conveying to beginning
lawyers the practical skills and professional values necessary to
practice law in a highly competent manner.

2003

The Standards of the Profession Committee formally recommends
a mandatory Transition Into Law Practice Program that combines
mandatory mentoring with continuing legal education for newly
admitted lawyers in Georgia.
The Board of Governors of State Bar of Georgia approves the
concept of a mandatory Transition Into Law Practice Program
and authorizes the Standards of the Profession Committee to
propose an Implementation Plan.

2004

The Supreme Court of Georgia approves the concept of a
mandatory Transition Into Law Practice Program and authorizes
the Standards of the Profession Committee to propose an
Implementation Plan.

2005

The Supreme Court of Georgia approves Implementation Plan
calling for the mandatory Transition Into Law Practice Program
to commence January 1, 2006.

QUOTATION:
Sometimes the struggle for something that is worthwhile makes it all the
better, once you achieve it.
- Harry S. Truman
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APPENDIX OF
FORMS
FOR BEGINNING LAWYERS

Mandatory Advocacy Experiences
Model Mentoring Plan
PLEASE NOTE:
If you are in Group Mentoring, the Model Mentoring
Plan is solely for reference to highlight sample
topics the Group Mentoring Seminars will cover.
Migration Form
Use only for a job, mentoring type, or Mentor change.
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FAQS ABOUT MANDATORY
CONTINUING LEGAL EDUCATION
1.

What is the yearly CLE requirement?
12 CLE hours including 1 ethics hour, 1 professionalism hour, 3 trial hours (only required
for trial attorneys). The Beginning Lawyers Program accounts for 6 of these hours and
contains the required professional, ethics and trial hours required for your current year
and the following year after you have been admitted.

2.

Can CLE hours be carried forward?
Yes. Regular CLE hours - 12 hours can be carried to the next year In-House CLE hours - 6
hours can be carried to the next year Ethics hours - 2 hours can be carried to the next
year Professionalism hours - 2 hours can be carried to the next year Trial hours - 3 hours
can be carried to the next year

3.

Can any CLE hours be taken by online or other distance learning
format?
Yes, 6 hours per year can be taken in a distance-learning format. These type of hours are
called in-house hours and they are tracked on attorneys’ CLE transcripts maintained by
the State Bar of Georgia CLE department staﬀ. An attorney can take 6 in-house hours
per year and can carry forward 6 CLE hours to the next succeeding year.

4.

How am I notified if my hours are deficient?
In January or early February of each year, an Annual Report of CLE hours for the
previous calendar year is sent to all active members of the State Bar of Georgia, unless
an exemption has already been entered. If the attorney has completed all the required
CLE hours for the previous year and does not owe any course fees, then the attorney
does not need to do anything further. However, if the attorney either needs more hours
for the previous year or owes a course fee that is listed on the Annual Report, then he or
she has until March 31 to satisfy the deficiency.

5.

How are CLE exemptions taken by attorneys?
Age 70 exemptions are automatic.
Inactive exemptions are automatic for members electing that membership status for a
full calendar year.
Hardship Exemptions - Forms to request hardship exemption can be found on the State
Bar Website.
All other exemptions must be marked on the Status Report mailed in October of each
year or the Annual Report mailed in January of each year.
Also, you can login to view your current CLE Status.
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6.

How can I best comply with my MCLE requirements?
Take all the required hours before the December 31 deadline.
If your hours are incomplete on December 31, make them up during the grace period,
which expires on March 31. This saves the $100 late CLE fee.
If you miss the March 31 deadline, pay the $100 late fee which extends the deadline
to June 30. After June 30 an additional $150 in fees are due for a total of $250 for late
completion of your CLE requirement.
Monitor your record during the year by logging into your account. Some sponsors take
several weeks to report your attendance, so check back if a seminar is not listed in your
record. If it does not appear, contact the CLE department staﬀ at (404) 527-8710.

7.

How can I view my CLE record?
You can check your CLE by logging into your account.

8.

If I am inactive and wish to take CLE hours anyway, are there any
restrictions?
Up to two years of CLE hours (24 credit hours) taken while inactive can be carried over
and applied when you reactivate.

9.

If I live out of state and do not practice in Georgia, am I required to go
inactive?
You are not required to change to inactive status. In order to eliminate the CLE
requirement if you are not practicing in Georgia and live out of state, you may file an
out of state exemption. Please contact CLE at 404-527-8710 for additional information
about CLE.

10. What are sponsor fees and attorney fees?
All courses entered into our CLE database are charged a $5 per hour per attorney
fee. Sponsors of the seminars are required to pay this fee for courses held in Georgia.
Attorneys are required to pay this fee for courses held outside of Georgia or in other
circumstances such as online seminars when the sponsor does not pay the fee. An
attorney can pay the $5 per hour fee to the State Bar of Georgia when attendance is
reported to us or can be billed on the Annual Report that is mailed in January of each
year.
11. What happens in the event an attorney fails to comply with the
Mandatory CLE program?
If an attorney remains in noncompliance, the Supreme Court of Georgia will be notified
so that it may enter any order it deems appropriate including suspension from the
practice of law until, as a minimum, the deficiency is corrected, all penalty fees are paid,
and a reinstatement fee is paid. A $100 penalty fee is required if hours for the preceding
year are not completed by the deficiency period ending March 31.
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12. What is the Annual Report?
It is a transcript of CLE courses that is sent to all active, non-exempt members in January
of each year showing all CLE hours taken for the previous year and indicating all fees
owed.
13. Which members of the State Bar of Georgia are required to complete
MCLE?
All active, non-exempt members who are not part of the Transition into Law Practice
Program.
14. While on inactive status, would I have to take CLE hours? Are there
other requirements to maintain inactive status besides paying inactive
dues?
You are not required to take CLE hours while you are inactive. There are no other
requirements to maintain your inactive status. You may remain inactive for an unlimited
amount of time. While you are inactive, it is very important to keep your address
updated with the Bar and pay your dues. You may change your address on the State
Bar’s website.
15. Who is exempt from MCLE?
A. Members who are inactive (on their dues status with the Membership
Department) for the entire calendar year;
B. Out-of-state members who neither practice in Georgia nor represent Georgia
clients;
C. Out-of-state members who comply with the CLE requirements of their resident
state ($75 fee required with this exemption);
D. Members over age 70;
E. Judges who are prohibited from practicing law;
F. Designated statewide elected oﬃcials; and,
G. Attorneys who establish special circumstances constituting undue hardship.
16. Would I have to take CLE hours to regain my active status from
inactive?
Yes, you are required to complete CLE hours for the year in which you activate as well
as any hours that you are required to complete from years prior to becoming inactive.
These hours would need to be completed by March of the following year.
NOTE: You will be required to complete CLEs for the current year even if you are only
active for one day, week, etc. during the year. Be sure to consider this when
you are activating at the end of a year.
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State Bar of Georgia
Transition Into Law Practice Program (TILPP)
MANDATORY ADVOCACY EXPERIENCES
Pleasecompleteandreturntheformviaemailto:TILPP@gabar.org
orto:
StateBarofGeorgia—TransitionIntoLawPracticeProgram
104MariettaStreetNW,Suite100,Atlanta,GA30303





Beginning Lawyer:
Georgia Bar #:
MandatoryAdvocacyExperiencesarerequiredofALLBeginning Lawyers,regardlessofpracticesetting.
StateBarRule8Ǧ104(D)(1)provides:
“PriortoappearingassoleorleadcounselintheSuperiororStateCourtsofGeorgiainany
contestedcivilcaseorinthetrialofacriminalcase,anynewlyadmittedactivemember
admitted to practice after June 30, 2005, shall complete the mandatory Advocacy
ExperiencesoftheTransitionIntoLawPracticeProgram...”
(5)

ForparticipantsintheTransitionIntoLawPracticeProgramwhowishtoappearas
soleorleadcounselintheSuperiororStateCourtsofGeorgiainanycontestedcivil
caseorinthetrialofacriminalcase,thementorsandbeginninglawyersshalldevise
five(5)mandatoryAdvocacyExperiencestailoredtothepracticesofthebeginning
lawyers.”(StateBarRule8Ǧ104(D),Regulation(5))

The following are examples of observation types. Actual or virtual (i.e., simulations or webcasts)
observationscanqualify.Eachobservationmustlastaminimumofone(1)hour.
i.

Adepositionofawitnessoradverse partyinacivilaction;

ii.

Ajurytrialinacivilorcriminalcase ineitherastateorfederalcourt;

iii.

Anonjurytrial,evidentiaryhearing,orhearing inastate,federal,oradministrative
court;

iv.

Anappellateargumentinthe Supreme Court of Georgia, the GeorgiaCourtof
Appeals,orthe11thCircuitCourtofAppeals;

v.

Arealestatetransactionfrominitiationthroughclosing;

vi.

Acontractnegotiationandexecution;

vii.

Anestateplanningtransactionfrominitialinterviewthroughdocumentexecution;

viii. Amediation.
OtheradvocacyexperiencesmaybeselectedtocomplywithRule8Ǧ104(D).

NOTE–THISISPAGEONE(1)OFATWO(2)PAGEFORM
(Saveatree–pleaseprinttwoǦsided.)DONOTSTAPLEPleasemailflat.
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Beginning Lawyer:
Georgia Bar #:
TILPP requires completion of the MAEs by all Beginning Lawyers, even if you are not currently
appearingincourt.ThelanguageofMAEsbeingcompletedbeforeappearingassoleandleadcounselisa
benchmark,sothatattorneyswhodoplantoappearincourtimmediatelyuponthestartoftheirpractice
withoutanyinǦcourtexperiencehaveagaugeastohowsoontheyshouldcompletetheMAES.Itisnot
meanttoprovideexclusiontothosewhodonotplantoappearassoleorleadcounsel.Youareallowedto
provide three (3) experiences from law school. If you are unable to attend the remaining two (2)
observationsinperson,youareallowedtowatchoralargumentsfromtheGeorgiaSupremeCourtwebsite.
Youarealsoallowedtoobserveotherexperiencesrelativetoyourpracticesettingsuchasmediation,real
estateclosingtransactions,contractnegotiations,etc.Pleaseensurethatyouexperienceinvolvesanactual
observationandnotanexperienceinwhichyouaresolelyparticipating.TILPPencouragesyoutousethese
observationsasanopportunitytomeetmoreexperiencedattorneysandjudges.
REMINDER:Three(3)ofthefive(5)mandatoryAdvocacyExperiencesmaybeobtained
priortoadmissiontopracticeaftercompletionof60%oflawschool.SeeRule8Ǧ104(D).

*PleasecontacttheTILPPofficeifyouareinGroupMentoringandhavequestionsabout
yourobservations.
LISTMANDATORYADVOCACYEXPERIENCES:

Pleasegiveaconcisedescriptionregardingeachobservation,including
typeofexperience,aswellascasenumber,court,andjudge,ifapplicable.



1.



 



 



 



 



 

DATE
COMPLETED
(indicatebelow)

2.

3.

4.

5.
IherebycertifythatIhavecompletedtheobservationslistedabove
andthateachlastedaminimumofonehour.

Signature:





















Date: 





MandatoryAdvocacyExperiences
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Beginning Lawyer
Bar Number

For Beginning Lawyers subject to the mandatory Advocacy Experiences
requirement, the Mentor should monitor and facilitate the progress of the
Beginning Lawyer in observing five (5) Advocacy Experiences and by
discussing, or arranging for another experienced lawyer to discuss, the
context and assess the event observed. The five (5) experiences should be
tailored to the Beginning Lawyers practice area.
REMINDER: Up to three (3) of the five (5) mandatory
Advocacy Experiences may be obtained prior to
admission to practice, under certain conditions. See
Rule 8-104(D).

LIST MANDATORY ADVOCACY EXPERIENCES:
DATE COMPLETED

1. Statee v.. Phillips

03.06
6.2017

2. Statee v.. Roberson

03.06.2017

3. Statee v.. Mattox

03.07.2017

d Larry
4. RE:: Blackburn,, Roland

03.08.2017

5. Wallenss Propertiess & Thee Lighthouse

09.16.2016
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DETAILS OF MANDATORY ADVOCACY EXPERIENCES
Beginning Lawyer Bar Number Cobb County Superior Court - Judge Ann Harris - Monday 6th March 2017
STATE v. SHAUNA PHILLIPS
Burglary in the First Degree
Possession of a Controlled Substance 1
Possession of Cocaine
Possession of a Controlled Substance 2
Possession of a Controlled Substance 3
Possession of a Controlled Substance 4
Cobb County Superior Court - Judge Ann Harris - Monday 6th March 2017
STATE v. ROBERSON
Home Invasion Simple
Assault
Aggravated Assault 1
Aggravated Assault 2
Possession of Firearm During Commission of a Felony Battery
False Imprisonment 1
False Imprisonment 2
Theft by Receiving Stolen Property
Giving False Information to a Law Enforcement Officer Possession
of Cocaine With Intent to Distribute
Possession of a Controlled Substance With Intent to Distribute
Possession of Firearm During Commission of a Felony Crossing the
Guard Line With Contraband
Forgery in the First Degree 1 Forgery in
the First Degree 2
Cobb County Superior Court - Judge Kimberly Childs - Tuesday 7th March 2017
STATE v. MATTOX
Aggravated Battery Assault
Cruelty to Children
Cobb County Probate Court - Judge Kelli Wolk- Wednesday 8th March 2017
RE: BLACKBURN, RONALD LARRY
Guardianship - Removal Petition
Cochran & Edwards - Real Estate Attorneys - Smyrna, GA - Friday 16th September, 2016
WALENS PROPERTIES, LLC - THE LIGHTHOUSE FOR ALL NATIONS, INC.
Real Estate Contract Closing of Property situated in the City of Marietta
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Signature: __________________________________

Date: ______________
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Status Year:
Beginning Lawyer:
Georgia Bar #:

M
AE
s

TILPP requires completion of the MAEs by all Beginning Lawyers, even if you are not currently
appearing in court. The language of MAEs being completed before appearing as sole and lead counsel is a
benchmark, so that attorneys who do plan to appear in court immediately upon the start of their practice
without any in-court experience have a gauge as to how soon they should complete the MAES. It is not
meant to provide exclusion to those who do not plan to appear as sole or lead counsel. You are allowed to
provide three (3) experiences from law school. If you are able to attend the remaining two (2) observations
in person, you are allowed to watch oral arguments from the Georgia Supreme Court website. You are also
allowed to observe other experiences relative to your practice setting such as mediation,
real estate closing
ed
olves an actual observation and
transactions, contract negotiations, etc. Please ensure that you experience involves
not an experience in which you are solely participating. TILPP encourages you to use the
these observations as
an opportunity to meet more experienced attorneys and judges.
REMINDER: Three (3) of the five (5) mandatory Advocacy Experiences
periences may
ma be obtained
o
prior to admission to practice after completion of 60% of law school.
Rule 8-104(D).
school. See
Se Ru

*Please contact the TILPP office if you are in Group
oup
up Mentoring and have questions about
your observations.
LIST MANDATORY ADVOCACY EXPERIENCES:
NCES
ES::

DATE
COMPLETED

Please give a concise description regarding
rding each observation,
observatio
bser
including
umber, court
type of experience, as well as case number,
court, and judg
judge, if applicable.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Sa
m
pl
e

1.

(indicate below)

Georgia Supreme Court oral arguments
guments
ts from the morning
mornin of February 5, 2019

02/11/2019

argument from
fro the afternoon of February 5, 2019
Georgia Supreme Court oral arguments

02/12/2019

Observed
rved non-jury
no
hearings

03/05/2019

Jury trial

03/28/2019

Mediation (attended one on March 19, 2019, but it wasn't long enough, so I went again)

04/03/2019

I hereby certify that I have completed the observations listed above
and that each lasted a minimum of one hour.

Signature:

Signature: ______________________________________________

Date:

Date: __________

(Please see addendum for additional details relating to each observation.)

(Please see attached for additional details on the observations.)
Mandatory Advocacy Experiences
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StatusYear:





MentoringType:

State Bar of Georgia
Transition Into Law Practice Program (TILPP)
MIGRATION FORM

(Mentor Change, Mentoring Type Change or Job Change)
Pleasecompleteandreturntheformviaemailto:TILPP@gabar.org
orto:StateBarofGeorgia—TransitionIntoLawPracticeProgram
104MariettaStreetNW,Suite100,Atlanta,GA30303 





PleasecompleteandsubmitthisformifyourMentor,yourmentoringtypeoryourjobhaschanged.
I. BEGINNINGLAWYERINFORMATION


Name: 


EmailAddress:











 GeorgiaBarNo.







(pleaseprintortype)





Employer:

II. PREVIOUSMENTORINGTYPE/STATUS


 OUTSIDEMENTORING

 INSIDEMENTORING

 GROUPMENTORING

IfyouwereinInsideorOutsideMentoringandpreviouslyhadaMentor,
pleasecompletepreviousmentorinformationbelow:

PreviousMentor’sName:










 PreviousMentor’s
GABarNo.

(pleaseprintortype)




PreviousMentor’sEmployer:
III. NEWMENTORINGTYPE


 OUTSIDEMENTORING

 INSIDEMENTORING

 GROUPMENTORING

IV.NEWMENTORNOMINEEINFORMATION
IfyouwishtonominateanewMentor,pleasecompletetheinformationbelow:

NewMentor’sName: 



(pleaseprintortype)
NewMentor’sEmail
Address:
 NewMentorNominee’sMentor
VolunteerFormisattached.



 Employer:

(AttachtheORIGINAL,NOTARIZEDform,nota
copy.Theformmaybefoundat:MVF




OR




NewMentor’s
GeorgiaBarNo.








 NewMentorNomineehasalready
submittedaMentorVolunteer
Formonmybehalf.
(AMentorVolunteerFormisrequiredfor
EACHBeginningLawyerbeingmentored
bysaidMentor.)

I HEREBY CERTIFY that the above information is correct and complete. I request reassignmentfrom my previous Mentor or
MentoringTypetomynewMentorNomineeorMentoringType.IunderstandthattheTILPPDirectormustapprovethisrequest.
Ifurtherunderstandthat,ifIaminInsideorOutsideMentoring,inadditiontoanewMentorVolunteerform,Iamrequiredto
submitnew90Ǧdaycompliancedocumentssigned/acknowledgedbymynewMentor:These90Ǧdaycompliancedocumentsare:
a)ComplianceChecklist;b)ModelMentoringPlan(ifnoMasterPlan);andc)ContinuingLegalEducationAgreement(Outside
Mentoringonly).

Signature:













Hasyourcontactinformationchanged?

Date: 







StateBarRule1Ǧ207requiresmemberstokeepcontactinformationonfile.
Toedityourcontactinformation,logintoyourmemberaccountatwww.gabar.org.
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StatusYear:_________


State Bar of Georgia
Transition Into Law Practice Program (TILPP)
MODEL MENTORING PLAN



Pleasecompleteandreturntheformviaemailto:TILPP@gabar.org
orto:
StateBarofGeorgia—TransitionIntoLawPracticeProgram
104MariettaStreetNW,Suite100,Atlanta,GA30303



We, the undersigned Mentor (“Mentor”) and Lawyer (“Lawyer”), agree upon this Mentoring Plan detailing
activitiesandexperiencesrelatedtoourparticipationintheTransitionIntoLawPracticeProgram(“TILPP”).
WepledgethatwewillfulfillthisMentoring PlaninaccordancewiththeTILPPmissiontoassistLawyerin
acquiringthepracticalskills,judgmentandprofessionalvaluestopracticelawinahighlycompetentmanner.

THISPLANISDESIGNEDTOTAKEAFULLYEARTOCOMPLETE.Youshouldsenditininitially
withsignaturesonlyonthecoverpageandtheheaderofthesubsequentpages.Attheendofyourmentoring
year,youwillsubmitthefinalPlanwithallofthedatescompleted.
Plan Start

PlanCompletion

ATTHESTARTOFTHEPROGRAM:Sign
belowandatthetopofthefollowingpagesto
indicateyourunderstandingofallrequirements.
BesuretoincludethePlanStartDate.

UPON COMPLETION OF THE PROGRAM:
Signbelowagainandindicateonthefollowing
pages the completion date of each item. Be
suretoincludethePlanCompletionDate.

MENTOR

MENTOR

Mentor’sName:

Mentor’sSignature:

Mentor’sBarNumber:

PlanStartDate:

Mentor’sName:

Mentor’sSignature:


PlanCompletionDate:

BEGINNINGLAWYER
Lawyer’sName

Lawyer’sSignature:

Lawyer’sBarNumber:

PlanStartDate:

BEGINNINGLAWYER
Lawyer’sName

Lawyer’sSignature:



PlanCompletionDate:

NOTE:

Mentor and Lawyer may utilize this Model Plan with no changes, or they may individualize
this Model Plan by *substituting activities appropriate to the practice setting of the
Beginning Lawyer.
*ANY AND ALL CHANGES TO THIS MODEL PLAN MUST BE SUBMITTED TO
AND APPROVED BY THE TILPP DIRECTOR WITHIN 90-DAYS OF BEING SWORN IN.
DONOTSTAPLEPleasemailflat.

104 Marietta St. NW, Suite 100 • Atlanta, GA 30303 • 404-527-8704 • tilpp@gabar.org
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Transition into Law Practice Program
Model Mentoring Plan
LawyerSignature
MentorSignature


MODELMENTORINGPLAN
ThecornerstoneofTILPPistheintersectionbetweenmentoringandCLE.
ThefollowingactivitiesandexperiencesareastructuredguidetoassisttheMentor
andLawyerinfulfillingtherequirementsofthementoringcomponentofTILPP,in
addition to discussing topics arising from CLE seminars.  This guide can be
individualized by substituting* or adding additional activities or experiences
relevant to Lawyer’s practice setting.  TILPP encourages Mentors who do not
litigate to call on another experienced attorney who does litigation to assist
Lawyer in satisfying the Mandatory Advocacy Experiences relative to trial
observations.(SectionEherein)
At the conclusion of the Mentoring year, this Model Plan will serve as
Mentor’sevaluativetooltodetermineifLawyerhassatisfactorilycompletedthe
MentoringcomponentofTILPP.

*ANY AND ALL CHANGES TO THIS MODEL PLAN MUST BE SUBMITTED TO
ANDAPPROVEDBYTHETILPPDIRECTORWITHIN90ǦDAYSOFBEINGSWORNIN.

Model Mentoring Plan
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A. 



ACTIVITYOREXPERIENCE
IntroductiontotheLegalCommunity

DATE
COMPLETED
(indicatebelow)

 

 1. Mentor should contact Lawyeras soon as practicable after beingassigned 
and arrange to meet.MentorshouldintroduceLawyerto other lawyers and
staff members at Mentor’soffice or, in the case of inǦfirm mentoring,

ascertain if such introductionshavealreadyoccurred.
 2. InviteLawyertoattendalocalorspecialtybarassociationorStateBarSection 

meetinganddiscusslocal,stateandnationalbarassociationopportunities.



 3. IntroduceLawyertootherlawyersinthecommunitythroughattendanceat
localorspecialtybarassociationorStateBarsectionmeetings.







 4. EscortLawyeronatourofthelocaland/orfederalcourthouse(s)and,tothe
extentpracticable,introducehimorhertomembersofthejudiciary,court
personnelandclerksofcourt.






 5. Discussany“unwritten”customaryrulesofcivilityoretiquetteamonglawyers 

andjudgesinthecommunity.



 6. DiscussprobonoopportunitieswithorganizationssuchasLegalAid,Georgia 
LegalServices,AtlantaVolunteerLawyersFoundationandothersthatrefer

casesintheBeginningLawyer’spracticearea.AdviseLawyerofprobono
opportunitiesandresourcesavailablethroughtheStateBar.



B. 

IntroductiontotheCommunityatLarge

 1. InviteLawyertoattendacivicclubofwhichMentorisamemberand/ora
communityserviceactivityinwhichMentorparticipates.




2. Discusscivic,charitableandserviceopportunitiesinthecommunity.


ModelMentoringPlan
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DATE
COMPLETED
(indicatebelow)



C. 


IntroductiontoLawOfficeManagement
1. MentorshouldacclimateLawyertothelawfirmenvironmentbygiving
him/heratourofMentor’soffice.Mentorshoulddemonstrateandexplain
howthefollowingitemsoflawpracticemanagementareusedandhandled
inMentor’soffice,ifapplicable.

 







(a)

TimeRecords

 







(b)

RecordsofclientǦrelatedexpenses

 







(c)

Billingsystem

 







(d)

EscroworTrustAccountandhandlingofclientsfunds

 







(e)

FilingSystem

 







(f)

DocumentRetentionPlan

 







(g)

Calendarand“Tickler”orReminderSystems

 







(h)

InformationTechnologySystems

 







(i)

LibraryandResearchSystems

 







(j)

Other resources (publications, seminars, equipment, etc.)thata
Lawyermightfindparticularly helpfulinhisorherwork





(k)















Discussgoodtimemanagementskillsandtechniques

 



(l)

Discusspracticestomaintainclientconfidentiality

 



(m)

Discusstheroleandresponsibilitiesofparalegals,secretariesand
otherofficepersonnel,andhowtoestablishgoodworking
relationshipswithothersinsameofficewhoaresupportstaff,
colleaguesorseniorpartners



ModelMentoringPlan
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D. 

WorkingWithYourClient

1.












DATE
COMPLETED
(indicatebelow)



Discussquestionsanditemsofpracticalguidancelearnedfromapplicable
continuinglegaleducation(”CLE”)programsattended,including
responsibilitiesoftheattorneyandtheclientindecisionmaking.

 





2. Discusshowtogatherinformationaboutalegalmatterandhowtodetermine  
credibilityanddeveloptrust.
 
3. Discusshowtoscreenfor,recognizeandavoidconflictsofinterest.
 
4. Discusshowtodecidewhethertoacceptrepresentationonalegalmatter.

5. Discusstheuseofretainerorengagementletters/agreementsandhowto

definethescopeoftherepresentation.
 
6. Discusshowtotalkaboutandsetfeesforlegalservices.
 
7. Discusshowtodealwitha“difficult”client.
8. Discuss“DO’sandDON’TS”ofmaintainingidealongoingclientrelations,such  
asreturningtelephonecallsandkeepingclientsinformedaboutmatters.

9. DiscussterminatingthelawyerǦclientrelationshipandnecessary

documentation.

10. Participateinorobserveatleastoneclientintervieworclientcounseling

session.(InsideMentoringonly)


ModelMentoringPlan
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E.
 

MandatoryAdvocacyExperiences
MandatoryAdvocacyExperiencesarerequiredofALLBeginning Lawyers,regardlessofpractice
setting.
StateBarRule8Ǧ104(D)(1)provides:
“Prior to appearing as sole or lead counsel in the Superior or State Courts of
Georgiainanycontestedcivilcaseorinthetrialofacriminalcase,anynewly
admittedactivememberadmittedtopracticeafterJune30,2005,shallcomplete
the mandatory Advocacy Experiences of the Transition Into Law Practice
Program...
(5) ForparticipantsintheTransitionIntoLawPracticeProgramwhowishto
appearassoleorleadcounselintheSuperiororStateCourtsofGeorgiain
any contested civil case or in the trial of a criminal case, Mentors and
beginning lawyers shall devise five (5) mandatory Advocacy Experiences
tailored to the practices of the beginning lawyers.” (State Bar Rule 8Ǧ
104(D),Regulation(5))
The followingare examplesofobservationtypes.Actualorvirtual(i.e.,simulationsorwebcasts)
observationscanqualify.Eachobservationmustlastaminimumofone(1)hour.
i.

Adepositionofawitnessoradverse partyinacivilaction;

ii.

Ajurytrialinacivilorcriminalcase ineitherastateorfederalcourt;

iii.

Anonjurytrial,evidentiaryhearing,orhearing inastate,federal,or
administrativecourt;

iv.

Anappellateargumentinthe Supreme Court of Georgia, the Georgia Court
of Appeals,orthe11thCircuitCourtofAppeals;

v.

Arealestatetransactionfrominitiationthroughclosing;

vi.

Acontractnegotiationandexecution;

vii. Anestateplanningtransactionfrominitialinterviewthroughdocument
execution;
viii. Amediation.
OtheradvocacyexperiencesmaybeselectedtocomplywithRule8Ǧ104(D).


ModelMentoringPlan
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TILPPrequirescompletionoftheMAEsbyallBeginningLawyers,evenifyouarenotcurrentlyappearing
incourt.ThelanguageofMAEsbeingcompletedbeforeappearingassoleandleadcounselisabenchmark,
sothatattorneyswhodoplantoappearincourtimmediatelyuponthestartoftheirpracticewithoutanyinǦ
courtexperiencehaveagaugeastohowsoontheyshouldcompletetheMAES.Itisnotmeanttoprovide
exclusiontothosewhodonotplantoappearassoleorleadcounsel.Youareallowedtoprovidethree
experiencesfromlawschool.Ifyouarenotabletopersonallyattendthetworemainingobservations,you
are allowed to watch oral arguments from the Georgia Supreme Court website. You are also allowed to
observe other experiences relative to your practice setting such as mediation, real estate closing
transactions,contractnegotiationsandexecutions,estateplanningdocumenttransactionsandexecutions,
etc.Pleaseensurethatyouexperienceinvolvesanactualobservationandnotanexperienceinwhichyouare
activelyparticipating.TILPPencouragesLawyertousetheseobservationsasanopportunitytomeet
moreexperiencedattorneysandjudges.
Mentor should monitor, facilitate and discuss the progress of Lawyer in observing five (5) Advocacy
Experiencesandarrangeforanotherexperiencedlawyertodiscussthecontextandassesseachobservation.
Thefive(5)observationsshouldbetailoredtoLawyer’spracticearea.
REMINDER:Three(3)ofthefive(5)mandatoryAdvocacyExperiencesmaybe
obtainedaftercompletingthe2ndyearoflawschool.SeeRule8Ǧ104(D)(1).

LISTMANDATORYADVOCACYEXPERIENCES:
 





DATE
COMPLETED
(indicatebelow)



Pleasegiveaconcisedescriptionofeachobservation,includingtypeofevent,
aswellascasenumber,court,andjudge,ifapplicable.

































1.



2.



3.



4.



5.


ModelMentoringPlan
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F. 












1. ArrangeforLawyertoobserveanactualorsimulatedarbitrationand 
discussorarrangeforanexperiencedlawyertodiscussthe
arbitrationobserved,providerelevantbackgroundcontextand
evaluatewhatisobserved.





2. ArrangeforLawyertoobserveajudicialǦtypehearingconductedby 
astateorlocaladministrativebody(e.g.,localzoningboard;tax
equalizationboardhearing;statelicensingorregulatoryboard)and
providerelevantbackgroundcontextandevaluatewhatisobserved.





AdditionalAdvocacyExperiences

 ClosingandTransactionalWork

G.


DATE
COMPLETED
(indicatebelow)



ArrangeforLawyertoobservearealestateorother business
transactionorfinancialclosingandexplainrelevant background.



ModelMentoringPlan
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H.  TheObligationsofAttorneystoOthers
Discuss questions and items of practical guidance learnedfrom

DATE
COMPLETED
(indicatebelow)

 
 



Discuss“ALawyer’sCreed”(seebelow)andhowweaslawyers canusethe  





1. applicableCLEprograms attendedonthetopicofprofessionalism.



2. lawandlegalprocessas“instrumentsforthecommon good”.
ALAWYER’SCREED

To my clients, I offer faithfulness, competence, diligence, and
good judgment. I will strive to represent you as I would want to be
representedandtobeworthyofyourtrust.
To the opposing parties and their counsel, I offer fairness,
integrity,andcivility.Iwillseekreconciliationand,ifwefail,Iwillstrive
tomakeourdisputeadignifiedone.
Tothecourts,andothertribunals,andtothosewhoassistthem,
Iofferrespect,candor,andcourtesy.Iwillstrivetodohonortothesearch
forjustice.
Tomycolleaguesinthepracticeoflaw,Iofferconcernforyour
welfare.Iwillstrivetomakeourassociationaprofessionalfriendship.
To the profession, I offer assistance. I will strive to keep our
businessaprofessionandourprofessionacallinginthespiritofpublic
service.
Tothepublicandoursystemsofjustice,Iofferservice.Iwillstrive
toimprovethelawandourlegalsystem,tomakethelawandourlegal
system available to all, and to seek the common good through the
representationofmyclients.


ModelMentoringPlan
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I. 


1.




















Negotiation



DATE
COMPLETED
(indicatebelow)

 

Discussquestionsanditemsofpractical guidancelearnedfromapplicable
CLEprogramsattended,suchas:

 



(a) Howtoprepareforthenegotiationofalegal matter(e.g.,releaseofa  
personalinjuryclaim, leaseagreement,etc.)



(b) Whenandhownegotiationshouldbeinitiated

 



(c) Howtoinvolvetheclientinnegotiation

 



(d) Howtonegotiatewithanattorneywithyearsof experience,afriend,
etc.

 





(e) Ethicalandprofessionalismobligationsofnegotiators





(f)

 
 



2.

Skillsneededtobeaneffectivenegotiatorand howtoacquirethem



ArrangeforLawyertoobserveanactualorsimulatednegotiationandexplain  
relevantbackgroundcontextandthenevaluatewhatisobserved.



ENDOFMODELMENTORINGPLAN

ModelMentoringPlancompiledby:
State Bar of Georgia
Transition Into Law Practice Program
104 Marietta Street NW, Suite 100
Atlanta, Georgia 30303
tilpp@gabar.org
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State Bar of Georgia
Transition Into Law Practice Program (TILPP)
MANDATORY ADVOCACY EXPERIENCES
Pleasecompleteandreturntheformviaemailto:TILPP@gabar.org
orto:
StateBarofGeorgia—TransitionIntoLawPracticeProgram
104MariettaStreetNW,Suite100,Atlanta,GA30303





Beginning Lawyer:
Georgia Bar #:
MandatoryAdvocacyExperiencesarerequiredofALLBeginning Lawyers,regardlessofpracticesetting.
StateBarRule8Ǧ104(D)(1)provides:
“PriortoappearingassoleorleadcounselintheSuperiororStateCourtsofGeorgiainany
contestedcivilcaseorinthetrialofacriminalcase,anynewlyadmittedactivemember
admitted to practice after June 30, 2005, shall complete the mandatory Advocacy
ExperiencesoftheTransitionIntoLawPracticeProgram...”
(5)

ForparticipantsintheTransitionIntoLawPracticeProgramwhowishtoappearas
soleorleadcounselintheSuperiororStateCourtsofGeorgiainanycontestedcivil
caseorinthetrialofacriminalcase,thementorsandbeginninglawyersshalldevise
five(5)mandatoryAdvocacyExperiencestailoredtothepracticesofthebeginning
lawyers.”(StateBarRule8Ǧ104(D),Regulation(5))

The following are examples of observation types. Actual or virtual (i.e., simulations or webcasts)
observationscanqualify.Eachobservationmustlastaminimumofone(1)hour.
i.

Adepositionofawitnessoradverse partyinacivilaction;

ii.

Ajurytrialinacivilorcriminalcase ineitherastateorfederalcourt;

iii.

Anonjurytrial,evidentiaryhearing,orhearing inastate,federal,oradministrative
court;

iv.

Anappellateargumentinthe Supreme Court of Georgia, the GeorgiaCourtof
Appeals,orthe11thCircuitCourtofAppeals;

v.

Arealestatetransactionfrominitiationthroughclosing;

vi.

Acontractnegotiationandexecution;

vii.

Anestateplanningtransactionfrominitialinterviewthroughdocumentexecution;

viii. Amediation.
OtheradvocacyexperiencesmaybeselectedtocomplywithRule8Ǧ104(D).

NOTE–THISISPAGEONE(1)OFATWO(2)PAGEFORM
(Saveatree–pleaseprinttwoǦsided.)DONOTSTAPLEPleasemailflat.





104 Marietta St. NW, Suite 100 • Atlanta, GA 30303 • 404-527-8704 • tilpp@gabar.org
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Beginning Lawyer:
Georgia Bar #:
TILPP requires completion of the MAEs by all Beginning Lawyers, even if you are not currently
appearingincourt.ThelanguageofMAEsbeingcompletedbeforeappearingassoleandleadcounselisa
benchmark,sothatattorneyswhodoplantoappearincourtimmediatelyuponthestartoftheirpractice
withoutanyinǦcourtexperiencehaveagaugeastohowsoontheyshouldcompletetheMAES.Itisnot
meanttoprovideexclusiontothosewhodonotplantoappearassoleorleadcounsel.Youareallowedto
provide three (3) experiences from law school. If you are unable to attend the remaining two (2)
observationsinperson,youareallowedtowatchoralargumentsfromtheGeorgiaSupremeCourtwebsite.
Youarealsoallowedtoobserveotherexperiencesrelativetoyourpracticesettingsuchasmediation,real
estateclosingtransactions,contractnegotiations,etc.Pleaseensurethatyouexperienceinvolvesanactual
observationandnotanexperienceinwhichyouaresolelyparticipating.TILPPencouragesyoutousethese
observationsasanopportunitytomeetmoreexperiencedattorneysandjudges.
REMINDER:Three(3)ofthefive(5)mandatoryAdvocacyExperiencesmaybeobtained
priortoadmissiontopracticeaftercompletionof60%oflawschool.SeeRule8Ǧ104(D).

*PleasecontacttheTILPPofficeifyouareinGroupMentoringandhavequestionsabout
yourobservations.
LISTMANDATORYADVOCACYEXPERIENCES:

Pleasegiveaconcisedescriptionregardingeachobservation,including
typeofexperience,aswellascasenumber,court,andjudge,ifapplicable.



1.



 



 



 



 



 

DATE
COMPLETED
(indicatebelow)

2.

3.

4.

5.
IherebycertifythatIhavecompletedtheobservationslistedabove
andthateachlastedaminimumofonehour.

Signature:





















Date: 





MandatoryAdvocacyExperiences
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Director, Transition Into Law Practice Program
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A Tapestry of Mentoring
“We don’t accomplish anything in this world alone . . . and whatever
happens is the result of the whole tapestry of one’s life and all the
weavings of individual threads form one to another that creates
something.”—Sandra Day O’Connor

GETTYIMAGES.COM/ILBUSCA

BY MICHELLE E. WEST
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Earlier this summer, I had the opportunity to visit my undergraduate alma
mater. As I stepped out of the cab at the
front gates of 37 and O Streets in Washington, D.C., it all came rushing back.
Walking through campus, I watched the
intensely colored floral bloom variations
zigzag across the campus lawn adding
multiple patches of color to the setting.
It made me remember when I was a budding young adult headed to this place that
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There is tremendous value in both formal and informal
mentoring. It is the sum of both, intricately woven throughout
our lives, that leads to enduring growth and development.

I called home for four years. I recall concluding my final year in high school with
a pre-college counselor encouraging me
to sign a contract confirming my college
application preparation and submission
schedule. It was my dear calculus teacher
who helped me uphold this agreement’s
impending deadlines. Daily, she sat with
me after school in front of the computer
and guided my direction in completing
what seemed to be a daunting task. These
wonderful individuals are just two of the
many supporters who lent a steady hand,
provided words of encouragement and
helped me chart a path toward the college I found myself returning to almost 20
years to the day after I walked across the
stage situated on the front lawn.
As I walked through campus, I encountered graduation day for various
degree programs. I became nostalgic as I
made my way down the floral clustered
pathway. I was welcomed by the buildings of yesteryear as I admired the recent,
more modern structures of today. The
older buildings juxtaposed against the
new exemplified how things had changed
yet also remained the same. Complementing one another; the wisdom of the old
celebrated the new as the new uplifted
the old. Upon entering the Intercultural
Center where I spent most of my undergraduate years, I searched for the name of
the international politics professor who
shaped my formative college years. I was
sad to find that it was not there. I subsequently learned that he passed some years
earlier, but fortunately for me, not before
impacting my life. I also looked for the
name of the dean with whom I pleaded to
allow me to veer off course for a semester

of study abroad in Italy. She encouraged
my skills of persuasion and supported my
need to follow my heart.
As I made my way through campus
in search of my old dorm, I passed the
Healy and New North buildings, where
years ago, I met the English professor
who influenced my writing style and encouraged my love for the written word. I
also recalled the theology professor who
broadened my thoughts on religion and
life. Heading into the tunnel, I was shaded
from the sun but not before being greeted
by another patch of glorious blooms. The
contrasting color brought forth vivid
memories of how my life had been illuminated by my various experiences here.
As I was preparing to journey out of
the gates, I passed one last commencement exercise. It was that of the school
from which I had graduated, the School
of Foreign Service. I paused and reflected
on how not only the professors, but also
my peers and family had shaped my life
and assisted me through those four fabulous foundational years. Each encounter
stitched lasting threads weaving through
and supporting the fabric of my life.
As the beautiful floras of summer pass
the torch to the aching red and orange
leaves of fall, I recall not just these experiences, but the many that came after, in law
school and currently in my professional
career, which have served to impact the
life I have today. It has not been just one
mentoring relationship, but the sum of
many, in all shapes and sizes, that has created this beautiful patchwork. Whether
it was a connection at the office, strategy
surrounding a case, a shared interest, camaraderie at a salon, a conversation on

a flight, a short call, a planned lunch or
dinner meeting, a walk in the park or a
chance encounter at an event or seminar,
I have learned from these experiences. Although this wisdom was not transferred
in a formalized fashion, a connection was
established and an imprint was made on
my life.
There are so many valuable connections to be made, if encounters are approached as more than mere transactions.
Mentoring can be found at all stages of
life and in numerous forms. The Transition Into Law Practice Program was in
the early stages of development when I
graduated from law school. Therefore, I
was not afforded the wonderful opportunity to participate in Georgia’s formalized
mentoring and continuing legal education program. The advice, guidance and
support I received resulted from serendipitous encounters and intentional engagements interspersed throughout my
life. Nevertheless, my existence has been
thoroughly enriched. These experiences
have served to aid my professional and
personal journey in much the same manner as a formalized mentoring program.
There is tremendous value in both formal and informal mentoring. It is the sum
of both, intricately woven throughout
our lives, that leads to enduring growth
and development. z
Michelle E. West
Director, Transition Into Law
Practice Program
State Bar of Georgia
michellew@gabar.org
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The John T. Marshall
Model Mentor Award:
Honoring the Cause,
the Champions and
the Concept
The inaugural John T. Marshall Model Mentor Award was presented
to John T. Marshall at the 2018 Fall Board of Governors Meeting.
BY MICHELLE E. WEST

PHOTO BY JENNIFER R. MASON

When you get, give. When you learn, teach.
—Dr. Maya Angelou

John T. Marshall and Michelle E. West, director, Transition Into Law Practice Program, during
the presentation of the inaugural John T. Marshall Model Mentor Award at the Fall Board of
Governors Meeting.
36
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This vision is what the Transition
Into Law Practice Program (TILPP)
seeks to fulfill through its continuing legal
education seminars, mentor programming
and mentor pairing. TILPP, the State Bar
of Georgia’s mentoring program, was created in response to the need to assist new
lawyers with ethics, professionalism and
practice tips as they begin their careers.
TILPP honored the most notable of its
many champions, John T. Marshall, at the
Fall Board of Governors Meeting on Friday, Nov. 2, at Callaway Gardens. TILPP
created the John T. Marshall Model Mentor Award to commemorate its 10th anniversary and to celebrate experienced
lawyers, who like its namesake, are so graciously giving of their time as they willingly teach from their experiences. This commitment and dedication of TILPP mentors
translates into a warm welcome for new
lawyers entering the profession.
TILPP was initiated by the Chief
Justice’s Commission on Professionalism (CJCP), which conducted town hall
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meetings around Georgia to address the
growing concern regarding recent law
graduates’ readiness to join the practice
of law. At these meetings, CJCP hoped to
gather further insight into and support
for this noble cause. In 1996, State Bar
of Georgia President Ben Easterlin asked
John T. Marshall to lead the Standards of
Profession Committee and to develop a
mentoring program. The initial thought
was to create an apprenticeship program
similar to the residency program for new
doctors. However, Marshall did not think
that type of program would be ideal for
new attorneys.
In order to fulfill this important mission of new lawyer mentoring in Georgia,
Marshall assembled a dream team, which
included Ron Ellington, Larry Jones,
Sally Lockwood Mitchell and Bill Scranton. Intuitively Marshall knew that these
individuals possessed the expertise and
perspective to assist in such a great endeavor. This dream team devised a pilot
program, recruited mentors and mentees,
and traveled the state. Approximately 10
years later, the State Bar of Georgia Board
of Governors and the Supreme Court of
Georgia approved the mandatory mentoring program for full implementation.
As the program gained more momentum and became increasingly successful,
the dream team traveled the country to
teach other states about administering a
successful mentoring program. Based on
the groundwork laid by the diligence and
hard work of Georgia lawyers, Georgia
became, and remains, an authority in
the realm of national legal mentoring
programs. As Sally Lockwood Mitchell
traveled nationally, she recalled advising those who asked why Georgia was
so successful with legal mentoring that
three “M”s were needed to have a successful mentoring program (1) available
and interested mentors; (2) a program

that is mandatory; and (3) the direction, drive and dedication of someone
like John T. Marshall. Currently, there
are approximately 19 states, including
Georgia, with legal mentoring programs.
As of November 2018, under the direction of Doug Ashworth, followed by
Tangela King and now myself, 12,533
newly admitted lawyers have enrolled
in the Mentoring Program. There have
been 51 Supreme Court orders appointing TILPP’s 4,680 mentors. The 4,680
mentors reflect solely each mentors’ initial appointment. Many of our mentors
have served multiple times.
We salute the dream team and honor its
fearless leader, John T. Marshall. He and
his team created a program that has served
as a template for numerous programs nationwide. Marshall, currently of counsel
to Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner, shaped
such an impactful program all while being a partner at then Powell Goldstein
LLP where he chaired the Litigation Department. He is a former president of the
Atlanta Bar Association, and a former adjunct professor at both Emory University
School of Law and the Georgia State University College of Law. He has also served
on the Supreme Court of Georgia’s Board
to Determine Fitness of Bar Applicants.
Last, but definitely not least, Marshall has
served as a mentor to many of us who have
been blessed with the pleasure of making
his acquaintance.
In 2009, TILPP requested from its
mentors five things they had learned since
law school and their best mentoring tip or
technique. Marshall remarked:
z

z

The most important part of law
practice is your credibility
Looking back over my 47+ years,
I remember most my relationships
with my partners as well as other
lawyers and judges, exceeded only by
my relationships with clients.

z

z

The most challenging thing, and the
most interesting thing I remember,
was trying jury cases.
The law is, indeed, a jealous mistress.

Today’s disaster is tomorrow’s cocktail story.
He concluded with his nomination for
the best mentoring tip or technique as:
Listen . . . really listen . . . to your mentee.
Marshall’s advice is something we can
all relate to and learn from. He has always
been true to giving as he has received and
teaching what he has learned. It is such a
pleasure to acknowledge Marshall for his
unwavering service, commitment and
dedication to the legal profession, which
has benefitted so many. Among his previous honors from the American Bar Association, the State Bar of Georgia, the Atlanta Bar Association, the American Inns
of Court, the Anti-Defamation League,
the Atlanta Volunteer Lawyers Foundation and the Georgia State University
College of Law, he can now add the 2018
John T. Marshall Model Mentor Award.
We will continue to honor the contribution of John Marshall, the dream team and
Georgia mentors with the annual presentation of the John T. Marshall Model Mentor
Award. Nominations for the 2019 Marshall
Model Mentor Award are open until Feb. 28,
2019. Please send an email with your entry to
mentoraward@gabar.org. In the subject line,
please list your TILPP mentor’s name and
bar number. In the body of the email, please
tell us why you are nominating your TILPP
mentor and elaborate on how your mentor’s
service and commitment has impacted you
and the legal profession. The recipient will be
honored at the State Bar Annual Meeting. z

z

Michelle E. West
Director
Transition Into Law Practice Program
michellew@gabar.com
2018 DECEMBER
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Melton’s Mentoring
Moments . . . According
to “My Cousin Vinny”
The greatest challenge in a mentoring relationship is getting people
to listen, really listen.

PHOTO PROVIDED BY THE SUPREME COURT OF GEORGIA

BY MICHELLE E. WEST

Chief Justice Harold D. Melton is sworn-in by his mentor, the late Chief Justice P. Harris
Hines on Sept. 4, 2018.
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Who would have thought that after almost 20 years, “My Cousin Vinny”
would continue to have such an impact?
This film centers around a murder case
defended by Vincent LaGuardia “Vinny”
Gambini, an inexperienced lawyer who
is the cousin of one of the young defendants. While traveling through rural Alabama, the defendants become entangled
in a web of misunderstanding and miscommunication. The comedy unfolds in a
small southern town as Brooklyn native,
Vinny, exhibits through his actions inside and outside of the courtroom, before
everyone involved, that he has no prior
litigation experience. Indeed this is his
first trial.
At the beginning of the year, I was afforded the wonderful opportunity to speak
with Chief Justice Harold D. Melton concerning his mentoring experiences. With
a look of thoughtful contemplation, he
expressed that they were somewhat akin
to “My Cousin Vinny,” his favorite legal
movie. He then asked if I had seen the
movie. I had to admit that I had not seen
this popular 1990s movie that brought
such a reminiscent glow to his face. Immediately, I made a mental note to watch
it to establish a clear frame of reference.
What followed was an enlightening,
yet practical, conversation on Chief Jus-
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Mona Lisa: “Learn as you go?” You
didn’t learn that in law school?
Vinny: Nah . . . they teach precedents, interpretations . . . you’re
supposed to learn procedure from
the firm that hires you or you can go
to court and watch.
Mona Lisa: Have you been doing
that?
Chief Justice Melton noted that most
beginning lawyers are similarly situated
when they graduate from law school and
are newly admitted to practice. He said
that most of the time new lawyers are not
aware of the nuts and bolts of practice, the
actual art of practicing. Although Melton
was admitted in 1991, he recalls, following his first year of law school, clerking
for the late Justice P. Harris Hines and
spending much of his time sitting and
observing courtroom dynamics. He remembers paying close attention to the interactions between lawyers, the judge and
courtroom staff. He also witnessed how
to recover when a lawyer lost his train of
thought or misplaced an exhibit. His examination of the courtroom activities was
his first experience with mentoring. Chief
Justice Melton notes that the Transition
Into Law Practice Program (TILPP), the
State Bar of Georgia’s mentoring program
initiated by the Chief Justice’s Commission on Professionalism, seeks to capture
these essential experiences through the
Mandatory Advocacy Experiences component of its Model Mentoring Plan.
Chief Justice Melton recalls Hines’
form of intentional mentoring. He remembers Hines always going above and
beyond in ensuring that his mentee was
doing OK. Chief Justice Melton mentioned that it is easy to mentor those that
keep in touch, however Hines would
reach out to his mentee if he had not
heard from him. He would call his mentee to check on him and schedule a time
to connect. This nurturing relationship

PHOTO BY JODI LEWIS LIPSITZ

tice Melton’s Mentoring Moments . . .
according to “My Cousin Vinny.” A favorite, yet “telling,” quote from the movie
that Chief Justice Melton fondly recalls
was the exchange between Vinny and his
fiancée Mona Lisa Vito regarding the defense of his newly inherited case:

Nov. 15, 2018—State Bar of Georgia Transition Into Law Practice Program mentors being
sworn in at the Mentor Orientation CLE by Hon. Shawn LaGrua.

Mentor Oath
(NOTE: The following oath is based upon the
oath of an attorney upon admission to the Bar.)

“I,

, swear or affirm that I will truly

and honestly, justly and uprightly conduct myself as
a mentor of the State Bar of Georgia Transition Into
Law Practice Program in accordance with the rules
and regulations of the Georgia Supreme Court and the
State Bar of Georgia. So help me God.”

2019 FEBRUARY
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Get
Published
Earn CLE
Credit
The Editorial Board of the
Georgia Bar Journal is in regular
need of scholarly legal
articles to print in the Journal.
Earn CLE credit, see your
name in print and help
the legal community by
submitting an article today!

Submit articles to
Sarah I. Coole
Director of Communications
sarahc@gabar.org | 404-527-8791
104 Marietta St. NW, Suite 100
Atlanta, GA 30303
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was similar to what Vinny described regarding the encouragement and care he
received from his mentor Judge Malloy.
Vinny: The whole time the Judge
—Judge Malloy—he was smilin’ and
laughin.’ Afterwards he invited me
to “lunch.” I was so impressed with
him—he had this great old Cadillac.
And then he tells me he thinks I’d
be a good “litigator.” I didn’t know
what a litigator was. I’d never even
thought of being a lawyer. But Judge
Malloy—he was from Brooklyn too
—he did it, so suddenly it seemed
possible. I went to law school. He’d
help from time to time. Real nice
man, you know? To go out of his
way and do that. He wanted his son
to follow in his footsteps, . . . but he
became a musician. So when I graduated, he was so proud of me.
Chief Justice Melton’s second most
memorable mentoring experience occurred during his employment with the
Attorney General’s Tax Section. The supervisor over the section also became
somewhat of a mentor. His experience in
the attorney general’s office instilled in him
a greater sense of confidence. He remembers that his supervisor gave him what he
needed and then got out of the way so he
could get his work done. He was encouraged not to reinvent the wheel but to use
his resources to assist in the research process. This meant that, before picking up a
book, he should walk down the hall and
talk to the more experienced lawyers in
his section. As alluded to in “My Cousin
Vinny,” it is unwise to adopt Vinny’s plan
of attempting to go it alone, as was so elegantly pointed out by his fiancée in another one of the movie’s famous exchanges:
Mona Lisa: So what’s your problem?
Vinny: I wanted to win my first case
without anybody’s help.
Mona Lisa: Well, I guess that plan’s
moot.
Vinny: Yeah.

Mona Lisa: This could be a sign of
things to come; you win your cases—
but with “someone else’s help.” Right?
You win case after case and then afterwards, you have to go up to someone
and say “thank you.” [pause] Oh my
God—what a . . . nightmare!
Chief Justice Melton remembers a
third experience outside of the legal
community where he acted as an informal mentor with Young Life Ministries,
a worldwide nondenominational Christian organization. He worked with the urban school-based program that provided
youth outreach to Grady High School and
the surrounding neighborhood. It was an
organic experience that involved becoming acquainted with the students and applying specific situational solutions. This
opportunity helped him hone the skill of
employing clear and direct communication with the youth he mentored.
Chief Justice Melton has had many
great mentoring opportunities over the
years. Based on his experiences, he found
that the greatest challenge in a mentoring
relationship is getting people to listen, really listen. Chief Justice Melton considers
the key components of impactful mentoring are remembering why we all went to
law school, the notion that we all can do
some good, upholding the professionalism
values of treating and valuing others in the
same manner we would want for ourselves
and, finally, realizing the significance and
strength in our skill set and how it serves
to assist others with varying issues. TILPP
includes this concept in the Model Mentoring Plan as the program requires the
mentor and mentee to discuss “A Lawyer’s
Creed” highlighting attorneys’ obligations
to others.
Chief Justice Melton went on to characterize mentorship as being like discipleship
as it serves to spread awareness of essential components of a curriculum, doctrine,
profession and life. However, he really believes that mentoring should be focused in
order to have the greatest value for both
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the mentor and mentee. Irrespective of a
formal or informal pairing, mentors should
engage in relational mentorship. The mentor and mentee should discuss why each
participant in the mentoring relationship
is committed to mentorship. He noted that
the goal of mentoring is to be able to look
back over the people with whom you have
shared mentoring experiences and identify
a few whom you have followed throughout their career and brought to a place
of strength.
Chief Justice Melton’s final tips on
making memorable mentoring moments
are the following:

Mentors
z
z

z

Show actual interest in your mentee.
Commit to the mentor relationship
for the long term.
Understand that your mentees
will pick up more lessons from
observation than lecture.

A Lawyer’s Creed
To my clients, I offer faithfulness, competence, diligence, and good
judgment. I will strive to represent you as I would want to be represented and to be worthy of your trust.
To the opposing parties and their counsel, I offer fairness, integrity, and civility. I will seek reconciliation and, if we fail, I will
strive to make our dispute a dignified one.
To the courts, and other tribunals, and to those who assist them, I
offer respect, candor, and courtesy. I will strive to do honor to
the search for justice.
To my colleagues in the practice of law, I offer concern for your welfare. I will strive to make our association a professional friendship.
To the profession, I offer assistance. I will strive to keep our business a profession and our profession a calling in the spirit of
public service.
To the public and our systems of justice, I offer service. I will
strive to improve the law and our legal system, to make the
law and our legal system available to all, and to seek the common good through the representation of my clients.

Mentees
z

z

z

z

Take advantage of the mentoring
opportunity.
Show initiative . . . invite your
mentor to lunch.
Ask questions about your mentor’s
life, and not just the practice.
Do not discount your mentor based
on your first or second impression;
you will be surprised as to what your
mentor can offer.

After, the opportunity to finally
watch “My Cousin Vinny,” I can now
genuinely relate to why it is one of
Chief Justice Melton’s favorite legal
movies. Although it is a “Hollywood”
comedy (filmed in Jasper County, Georgia), there are lessons woven throughout that could benefit us all. Scenes such
as Vinny being lectured on procedure,
courtroom etiquette and communica-

tion, and him reminiscing about his
mentor, Judge Malloy, changing his life
were truly reminiscent of the first years
as a practicing attorney. A focused, intentional mentoring relationship truly
adds value to the first year and beyond,
leading to memorable mentoring experiences that greatly enrich the lives and
careers of new lawyers for a lifetime. z
Michelle E. West
Director, Transition Into Law
Practice Program
State Bar of Georgia
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20 PROFESSIONALISM TIPS
FOR MILLENNIAL ATTORNEYS
Posted on January 27, 2015, July 17, 2015
by Michelle Silverthorn
In my job, I often get asked what “professionalism” means. The word is lengthy and so
is the range of what it connotes. Professionalism as it relates to lawyers means being a
competent, eﬀective, respectful advocate for your client and the justice system. As we
explain in our Professional Responsibility Education Guide, professionalism “calls us
to be mindful of the lawyer’s roles as oﬃcer of the legal system, advocate, counselor,
negotiator, and problem solver”. That involves respect, civility, proficiency and a
recognition that the life of a lawyer is a life of continuous learning.
However as I travel the city and the state, I meet many young attorneys who want more
specific, day-to-day professionalism advice. Their requests often boil down to this
single question: how should I act in the workplace as a new lawyer not accustomed to
the norms of the legal profession? In my years as a practicing lawyer and professional,
I have learned many tips and tricks about how to succeed in this profession. I’ve also
learned that when you need advice for an advice column, the best people to ask are
your friends. So here, from myself and others, are 20 tips on how to be a professional
young professional in today’s workplace:
1.

Remember that you are the newest person on the team. Millennials
are well-known for their team-oriented approach to projects. This may not be
an approach with which older attorneys are familiar. While you may be eager
to speak and contribute, remember that for many older Xers and Boomers,
deference is the first sign of respect.

2.

Listen first. Attorneys talk for a living. Therefore your most important job as
a new attorney is to listen to what senior attorneys are telling you. Being a good
listener demonstrates respect to those speaking to you, a crucial skill as you move
forward in your career. To quote the Greek philosopher, Epictetus: “We have two
ears and one mouth so that we can listen twice as much as we speak.”

3.

Incorporate feedback into your work. Many people, of all ages, respond to
criticism defensively. However, for new attorneys, it is essential that you accept
criticism and use it positively to create a changed work product or behavioral
style. Doing so shows senior lawyers maturity, growth and respect. At the same
time . . .

4.

Project confidence, not arrogance. Companies want to hire people who can
oﬀer their own opinions, who demonstrate enthusiasm, and who take pride and
ownership in their work. That said, there is a fine line between a confident new
lawyer and an arrogant one – walk it carefully.

5.

Triple spell- and grammar-check everything. There is no excuse for poor
spelling and grammar. Print out and proofread your work before submitting it.
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6.

Be aware of your professional dress. Err on the side of conservatism when
it comes to your professional dress, especially in your early days at the job. Older
attorneys, in particular, may have certain unspoken expectations as to oﬃce
wear. Learn what those expectations are. And as the saying goes, “Don’t dress for
the job you have; dress for the job you want.” If you want to be a partner, start
dressing like one.

7.

Limit your personal screen time. The hours you work and bill belong to your
firm and your client. Do not spend those hours on personal blogs, social media
accounts, shopping websites, etc. And remember, your company is well within its
rights to track any personal use you make of company-provided devices.

8.

Know your audience. This applies to both oﬃce etiquette and work product.
A senior partner often wants important highlights quickly, while a more junior
associate might want more details in your report. Always understand the needs
of the person to whom you are reporting, and anticipate any future needs down
the road.

9.

Respond to communications promptly, respectfully and in the same
medium you received them. In other words, do not email in response to a
voicemail, and unless text messaging is specifically initiated by your partner or
client, do not use text messages as your communication medium.

10. Learn to navigate the organization’s culture. Every oﬃce, company and
law firm has an organizational culture. You will benefit greatly from spending
your first months listening, observing and learning those cultural norms so you
can modulate your behavior accordingly.
11. Create to-do lists to maximize eﬃciency. You will have multiple demands
on your limited time. To-do lists will allow you to schedule responsibilities and
handle various commitments eﬀectively.
12. Make sure you manage expectations. Do not over-commit yourself. You will
end up producing sub-standard work product for attorneys who expect superior
work product. Better to under-promise and over-deliver than do the opposite.
13. If you don’t know, ask. While asking too many questions is one of the major
criticisms of the Millennial generation, it is also essential that you understand the
scope of your assignment before tackling it. Get as much information as you can
at the very beginning of an assignment and check-in with the assigning attorney
when necessary.
14. Treat all staﬀ with respect and courtesy. Everyone in your oﬃce deserves
the same respect and courtesy you would like them to show to you.
15. Always follow the ethical path. There are many ethical rules that apply to
lawyers, some of which are common sense, others of which are not. Learn and
apply these ethical rules to your daily practice.
16. Engage in your legal community. The legal community is very welcoming to
new lawyers. Take advantage of the many bar associations, alumni groups and
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community organizations outside of your school and immerse yourself in your
greater legal community.
17. Manage your finances. Much of the advice you receive in law school focuses
on student debt, but remember, your student debt is just one part of your larger
financial plan. Learn about savings, retirement funds, investment portfolios,
mortgages, and, if applicable, childcare costs and college tuition plans. All of
these, and more, will play a crucial role in your lifetime financial picture.
18. Keep track of your accomplishments. You are your single best advocate.
Throughout your career, keep track of memoranda, projects, reviews,
recommendations, and anything that demonstrates how you have positively
developed as a professional.
19. Challenge yourself. Do not be content with doing a passable job. Be creative
and innovative. Learn about your company or firm and always be willing to oﬀer
new ideas and tackle new projects.
20. Find a mentor. I’ve said it before so I will repeat it here. Find a mentor, someone
who can oﬀer you career advice, sponsor your success and stay a friend and guide
throughout your career. It will take some time to find your match, but the pay-oﬀ
is worth it.
So there you have it. Our 20 tips for young attorneys on being a professional in the
workplace. Do you have some other advice? Feel free to share in the comments; you
can start your mentoring of a newer attorney right now.
Michelle Silverthorn
Diversity & Education Director,
Illinois Supreme Court Commission on Professionalism
After spending seventeen years living in the Caribbean, Michelle undertook a number
of around-the-world detours before ending up at the doorstep of the Commission,
including four years as a general litigator in New York and Chicago. She remembers
pretty much everyone she’s met in her travels but she would especially like to meet
again the passengers on a January 2001 flight from Miami to JFK. At the pilot’s
request, they donated enough money for Michelle, who had her wallet stolen, to get
back to college safely. She would very much like to tell them all thanks.
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PROFESSIONALISM TIPS FOR EFFECTIVE
PRACTICE BEFORE THE UNITED STATES
CITIZENSHIP AND IMMIGRATION
SERVICE ATLANTA FIELD OFFICE
By Safiya Byars, Esq.
We know that first impressions are very important in the practice of law. When it
comes to your demeanor before an immigration oﬃcer a first good impression will
allow you to establish your professionalism that will impact your current case and
those cases to follow. Immigration oﬃcers are influenced by your demeanor, your
speech, your knowledge of the law and how you answer contested legal issues that
could decide your clients’ case. My tried and true tips are as follows:
1.

DO NOT PERMIT YOUR CLIENT TO ENTER THE BUILDING
WITHOUT YOU!
This tip is a golden nugget and will save you the hassle of a client filing a meritless
grievance against with you with your local bar. At the local oﬃce, I have noticed that
sometimes clients will enter the building, check in at the front desk and then wait
to be called by the interviewing immigration oﬃcer without their attorney. Their
attorney would then simply arrive before the clients’ appointment and join the clients
in the waiting area. This is a normal process and works well until the unexpected
happens. Despite the appointment time listed on the clients’ interview notice, the
interviewing oﬃcer has the option to call your clients back for their interview as soon
they have checked in. This means that, if the oﬃcer calls your clients back early for
their interview and you are not present, the oﬃcer is not going to wait for you, and
the oﬃcer is not going to call you. The oﬃcer will tell your clients to proceed with
the interview without you or face the delay of receiving another interview date in the
future. In most cases, the clients will waive your appearance and proceed with the
interview without you. If this happens and the clients’ case is denied or delayed, you
run the risk of having to work with clients who are now upset and will do everything
to blame you. In addition, if you are not present when the oﬃcer calls the clients back
for their interview, the oﬃcer may think that you are late and unprofessional. Save
yourself the hassle of immigration’s unpredictability and instruct your clients to wait
in their car and contact you on your cell phone when they arrive at Immigration. This
way, you can enter the building together and proceed to the clients’ interview together.
2. GREET THE IMMIGRATION OFFICER:
This may seem very basic, but it is worth formally introducing yourself to the
interviewing immigration oﬃcer as counsel for your clients. Once the oﬃcer escorts
you and your clients back to her oﬃce, it would beneficial for you to record the oﬃcer’s
name for your record. Once you have greeted the oﬃcer and entered the room, place
your driver’s license and your bar card on her desk. If this is your initial appearance on
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the case, then you should immediately present your original signed Notices of Entry of
Appearance, (Form G-28s).
3. PROFESSIOANL DEMEANOR:
In my immigration interviews, I try to be respectful and polite but not too friendly. I
remember many years ago when I was an associate at an immigration firm the client
required an interpreter and the firm sent their administrative assistant to interpret
for the client. We entered the room, and I believe that the assistant was nervous
because she kept talking to the oﬃcer throughout the interview. In addition, the
assistant kept looking around the room and complimenting the oﬃcer and making
jokes. The oﬃcer was polite, but he was clearly annoyed. This type of behavior is a
NO! I treat immigration oﬃcers in the same manner that I conduct myself when I am
in the presence of a judge. You can be polite, professional and respectful. Once you
introduce yourself to the oﬃcer and the oﬃcer swears in your clients, you can gauge
the demeanor of your oﬃcer and match her demeanor. The main things to remember
are to keep your remarks brief and on topic and do not interrupt the oﬃcer. If there
are any legal issues, corrections, or additional documents to file, you can ask the oﬃcer
if she would like to address those issues at the start of the appointment or at the end.
4. COMPLETE FILE:
By the time you have arrived for your clients’ immigration appointment, you may have
filed the clients’ immigration petitions, submitted additional evidence to Immigration,
submitted change of address form, etc., to Immigration. In short, you already know
that you are the attorney of record and you are listed as the attorney of record with
Immigration. Nonetheless, my experience has taught me that you can never assume
the interviewing immigration oﬃcer has the entire file in her possession. In addition,
if the clients’ file is quite large, the interviewing oﬃcer may or may not have had the
opportunity to review the entire file before the interview. On more than one occasion,
I have walked into my clients’ interview and the interviewing oﬃcer has informed
me that she just received the file 5 minutes prior to the interview. In these cases, it
means that the interviewing oﬃcer will be reviewing the clients’ file as the interview
progresses. Consequently, it is beneficial for you to bring a complete copy of the clients’
file and all supplemental filings and dates so that you can guide the oﬃcer to quickly
locate the pertinent information to approve your clients’ case. In addition, I would
bring an extra original Notice of Entry of Appearance, Form G-28, for the oﬃcer just
in case the oﬃcer has misplaced your notice that confirms that you are the attorney of
record.
5. VERBAL SUMMARY
At the close of your clients’ appointment, there may be some outstanding issues that
need to be reviewed by the oﬃcer before immigration can issue a decision. If this
is the cas,e you should ask the oﬃcer for an estimated timeframe of when to expect
her letter. If the oﬃcer informs you that she will recommend the client’s case for an
approval, you should still ask the oﬃcer for an estimated timeframe of when to expect
her letter and verify your clients’s address on file with immigration.
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DON’T BE *THAT* LAWYER
© 2019, Lori B. Duﬀ
•

Remember, you represent the client, you are not the client. You are not the one
getting divorced. You are not the one who was injured in a car accident. You are not
the one who was discriminated against. You are not the one wrongfully accused of
burglary. If you take it personally, you will not only burn out quickly, but you will
be unable to give your client dispassionate, objective advice.

•

What comes around goes around. If you are a stickler for deadlines and refusing
to agree to continuances and that sort of thing, when you need a continuance or a
few extra days, it will be remembered. Sure, your loved one’s birthday isn’t a legal
reason to extend a discovery deadline, but if you cut someone some slack, they will
cut you slack down the line when you need it. And you WILL need it. There are
times when you have to take a hard line, but those times are few and far between.

•

Don’t be afraid to ask questions. You don’t look weak if you don’t know everything.
In fact, it makes you look stronger when you do assert a position, because everyone
will know that if you don’t know something you admit it. You look like a fool if you
insist on something that isn’t true. You look like you want to do things right if you
ask intelligent questions. Relatedly, when you ask a question, don’t argue with
the answer. Even if you disagree with the answer, keep it to yourself. That’s rude.
Take notes and look up what the answer was later to see if the more experienced
lawyer knew something you didn’t. Remember: just because it didn’t make sense
doesn’t mean it wasn’t correct. The law doesn’t always make sense.

•

Fall on your sword from time to time. Occasionally, you will mess something up.
You will miss a deadline, you will have overlooked a point of law, you will, in a
nutshell, be a human being. Lawyers are so conditioned to paper everything with
a CYA clause that we are loathe to admit mistakes. And there are times when you
should not stand in a room and announce the myriad of ways in which you have
committed malpractice, even if you did it by mistake. However, there are plenty of
times where you will gain credibility and traction by calling opposing counsel and
saying something like, “Hey, I messed up. I thought I had until Wednesday, but I
didn’t. It is entirely my fault. Please don’t hold it against my client.” Judges might
yell at you for saying, “Your Honor, she was just following my advice,” but they also
won’t likely hold your client in contempt. Sometimes you have to take one for the
team.

•

Your reputation is important. Eventually, people will know you as a certain kind
of person, and they will give you the benefit of the doubt if that’s a good kind of
person. They will hang you before they’ve heard the evidence if it’s not a good kind
of person. You can like this or not, but it’s true. Your good name is worth more
than winning any one battle through nefarious means. Be honest. Be fair. Be kind.
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•

Showing up is half the battle. Lawyers who have been around a while complain
that they spend half their days just trying to get other lawyers to do their jobs. If
you are merely reliable – showing up when and where you say you will and doing
what you say you will do when you said you would do it – you will be heads and
shoulders above the competition.

•

Return your phone calls. And your emails. I don’t mean eventually, I mean within
a reasonable amount of time. Like within 48 hours. If for some reason you can’t,
like you’re stuck in a jury trial or out of town, have someone who can return your
phone calls and emails for you. Nothing makes people madder than being ignored.
At the very least change your outgoing voicemail message to say something like,
“I’m in a jury trial for the next two weeks and won’t be able to get back to you” and
set your email autoresponder.

•

Plagiarism isn’t always bad. Plagiarism with permission, that is. If you have never
written a particular kind of pleading or motion, call around to lawyers you respect
who you think might have. Most lawyers are happy to share their work product:
by asking them, you are telling them that you think they are experts in the field and
you respect their knowledge. This sort of flattery works wonders. More often than
not, you can receive permission to use their work as a template for your own.

•

Don’t be a snob. Don’t for one second think that lawyers outrank secretaries,
paralegals, security guards, or anyone else in the courthouses or legal field. Although
lawyers might be the more well-paid and may have spent more time in school,
they are often the easiest to replace and less essential players. A good secretary or
paralegal is the key to the universe. Befriending the person who answers the phone
in the opposing counsel’s oﬃce or the judge’s chambers could be the diﬀerence
between getting your calls returned or not. Aside from the personal benefits, they
are some generally good people who are worth knowing.

Questions? Call (770) 466-6149 or email duﬀ@jonesandduﬀ.com
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FIVE TIPS FOR YOUNGER LAWYERS
Starting the practice of law can be stressful whether you are beginning your career in a
large firm, government agency or hanging up your shingle and starting a solo practice.
Most experienced attorneys will generally say that it will take between three to five
years for a new attorney to become comfortable practicing law. As in any profession, a
key for professional development is being patient and understanding that it will take
time to gain experience. The following are some general tips that may help in the
transition process.
1. Always adhere to the State Bar of Georgia Rules of Professional
Responsibility. Always try to represent your clients to the best of your ability by
using sound judgment and by being as professional and as ethical as possible. Do
not use risky legal tactics, and do not make questionable judgment decisions. Your
character and reputation will help you a lot as your legal career develops. Never
underestimate the influence that your demeanor, attitude and appearance will
have on your clients, juries and judges. Try to be confident and poised, yet humble.
Also, remember that disbarred lawyers cannot practice law.
2. Get involved. Look for opportunities to get involved with your local bar associations
and the State Bar of Georgia. Also, look for opportunities to get involved with your
local bar Younger Lawyer’s Division, and with the Younger Lawyer’s Division of the
State Bar. By getting involved with local and state bar activities, you will develop
networking friendships and relationships. Those friendships and relationships can
help, for example, with referral of clients, insight and guidance on legal issues and
with career advancement opportunities.
3. Give back. It is a privilege to be a lawyer. Take pro bono cases and do community
service. When you give back, you will feel rewarded for making a diﬀerence. There
are many people in society who need a lawyer. For various reasons, some of those
individuals cannot aﬀord a lawyer. Taking pro bono cases will help your professional
development. Taking pro bono cases will also allow for you to help someone who
is less fortunate and who is in need of legal assistance. Doing community service
and giving back will also help with your professional development and growth.
For example, volunteer and help coach a high school mock trial team, attend and
participate in career day programs at schools in your community and organize selfhelp community legal presentations.
4. Prepare as much as possible. Always know and understand the facts of your
cases. Know and understand the rules and procedures for the various courts of law.
When preparing a case for court or when you are working on a complicated case,
be prepared to work long week day hours and on the weekend, if necessary. Be
prepared to work long hours if that is what’s necessary to provide the best possible
representation for your clients. It is better to be over prepared than to be under
prepared. Remember that you have taken an oath to represent your client to the
best of your ability. As you develop as a lawyer, working long hours and taking
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extra steps when necessary will help you provide the best legal service you can to
your clients and it will help you to become the best lawyer that you can be.
5. As your career develops, become a mentor to a lawyer with less
experience than you. As you develop in your career, try to support and help
lawyers who have less experience than you do. In order for our profession to become
the best that it can be, it is important that we encourage and support each other.
Take time to share with some younger lawyers some of the helpful experiences
and knowledge that you gained from older and more experienced lawyers. The
legal profession is at its best when lawyers work together and support each for the
common good of the legal profession.
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BUILDING YOUR PRACTICE
Evan L. Kaine
Kaine Law; Atlanta, GA
(404) 214-2001; ekaine@elawpractice.com
So you have decided (or have been forced) to hang your own shingle, blaze your own
trail, go out on your own . . . or even better said, invest in yourself. With this decision
made, the hard part is behind you. Now the only question left to answer is, “what do
I do now?”
Getting Started
From Day 1, keep your eye on overhead and cash flow. You must consider your business
needs, your personal financial needs, taxes, and any salaries you must pay.
Although it is certainly easier said than done, you cannot lose faith! There is a book
written by Jay Foonberg entitled How to Start and Build a Law Practice; I refer to
this as my Bible. In addition to providing a soup to nuts overview of how to set up and
operate a law practice, Mr. Foonberg suggests, and I agree, that it takes five (5) years
to establish a thriving legal practice. As a side-by-side comparison of an attorney
who works for a large firm vs. an attorney who invests in themselves, I propose the
following:
Large Firm Lawyer
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5

Good pay; horrific hours
Same good pay; same horrific
hours
Same good pay; same horrific
hours
Same good pay; same horrific
hours
Must we continue?

Solo Practitioner
a.k.a. Smart Investor
Financially diﬃcult (lots of free
time)
Earnings are better than Year 1
Seeing the light at the end of the
tunnel
Cumulative earnings equal Firm
Lawyer’s
Surpassed the earnings of Firm
Lawyer (horrific hours)

First Things First
The day you start your firm is the day that you should open two (2) law firm bank
accounts: 1) Oﬃce Account; and 2) Client Trust Account (a.k.a. Escrow Account or
IOLTA Account).
Oﬃce Account: This account is for all items that are, or that might be, related to the
law firm’s income and expenses. The checks, checkbook, deposit slips and check
endorsement stamp should all be printed to read “Oﬃce Account”, and I recommend
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having these checks printed on a distinctly diﬀerent color from the Client Trust
Account checks.
Client Trust Account: This account is for client money; not yours. These accounts
are strictly governed by Rule 1.15 of the Georgia Rules of Professional Conduct, and
it is strongly recommended that you restrict the number of authorized signers on this
account. The checks, checkbook, deposit slips and check endorsement stamp should
all be printed to read “Client Trust Account”, and I recommend having these checks
printed on a distinctly diﬀerent color from the Oﬃce Account checks.
Most banks understand the regulations associated with trust accounts (IOLTA), and
the State Bar of Georgia has resources to help as well. You must download the “Georgia
Bar Foundation Notice to Financial Institution Form” from the State Bar’s website for
use when establishing your trust account.
Equipment and Oﬃce Space
When it comes to equipping your oﬃce, think technology. If you missed it, we are in
the 21st century, and technology is more aﬀordable than ever before. Why not use it?
From your oﬃce telephones and computer file storage to your software applications
and even case management systems, you can now house virtually everything in the
cloud. Doing so will streamline your eﬀorts, allow you to work remotely, and actually
save you money.
The use of cloud-based technology allows you to minimize your physical oﬃce space,
since you will not need to store bulky equipment, etc. This provides great flexibility
with your oﬃce space. You are able to minimize the square footage needed, which
minimizes your rent. It even allows for oﬃce sharing and virtual oﬃce options. All of
which keeps your overhead low.
Practice/Case Management Software
The American Bar Association describes these programs as “software that provides
attorneys with a convenient method of eﬀectively managing client and case
information, including contacts, calendaring, documents, and other specifics by
facilitating automation in law practices”. Some of these programs are able to link with
smartphones, and some can be web- or cloud-based. Again, this allows you to have
convenient access to things such as your calendars and contacts from anywhere. I
describe these systems as a MUST.
Regrettably, when I first started my law firm, I did not invest in a case management
software program, because I viewed it as being cost prohibitive. I did not have any
clients and therefore no use for the program. In hindsight, the early days of my law
firm were the best time for me to incorporate a case management program into my
practice. When I had no clients to call and minimal work to be done, I could have
focused my time on implementing the software. Instead, I waited to buy the software
until I was very busy and really needed it to support my workload. The problem was,
by that time, I was too busy to set it up eﬀectively.
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Finances
In my experience, successful businesses fail for one of two reasons: 1) too much
success/growth too quickly; or 2) undercapitalization. The first is a good problem to
have, but the second can be avoided. Undercapitalization refers to the idea where a
business has insuﬃcient funding or capital to support its operations.
Undercapitalization can be avoided by having realistic expectations combined with
proper planning and budgeting. The below estimates detail some of the primary
expenses you will incur in your first year of practice:
Expense
Rent
Oﬃce Equipment & Furnishings
Case Management Software
Telephone/Internet Service
Malpractice Insurance
Personal Living Expenses

Cost
$500.00 per month
$5,000.00 one time
$5,000.00 one time
$2,400.00 per year
$3,000 per year
$48,000 per year

At the very least, assume that you will not have any income for the first six (6) months
of practice and therefore, you should plan to have enough capital to survive for no less
than that.
Getting Clients
Once you are set up, you are ready for all of the clients who will be calling. But how do
you get them to call?
Unfortunately, there is no magic answer to this enduring question. Always be alert
to the fact that everywhere that you go and everyone you meet can lead to a client or
a referral. People who do not use your services can still be a source for new referrals.
So logically, the more people you meet the more clients you can accrue. Your primary
sources of business should be your friends, family and local community. Get involved
with community organizations and make sure that everyone that you know, knows
what you do for a living.
While your contacts and community are a good starting point, I believe that a lawyer’s
best source of business is other lawyers. Other lawyers can provide contract work,
they can associate you as co-counsel on their cases and they can refer you their extra/
overflow work.
The ultimate goal is to get your phone to ring oﬀ the hook with new client calls. Your
next challenge comes when the phone rings, you MUST answer it. The biggest client
complaint about attorneys is that “my attorney does not return my phone calls.” The
hardest thing to do is to get your phone to ring. The worst thing you can do is not call
your client/potential client back.
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Professional Experience
Now that clients are calling, what do you say to them? As attorneys, our value is
our knowledge and know-how. We provide an intangible professional service to our
clients, but unfortunately, most law schools do not adequately equip us with these
skills. So, how do you obtain this, what is known as, on-the-job training as a solo?
Remember that good source of business known as “other lawyers”? They are also a
great resource for on-the-job training. Forming a co-counsel relationship allows you
to work side-by-side with a more seasoned attorney. Also consider asking attorneys
for contract work to “help them lighten their case load”. In addition, or if all else fails,
volunteer to work for free.
Malpractice Insurance
Whether you call it “errors and omissions”, “professional negligence” or “malpractice”,
we are talking about an insurance policy that protects you, your clients and your law
firm if you are sued. You can certainly use an insurance agent or broker to assist you
in purchasing malpractice insurance, but again, the State Bar has resources that can
help you as well.
I suggest that you review the Insurance Oﬀerings page under the Attorney Resources
tab located at www.gabar.org. There you will find a list of malpractice insurance
carriers compiled by the State Bar.
Insurance is the one thing in life that I am willing to pay for and that I never want to
use.
Fees
New attorneys often ask me, “What fee should I charge my clients?” The business side
of me wants to give the, almost knee-jerk, response, “Whatever the market will bear.”
That said, Rule 1.5 of the Georgia Rules of Professional Conduct governs attorney’s
fees, so you should first familiarize yourself with your ethical obligations.
Consider being creative in your fee structures. Accept credit cards and oﬀer early
payment discounts for legal fees that are paid in full as opposed to those fees that are
paid over time on payment plans.
Managing the Oﬃce
A law firm is nothing more than a business, so treat it like one. We know that law
schools do not teach the art of law practice management, but there are plenty of “how
to” books, classes and seminars that you can learn from on your own.
I suggest that you formulate a plan, write it down, read it, update it, read it again and
update it again . . . every year.
Quality of Life
My Bible (reference: How to Start and Build a Law Practice) mentions the common
notion that a lawyer needs to work forty hours per week to survive; fifty hours per
week to get ahead; and sixty hours per week to build a practice. You must accept this
as a harsh reality, but only for a relatively short time period as it will ultimately pay oﬀ
and allow you to work all of your waking hours.
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That said, from my own personal experience, there will never be enough time. As law
firm owners, we wear a lot of hats:
1) We are the business owner;
2) We are the human resources director;
3) We are the business developer/strategist;
4) We are the rainmakers; and yes
5) We are also the attorney.
Even with all of these responsibilities, we cannot lose sight of the fact that we are
people; people with lives, hobbies and families. It is important to find a work/life
balance and set up systems to keep that balance.
I try to leave Friday afternoons open so that I can occasionally leave work early. I take
small vacations throughout the year to step back. I remember to breathe because
there is a silver lining to every situation and no matter what challenge you are facing,
it could always be worse.
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MARCUS KEEGAN
Keegan Law Firm, LLC, Atlanta

Go to Table of Contents
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PRACTICE PROFILE (NEW CONTACTS)
{Date}
VIA REGULAR MAIL
Lawyer
Law Firm
Address
Dear Lawyer:
Thank you so much for taking the time to refer NAME, as a potential client to our
firm. We are confident that we will be able to provide a lot of value for them. I hope
that I’ll soon be able to return the favor.
You will find enclosed my practice profile and a few business cards. Please feel free to
share them with anyone you know who may have legal needs in the areas of employment
discrimination, overtime violations, medical leave, and employment contracts. Also,
you will find more detailed information about my practice on our website at www.
KeeganFirm.com.
Please don’t hesitate to call if you have any questions.
Sincerely,
Marcus G. Keegan
Enclosures:
1.
Keegan Law Firm, LLC Practice Profile
2.
Business Cards
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FOCUS OF PRACTICE
•

Employment Discrimination – Litigation regarding discrimination based on race,
color, age, gender (including pregnancy and the equal pay act), religion, disability,
genetic information, sexual harassment, and retaliation or harassment based on
any of the foregoing protected characteristics.

•

Wage & Hour – Litigation regarding overtime violations including unpaid overtime,
independent contractor misclassification, and exemption misclassifications.

•

Employment Contracts & State Law Claims – Litigation regarding employment
contracts, including severance agreements, non-compete agreements,
nondisclosure agreements, sales commission’s agreements, physician agreements,
and partnership agreements. Litigation of defamation, negligent retention,
negligent hiring, fraud and assault claims related to employment.

•

Small Business Employment Representation – Litigation and legal counsel to small
businesses regarding employment law issues. Drafting of employment contracts,
employment handbooks and practices and procedures related to human resources
matters.

EDUCATION
• Emory University School of Law, Atlanta, Georgia, J.D. 2002
•

Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona, Graduate Coursework in Justice Studies,
1995-1996

•

Indiana University of Pennsylvania, Indiana, Pennsylvania, B.A., cum laude
Criminology 1995

PROFESSIONAL LEADERSHIP
• Selected as a Georgia Super Lawyer in the area of Plaintiﬀ ’s Employment Litigation
by Atlanta Magazine in 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019
•

Selected as a Georgia Super Lawyer, Top 100 Lawyer, 2018, 2019

•

Recognized as a Legal Elite by Georgia Trend Magazine in 2016

•

AVVO Client’s Choice Award Recipient, 2013, 2015

•

Martindale Hubble AV Preeminent Rating 2013-present

•

Selected to The National Black Lawyers: Top 100 in 2015, 2016

•

Selected as a Rising Star by Georgia Super Lawyers in the area of Plaintiﬀ ’s
Employment Litigation by Atlanta Magazine in 2011, 2012

•

State Bar of Georgia
Member – Employment Law Section

•

American Bar Association
Member – Employment Law Section
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•

Atlanta Bar Association
Member – Labor & Employment Law Section, 2013-Present
Member – Sole Practitioner/Small Firm Section, 2013-Present; Board
Member-At-Large – 2017-Present

•

National Employment Lawyers Association
Member – 2009-Present; Board Member-At-Large – 2014-Present

•

State Bar of Georgia, Mentorship Program
Appointed by the Georgia Supreme Court as a Mentor – 2012-2016

COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP & PRO BONO REPRSENTATION
• Hope Atlanta, A Program of Traveler’s Aid of Metro Atlanta
Board of Directors, 2009-Present, Secretary, 2012-2018;
Vice-President, Chair – Governance Committee 2012-2017
•

Pro Bono Representation: Hope Atlanta, Latin American Association, The IMPACT
Group, Pro Bono Partnership of Atlanta, Cobb Justice Foundation/Atlanta Legal
Aid Society

LECTURES
• Panelist, Institute of Continuing Legal Education of Georgia, September 2017,
Trying Your Best: Employment Law Goes To Court, Consolidated Pretrial Orders:
Crafting the Story in Legal Chapter and Verse
•

Moderator & Panelist, National Employment Lawyers Association, Annual
Conference, June 2017, Taking Your First Deposition

•

Moderator & Panelist, Institute of Continuing Legal Education of Georgia,
September 2016, Litigating the Plaintiﬀ ’s Employment Law Case, Prelitigation:
Setting the Stage for Success Without Litigation

•

Lecturer, Lorman Education Services, 2016, Changing Pay Frequency

•

Lecturer & Panelist, Institute of Continuing Legal Education of Georgia, State Bar
of Georgia Transition into Law Practice Program, 2015-2017, Group Mentoring

•

Lecturer, Institute of Continuing Legal Education of Georgia, 2016-2017, Solo and
Small Firm Boot Camp; Employment Law 411: Size Does Matter

•

Lecturer, Institute of Continuing Legal Education of Georgia, 2015, Health Matters:
Representing Employees with Temporary and Permanent Impairments; Recent
Developments in Reasonable Accommodation: Pregnancy Cases and Americans
with Disabilities Act Claims

•

Lecturer & Panelist, National Employment Lawyers Association, Annual Conference
2015, An Insider’s View: Forging a Career in Employee Advocacy

•

Panelist, Bronner Business Institute Kingdom Connections, 2015, Contracts,
Compliance and Consequences: Understanding the Legal Obligations of Small
Businesses
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•

Lecturer, Georgia Association of Paralegals, 2014 Spring Conference, Employment
Litigation in the 21st Century, Atlanta, Georgia

•

Lecturer, Lorman Education Services, 2013, Employment Law Developments –
Workplace Investigations, Athens, Georgia

•

Lecturer, Lorman Education Services, 2013, Employment Law Developments –
The EEOC Process, Athens, Georgia

•

Guest Lecturer, Emory University School of Law, 2011, Labor and Employment
Law

•

Lecturer & Panelist, National Business Institute, 2008, Mortgage Fraud Detection
and Investigation, Atlanta, Georgia

•

Lecturer & Panelist, Lorman Education Services, 2007, Employment Law
Developments, Athens, Georgia

•

Lecturer, Private Employer, 2006, Preventing and Investigating Sexual Harassment

•

Guest Lecturer, Georgia State University, 2004, Working Eﬀectively With the
EEOC: What Every HR Manager Should Know
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KEEGAN LAW FIRM, LLC
CLIENT TELEPHONE QUESTIONNAIRE
CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION
Date: _____________________________________

Time: ____________________________________

Name: ______________________________________________________________________________________
Telephone Number: ___________________________________________________________________________
Employer: ___________________________________________________________________________________
Position: ____________________________________________________________________________________
IF Supervisory or Mgr.:

How many people do/did you supervise: ______________________________
Do/did you exercise independent judgment or discretion: _________________

Salaried or Hourly: ________________________
Work over 40 hrs a week: _______________ Paid OT: ____________
Approx. Dates of Employment: __________________________________________________________________
Approximate number of Employees of Co.: _____________________________
Discrimination Involved: ______________________

If yes, What Kind: ________________________

Complaint to Company: _______________________

Complaint to EEOC: ______________________

NOTES:
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Client Intake Form – Employment Law

Page 1 of 5

IMPORTANT NOTE: The use of this form or the internet for communications with the firm will not
establish an attorney-client relationship and messages containing confidential or time-sensitive
information should not be sent. Also, please be aware that we will not return the Client Intake Form or
any documents sent with the form to you. Please do not send original documents. We recommend that
you make copies of the Client Intake Form for your records.
I. GENERAL INFORMATION
Name: ________________________________________________________________
E-mail: _________________________________________________________
Home address: ______________________________________________________________________
Street
City
State Zip Code
Mailing address: _____________________________________________________________________
Street
City
State Zip Code
Telephone (home): ______________________________(cell): ________________________________
Employer/Adverse party: _________________________________________Current

–Yes

–No

Dates of employment: From __________ to _____________ Annual Income: ______________
Are you paid hourly

or salaried

?

Do your receive overtime pay for hours worked over 40/week? Yes

No

Approximate # of employees: ___________________________________________________________
Employer/Adverse party address: ________________________________________________________
City
State
How were you referred to this law firm? __________________________________________________
Have you complained to any government agency?
If yes, which government agencies:

–EEOC

–Yes
–DOL

– Social Security
Have you received an EEOC Notice of Right to Sue?
–Yes
(if yes, date Notice of Right to Sue was issued___________)

–No
–GCEO

–OSHA

– Other ________________
–No

Have you filed for unemployment?
–Yes
–No
(if yes, what is the status of your application ______________________________________________)
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Client Intake Form – Employment Law

Page 2 of 5

Breach of contract
Non-Compete Agreement
Termination of Employment (date of termination__________________)
Severance Agreement (deadline to sign___________________)
Failure to Promote (date of denial of promotion___________________)
Denial of leave time (date of denial of leave time___________________)
Denial of Benefits (e.g., wages, pension, health insurance) (date of denial of benefits

)

Failure to Hire (date of rejection______________________)
Demotion (date of demotion________________________)
Racial Harassment (if yes, your race is_________________________)
Sexual Harassment
Discrimination (check all that apply)
–Race (if yes, your race is ________________)

–Sex

–Disability (your disability is_______________)

–Age (date of birth: ________________)

–Sexual Orientation

–Pregnancy

–Illness/Injury

–Marital Status

–Pension or other benefit status

–Retaliation

–Workers’ Compensation claim
–Religion (if yes, your religion is ______________)
–National Origin (if yes, your national origin is ________________________)
–Other: ________________________________

III. TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT
1. If you are contacting us about a problem with an employer, provide your job title and describe your position and
duties with that employer.

2. Are you a member of a union with the employer? If yes, what is the union’s name?

3. Are you a party to a written contract with the employer?

Yes

No
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Client Intake Form – Employment Law

Page 3 of 5

IV. DISCRIMINATION/HARASSMENT CLAIMS

1. During what period of time were you subjected to harassment and/or discrimination?

2. Who is/was harassing you and/or discriminating against you? (Include name(s) and job
title(s):

V. ALL CLAIMS

1. What happened to you to prompt this complaint? (Be specific as possible in describing
the harassment/discrimination. Include names, dates, and locations. Try to describe
the “who, what, when, where, why, and how” of the incident(s).)

2. Did you ever protest this treatment? To whom? When? Under what circumstances?
What actions were taken, if any?

3. What were the reasons given to you for your treatment?
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Client Intake Form – Employment Law

Page 4 of 5

4. Do you feel that the reasons given to you were false or insufficient? Why?

5. What do you think is the real reason for the treatment? What evidence do you have to
support your belief?

6. Did anyone witness the incident(s) described above? If so, state the name of the
individual who witnessed each incident.

7. Do you have written documentation (e.g., cards, letters, diaries, journals, or calendars)
relevant to your complaint? If so, describe the document(s).

8. Are you aware of other employees who have experienced harassment or
discrimination by the person harassing or discriminating against you? If so, state the
employee’s name and the details of his or her experiences, if known to you.
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Client Intake Form – Employment Law

Page 5 of 5

9. When/if you were discharged, did you sign a resignation letter, waiver or release? If
so, please attach a copy and describe the circumstances under which you signed.

10. Do you believe the employer’s actions violated its own procedures or policies? If so,
explain.

VI. INJURIES/DAMAGES

1. What damages do you believe you have suffered?

I understand that the use of this form or the internet for communications with the firm will not establish an attorneyclient relationship and that messages containing confidential or time-sensitive information should not be sent.
Dated: _____________________
____________________________________
Signature
____________________________________
(Print name)
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FORM NON-ENGAGEMENT LETTER
{Date}
VIA REGULAR U.S. MAIL
POTENTIAL CLIENT
RE:

Non-Engagement of Legal Services

Dear POTENTIAL CLIENT:
Thank you for meeting with the Keegan Law Firm, LLC to discuss your legal
needs. After reviewing your intake paperwork, the documents that you provided to
the firm and the notes from your intake interview, I have determined that my firm will
not be able to represent you in this matter.
For a list of attorneys who handle employment discrimination matters from the
employee’s side, please feel free to visit the website for the Georgia chapter of the
National Employment Lawyers Association at: www.nelaga.org.
It was a pleasure to serve you.
Sincerely,
Marcus G. Keegan
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CONTACTING THE KEEGAN LAW FIRM
At the Keegan Law Firm, we know that you are not familiar with the
legal process and may have questions throughout your case. We strive
to provide superior customer service to you and to our other clients. As
such, our goal is to reach out to you with regular updates on your case. We
also have no problem with responding to your questions about your case
during the process. As such, we encourage you to pick up the phone or
send an e-mail to follow-up on the case, to provide new information, or to
allay any fears or concerns you may have about the status of your case.
Except in cases where an attorney is not available due to travel, trial,
depositions or arbitrations, our goal is to respond to your phone call or
e-mail within the next business day of you reaching out to the firm. Often,
you will receive an immediate response.
In an ideal world, we would work on one case at a time and only focus
on your case from beginning to end. Unfortunately, we would be unable
to stay in business if we did that. As such, there may be times when due
to witnesses being out of town, trials, arbitrations, or depositions, an
attorney may not be able to speak with you or respond to your phone call
or e-mails immediately. In the rare situation where this occurs, someone
other than an attorney may follow up with you and provide you with an
approximate day and time an attorney will follow-up.
We know that dealing with legal matters is stressful and may be
unfamiliar territory, that’s why we want you to know how to reach out to
us whenever you have questions. We will follow up with you, and, we will
do everything we can to make sure we address your concerns.
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DOCUMENTS, SOCIAL MEDIA
& DISCUSSING THE CASE
Documents
Litigation is a process that relies heavily on documents. Documents can make or
break your case. Also, not producing all of the documents relevant to the case can
result in sanctions from the court. If you have any audio recordings, video recordings,
or documents related to your case please turn them over to my oﬃce for us to review.
Even if you think those documents are not relevant to your claims please allow us to
make that decision as there are many things that a court may consider relevant that
you may disagree with. Please also retain all e-mails you have exchanged related to
your case or your employment. You may also need to retain any computer and mobile
device on which you have sent or received any text messages or e-mails related to
your claims or your employment.
Social Media
From this moment forward do not post anything on social media about your case. If
you have posted anything in the past along those lines, DO NOT DELETE IT NOW.
Also, do not delete any of your social media accounts from this point forward. Social
media posts are discoverable in a lawsuit, and clients of the firm have been grilled
at trial about something that they posted on social media that appears to contradict
their testimony so be very judicious in your posting and imagine anything you post
being read out loud to a jury.
Discussing Your Case
Please do not discuss your case with anyone who does not need to know what is going
on, such as your spouse or partner, clergy member, or a therapist. In discovery you
will have to identify every person you have talked to about the case and what you
discussed with them. If there are potential witnesses that you think would be helpful
to your case, please let us know so we can strategically discuss when and how to best
approach those individuals.
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Document Production and Security Advisory
To Our Clients and Prospective Clients,
The purpose of this Document Production and Security Advisory is to help you
preserve and protect all potential evidence related to your case.
◊ DO NOT DESTROY OR RELEASE ANY DOCUMENTS OR RECORDS
◊ DO NOT ERASE ANYTHING ON YOUR COMPUTERS, PHONES OR ANY
ELECTRONIC DEVICE
◊ DO NOT DISCARD OR DESTROY ANY PHONE, COMPUTER OR OTHER
STORAGE DEVICE
DO NOT USE YOUR PHONE OR COMPUTERS UNTIL WE HAVE A CHANCE
TO SECURE ALL OF THE EVIDENCE WHICH MIGHT BE ON IT.
During the course of your case, you will be required to produce many documents.
You will also be asked about how you maintain various records and what has become
of them. We need to have clear answers in order to protect you from attacks on your
credibility. If a document has been destroyed or a computer record is lost, it could
mean that you will lose your claim.
We ask prospective clients to collect materials and documents in advance of the
initial, confidential consultation. We need the documents for both review and for
safekeeping. Please locate as many of the following items as you can and bring them
to our first meeting, or send them to us in advance by email or fax. We need materials
that may be a problem as well as things which will support your claims. The sooner
we have your documents, the better we can prepare for consultation. Do not be
concerned if you do not have every item. No one does. Bring what you can. Do not
create new documents. For example, if you do not have any witness statements, do
not ask anyone for a statement. We can discuss additional information when you
come to the oﬃce. Do look carefully. Please check oﬀ each item that you find. For
things you do not have, please make a note on the list.
Documents to provide:
o

____ ___ Employment Contracts
____ Union contracts
____ Arbitration and dispute resolution
____ Shortened statutes of limitation
____ Non-competition, non-solicitation agreements
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____ Equity participation including stock options, grants, deferred compensation
____ Confidentiality agreements
o

________ Employee Handbook and Benefits Pamphlet
_____ Oﬀer Letter
_____ Your Personnel File
_____ Written warnings
_____ Evaluations
_____ Awards, commendations, prizes
_____ Receipts for medical care, prescriptions
_____ Copies of the labels on any medications you take
_____ Correspondence which mentions work, your health, and your job search,
anything in any way related to the problem you have asked us to help
with
_____ Any postings you have on social network sites
_____ Any blogging or responses to blogs
_____ All pay stubs
_____ Check Registers
_____ Your past three years tax returns
_____ Calendars you kept during the time you were employed until the present
_____ Diaries, journals, notes
_____ Documents from any other lawsuits you have had
_____ Documents from any administrative agency
_____ Documents from any unemployment claim
_____ Documents from any other workers compensation claim
_____ Documents from any bankruptcy, foreclosure or debt collection

I have read the Keegan Law Firm, LLC Document Production and Security Advisory. I
have provided all of the documents and records I possess, as checked and noted above.
I understand that I must preserve all documents and records, including electronic
records and devices.
Dated: ________________ Signature: ___________________________
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EEOC Process and Litigation Timeline
A.

INITIAL PHASE

1.

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION.

The first step in your litigation is likely the filing of a Charge of Discrimination
at the EEOC. By law, most discrimination suits must start in the Commission. In the
coming weeks, Keegan Law Firm, LLC will prepare the Charge for your review. It is
critical that the Charge be complete and accurate. The Charge may be discussed at
your deposition and may be shown to the jury at trial. While the Charge does not need
to contain every fact in your case, what is stated needs to be fully true and accurate.
Please help ensure that it is. Once you receive a copy of the Charge we file, please
insert it in this folder for future reference. After your charge is filed the Commission
may contact us regarding the potential of mediating your case. You are not required
to participate in mediation, but we highly recommend it for our clients. If mediation
does not occur, within approximately four to six months, your former employer should
file a “Position Statement” answering your Charge. Don’t be surprised if the Position
Statement is a vehement denial of your claims. It should also contain valuable insights
into the Defendant(s) position and strategy. Please keep the Position Statement in
this folder. We have to remain in the Commission process for a certain number of
months before we can file suit in court. When that time has passed, we will confer on
whether to continue our process at the Commission, or move the case to court by filing
suit. There may be reasons that we advise you that it is in your best interest to keep the
case with the EEOC until the investigation is completed or until such time as we have
reviewed the Position Statement from your employer. Please be aware that the Atlanta
District Oﬃce and Savannah Local Oﬃces are currently experiencing severe delays in
their charge processing times due to being understaﬀed. As such, the average case is
being reviewed for over a year and some cases have been at the Atlanta oﬃce for two
years or more.
2.

COMPLAINT.

Once the EEOC investigation is completed, we will turn the Charge into a
Complaint, the document that initiates a lawsuit. The court charges a fee for filing
the suit. It is critical that the Complaint, like the Charge, be complete and accurate.
The Complaint will be discussed at your deposition and may be shown to the jury at
trial. While the Complaint, like the Charge, does not need to contain every fact in your
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case, what is stated needs to be fully true and accurate. Please help ensure that it is.
One of the decisions reflected in the Complaint is the decision to file in state or federal
court. There are a few small pros and cons to filing in state and federal court, but it
rarely makes a big diﬀerence in our jurisdictions. Federal court tends to be faster and
judicial decisions tend to be more thorough. State court is but judges tend to be more
willing to let cases proceed to trial. Keegan Law Firm, LLC is comfortable in either
forum, and you will be a key part in our choice of forum. Please note that even if we file
in state court, the Defendant may very well move the case to federal court, a common
defense strategy.
3.

SERVICE OF THE COMPLAINT.

The Complaint must be “personally served” on each Defendant in the case. In
most cases, this means that a process server will hand the Complaint to each Defendant
personally. Your help in identifying Defendants’ addresses would be most appreciated.
There will be a fee paid to the Sherriﬀ ’s Oﬃce or a Private Process Server to ensure
that the Complaint is properly served.
4.

ANSWER.

Each Defendant (or the Defendants collectively) will respond to our Complaint
within a certain amount of time (30 days in state court and 21 days in federal court
though Defendants often ask for an extension of the deadline) through a document
called the Answer. In an Answer, the Defendant responds to each allegation in our
Complaint paragraph by paragraph. Read the Answer side by side with the Complaint
to see how the Defendant responds to each allegation in our Complaint. As with
the Charge, blanket denials are common, though the Answer may contain helpful
admissions which we can use to advance your case. A jury may see the Answer, and it
may be discussed a deposition of a Defendant. Please put it in your binder for future
reference.
5.

SCHEDULING CONFERENCE.

If we have filed suit in federal court or are moved to federal court by the
Defendant(s), the court will have a scheduling conference soon after the Defendant(s)
file their Answer. You do not attend this conference, but you will hear about it from
our firm. It is largely administrative. The litigation schedule is set at that time. There
is not an automatic scheduling conference in state court, but the judge may order one.
Someone from the firm may reach out to you regarding the scheduling conference to
discuss the possibility of settlement as this is required under the court rules.
B.

DISCOVERY

“Discovery” is simply the research process that the plaintiﬀ(s) and defendant(s) in a
case perform. It is a critical part of the litigation and where cases are won. You are
a critical part of the eﬀectiveness of discovery. Soon after they serve their Answer,
Defendant(s) will send us document requests and “interrogatories.” Then we will
serve our document requests and interrogatories to Defendant(s).
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1.

DOCUMENT REQUESTS.

Document requests are requests for documents in your possession, custody, or
control. When you receive the requests, you have a legal duty to conduct a very thorough
search of all places where you store documents and files of any kind. This includes
filing cabinets, drawers, shelves, cars, pockets, boxes—any location where there is a
document in your possession, custody, or control that is responsive to a Defendant’s
request. It is important to note that the term “document” is incredibly broad and
includes electronic documents. You are also obligated to search all electronic locations
for documents, files, and folders. This includes email, texts, posts on blogs or social
media such as Facebook, on all devices you own such as desktop computers, laptop
computers, cell phones, smart phones, tablets, smart watches, and the like. Please
be advised that a judge may throw out your case if you: •destroy documents which
may relate to your case; •fail to thoroughly search for documents which may relate to
your case; or •fail to produce documents which may relate to your case. Please start
gathering and get to your attorney all documents which may conceivably relate to your
case. Your attorney will decide whether they should be produced to the Defendant(s).
2.

INTERROGATORIES.

Interrogatories are simply questions to you, which must be answered in an
essay format. Your interrogatory answers are a sworn statement and are thus very
important to your case. They may be discussed at your deposition and may be shown
to the jury. It is critical that your interrogatory answers be consistent with your Charge
and Complaint. Make sure that your interrogatory answers are fully accurate and
complete.
3.

DEPOSITIONS.

The next key discovery device is the deposition. A deposition is an attorney’s
interview of a witness who is under oath. Depositions will typically occur after
responsive documents and interrogatory answers have been produced to opposing
counsel. The Defendant(s) deposition of you is one of the most important events in
this litigation. You will be asked about the documents in this binder, which is why you
need to be familiar with them. At your deposition, you will also likely be shown and
may be asked to talk about some of the documents that we produced to Defendant(s)
and which Defendant(s) produced to us. After your deposition, your attorneys will
conduct depositions of key defense witnesses. You play an important role in helping
select the witnesses to depose and in suggesting questions that your attorney should
ask of each witness. Deposition transcripts are used in two key ways:
•

To show the judge that your case is meritorious and should proceed to trial; and

•

To know where all individuals stand on a particular issue. Your testimony at your
deposition should be consistent with your Charge, Complaint, and Interrogatory
answers;

•

At trial, if a witness changes his or her testimony, the opposing attorney can use
the deposition to hold the witness to his or her answer at the deposition.
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C.

MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

After discovery is complete, Defendant(s) will try to get the court to dismiss your
case using a device called the “Motion for Summary Judgment.” In the motion, the
Defendant will claim that a jury does not need to see this case because no jury could
possibly rule in your favor. Opposing the motion is time-consuming, but obviously
important. It starts with robust fact and evidence gathering throughout the discovery
process and is the culmination of our team eﬀort. Successfully defeating summary
judgment is key to improving your settlement power, because defeating the motion
means that the Defendant(s) is exposed to the expense and uncertainty of a jury trial.
D. SETTLEMENT NEGOTIATION
Settlement discussions can occur at any time. Typically, the best time to settle
a case is: 1) early on in the process before each side has spent considerable sums of
money and time on the case; 2) after the Plaintiﬀ defeats Defendant(s) motion for
summary judgment. Settlements can be negotiated between the attorneys or a more
formal mediation process can be started. Federal courts provide free mediation. You
have large amounts of control over the settlement value of your case! Some of the
key factors influencing the value of your case include: 1 )meritorious claims of illegal
conduct; 2) meritorious claims of illegal conduct supported by the testimony we get
in the course of discovery; 3) the psychological, emotional harm you’ve suﬀered as
shown by the testimony in discovery; 4) harm to your career; 5) consistency of all
evidence and testimony in your favor; 6) your honesty, strong character, believability,
and sincerity, especially as shown in your deposition. The positive aspect to settlement
is that is gives you control over the outcome. A jury trial, on the other hand, does not
provide a certain outcome, even for the best of cases. Please keep in mind that in an
ideal settlement, each side will feel like it gave to much ground. In an ideal settlement,
each side must give up something to meet in the middle.
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CHERYL LEGARE
Legare, Attwood & Wolfe, Atlanta
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(http://www.law-llc.com)
400 Colony Square, Suite 1000
(http://www.law-llc.com)LAW1201 Peachtree Street, NE
LLC.COM (http://www.lawAtlanta, Georgia a30361
llc.com) (http://www.lawllc.com)

Please answer the questions below to the best of your ability and submit this information to us.
aWe will be glad to see if we can help you. aIf you have questions, email us at info@law-llc.com.
Thanks again,
Cheryl, Eleanor & Steve

CONTACT INFORMATION
Salutation

First Name * (required)

Middle Name

Last Name * (required)

Company
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PHONE NUMBERS
Phone Number
Type

Work

 Primary

 Add Phone Number

Which attorney were you told to contact? *



 I was not referred to any speciÒc attorney
Who referred you to @@@@@@@@@@@@@@?

Have you spoken with @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ yet?
 Yes
 No
Why are you seeking legal representation? Please be as speciÒc as possible when
describing any incidents or events that occurred.

Do you have any legal deadlines? *
 Yes
Please provide nature and date of deadline

 No
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Are you currently employed?
 Yes
Name of employer

Employer location

How long have you worked there?

Current title or position held

Marketing Manager
 No

How many employees does this employer have?

What best describes your situation with this employer (check all that apply)?
I am paid by the hour.
I am paid a salary.
I have employees who report to me.
I can hire, promote, discipline OR terminate employees.
I am paid overtime at a rate equal to or exceeding 1.5x my normal hourly wage.
I receive straight time for hours worked beyond 40 hours per week.
I am provided with comp time in lieu of monetary compensation for overtime hours worked.

What best describes your annual income from this employer?

Describe the beneÒts o×ered by this employer.
Medical insurance
Dental or vision insurance
Short or long term disability insurance
Stock options
Incentive pay or bonuses
Automobile or stipend
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 Housing or stipend

Have you been demoted in the last 12 months?
 Yes
 No

In the last 12 months, has your compensation been lowered or negatively
a×ected (lost beneÒts or removal of incentives)?
 Yes
 No

Have you ever been disciplined by this employer (check all that apply)?
Verbal warning
Written warning
Suspension, with pay
Suspension, without pay
Reduction in pay
Lateral transfer
Demotion
Termination

What is your age?

What is your gender?

What is your race/national origin?

Save Progress
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All information you provide on this form is protected by attorney-client privilege. aPlease answer
each question completely. aIf you have any questions or if you need to further explain any answer,
email us at info@law-llc.com

CONTACT INFORMATION
Salutation

First Name * (required)

Middle Name

Last Name * (required)

Company
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Have you ever been a party to a lawsuit?
 Yes
List all actions including their Òle numbers (if known), the court where the action was
Òled, and for each action, whether you were the plainti× or defendant. Please provide
the outcome or the status of each action.

 No

Have you ever Òled for bankruptcy?
 Yes
 No

Have you ever been arrested but not Òned or convicted?
 Yes
Please provide the date of arrest, city and state of arrest, reason for arrest.

 No

Have you ever been convicted of a misdemeanor or felony?
 Yes
 No

Are you or have you ever been on probation?
 Yes
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470-823-4000 | LAW-LLC.COM

400 Colony Square, Suite 1000
1201 Peachtree Street, NE
Atlanta, Georgia 30361

Litigation
iga o Hold
l
Confidential
C
e i and
an Privileged
ege Attorney-Client
o e
n Communication
o m i
Thank you for choosing Legare, Attwood & Wolfe to assist you with your claims. Please review the
following helpful instructions regarding your obligations during the course of your representation by our
firm and what to expect from the litigation process.
Document
D u nt Retention
You have retained Legare, Attwood & Wolfe to represent you. This dispute may result in litigation. All
parties to litigation and/or threatened litigation (including you) have evidence preservation obligations.
If you fail to correctly preserve any and all evidence in your possession which may be relevant to the
litigation, you risk the Court imposing serious sanctions on you, including, but not limited to:
(i) ordering that the jury be instructed that you failed to preserve evidence and that they may presume
that the evidence you failed to preserve would have been detrimental to your case;
(ii) ordering you to pay monetary penalties, including attorneys’ fees incurred proving that you did not
preserve evidence; and
(iii) dismissing your case entirely and/or entering judgment for the opposing party on any counterclaims.
It is therefore imperative that you identify and preserve any evidence that may be relevant to this
litigation. DO NOT DESTROY, DISCARD OR ALTER ANY EVIDENCE IN ANY FORM THAT MAY BE
RELEVANT TO LITIGATION. Examples of evidence which must be preserved are:
All versions of documents related in any way to the dispute (including electronic versions such as
Word documents or Excel files and also including all drafts or prior versions of documents);
Correspondence related in any way to the dispute;
Emails (including web-based email such as Gmail or Hotmail), chats, tweets, internet-based
messages, posts, or any other electronic communication related in any way to the dispute;
Voicemail related in any way to the dispute;
Text messages related in any way to the dispute;
Journals, diaries, calendars, and notes;
Any communications or information on any social media site (such as Facebook, LinkedIn,
Instagram etc.) which may be relevant in any way to the dispute. Please make your social media
pages, specifically Facebook, Instagram and MySpace, private. Your LinkedIn page may remain
public.
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If your personal computer, tablet, smartphone or other device has relevant electronic documents and/or
emails on it, do not sell, discard, or otherwise relinquish possession of it unless we have determined that
we have the documents properly saved elsewhere. If your computer, your email service (including your
web-based email), your smartphone, or any other device or service where relevant documents may be
stored) has an automatic purging function (e.g. deletes emails after 2 months), this automatic purging
function must be suspended.
Document
D u
t Handling
li Requests
R u s
Please provide all documents you can in electronic format. If you bring us original paper copies of
your documents and you anticipate needing to have access to any of them, please let us know and we
will give you a copy to take home with you. We will maintain the originals in our office throughout
the litigation.
Do not write on or highlight documents regarding your employment.
Avoid use of staples. Use paperclips or binder clips instead.
If you have a question about whether a document, email, or other item should be preserved,
preserve it.
Communication
C
u
io With
i Us
Attorney client privilege belongs to you – the client. You can choose to waive it, however, doing so can be
grounds for us to terminate our representation of you. It is vital that you not forward our emails to
anyone else and do not write emails referencing any communication we have had with you (e.g., “my
attorney told me … .”)
If you are still employed with the company or employer who prompted your retention of us, do not email
us from your work email address or your phone. Do you not send emails from your personal email
account to your work email account. You do not want anything going through your employer’s server.
Wait until you get home if necessary. If you do not have a personal address, you can set one up for free
using google.com, yahoo.com, or a variety of other free email providers. We communicate largely
through email and it is vital that you check your account frequently (a minimum of once a week). There
will be times when the case is highly active that will require daily checking of your email, and we will let
you know when this is necessary.
If you move or change telephone numbers, let us know as soon as possible. We need to be able to reliably
reach you, even with short notice, or we will not be able to represent you the best we can. If we have
repeated or continuous issues reaching you, it might be grounds for us to withdraw from representing
you. Please confirm your current contact details using the form entries below.
If your cell phone breaks or your computer crashes, do not trade them in or throw them out. Please notify
us and bring them to our office for the duration of the litigation. Both the phone and the hard drive must
be preserved. Also, if you want to change from one cell phone service provider to another, you will need
to contact the current provider to obtain your phone records before making the change. Not all providers
maintain the records of individuals who are no longer their customers.
If you go on a vacation during which time we will not be able to reach you by phone or email, please
provide us with an alternative means of getting in touch with you while you are away.
Through the duration of your case, there may be long time periods of inactivity in your case. This is
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especially true during the EEOC process. (During the EEOC process, it is usually in our best interests to
give the EEOC investigator time to fully investigate your case.) Please feel free to contact us and inquire,
however, rest assured that if you do not hear from us, it is because there is nothing new to report in your
case.
Privacy
Priv y
When you retain us to represent you, we will need to ask you questions of a personal and private
nature. Please rest assured that we will not share this information except as necessary to represent
you, and rest assured that our conversations are covered by the attorney-client privilege.
Please do not discuss your case with anyone except for us (any Legare, Attwood & Wolfe employee).
Mitigation
Mit t
If you are terminated from your job, and pursuing legal action, you must mitigate your damages.
This means that you must diligently search for a new job, and document your searches. If you email
or mail applications to a prospective employer, save a copy to give to us. If you approach potential
employers in person, keep a record of when and where you attempt to find jobs. If you need us to
provide you with a log in which you can keep track of your job search, do not hesitate to ask.
Some clients ask us if they should take a loan out against their potential settlement amounts. We do
not recommend that our clients do this, as any monetary award as a result of your employment
matter is not guaranteed and can take years to obtain.
Financial
Fi
Records
rd
If we have filed a lawsuit on your behalf and your case is in active litigation, we need any W2s, 1099s or
other financial income records for each tax year until the litigation concludes. Please scan and email a
copy of this years documentation to info@law-llc.com or to your attorney.
If you have any questions about this litigation hold and expectations or about any evidence in your
possession, please contact us.
Acknowledgment
A k o d
t
I have read and understand my obligations during the course of litigation.

Date
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Duty to Mitigate or Reduce Damages
The most basic component of damages in an employment discrimination lawsuit is
lost wages. Generally, your economic losses are measured by the wages and beneÒts
you would have earned from your former employer from the date of your wrongful
dismissal until the date of trial, less any earnings and beneÒts you receive from parttime or full-time employment before trial.
YOU MUST LOOK FOR WORK.
You cannot sit back and let your damages build up and hope you will recover the full
amount of your lost salary at trial. If you do not look for work or are unavailable for
work during a period of time, you will probably not be able to recover your losses for
that period.
You have a duty to reduce your claim for lost wages and fringe beneÒts. Our courts
call this the “Duty to Mitigate Damages.” aIn negotiations, the attorney for your former
employer will ask what steps you have taken to Ònd work. In litigation, that lawyer will
ask you speciÒcally where you looked for work, the positions you have sought, applied
for, or inquired about, the name of each individual with whom you have spoken about
that job, whether you were interviewed, and the results of that interview. The lawyer
will ask whether you have prepared a resume to submit to potential employers. You
will be asked whether you have placed your name at an employment agency and/or
search Òrm. In short, you will be asked about every single action you have taken since
your dismissal to Ònd suitable replacement employment.
We require that you keep a list of every job you look for, apply for, or express an
interest in. You should keep a list of all companies you contact, the date you did so,
and the position sought. Be sure to include telephone inquiries and networking
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conversations with friends and colleagues, as well as interviews. In all likelihood, you
will not actually be interviewed for every job you seek. That information is, however,
still important.
We recommend that you do the following:
Resume: aPrepare or update your resume and provide us with a copy. Do not
lie or “pu× up” your past on the resume. Do not omit information. Do not
inÓate the description of your duties and responsibilities with your prior
employers. Do not misrepresent your education. If you have any questions
about the accuracy of the resume, please consult with counsel before you use
it. aA false resume can be reason for discharge from a new job. It can also
serve to cut o× your back pay.
Email: aCreate a subfolder in your email to quarantine and maintain work
search e×orts. aPlace copies of any email related to your work search
(networking, application acknowledgments, interviews, referrals, etc.) you
receive or send in this subfolder. aDuring the discovery phase of litigation, you
will have to produce these e×orts.
Notebook: Purchase a notebook immediately and keep all information in the
notebook regarding your e×orts to obtain employment. For example, you
should clip all want ads that you pursue, indicating the date of publication,
the name of the paper or the publication, and the page where it was
published; a copy of your letter responding to the ad; a copy of any response;
and a narrative of all follow-up with regard to the ad (e.g., telephone calls,
interview notes).
Search Firms/Headhunters: aRegister with several private employment
agencies (headhunters). Find one that specializes in your line of work. “The
Directory of Executive Recruiters” published by Kennedy & Kennedy, Inc. can
be found at any good public library. The search Òrms in that directory are
listed by industry and line of work.
Public Employment Service: aDetermine whether State Employment agencies
have comparable jobs listed by prospective employers. If so, register with the
agency and record those activities in your notebook in chronological order.
Employment Applications: aAnswer all questions on your employment
application honestly. Do not lie about your job duties or responsibilities with
prior employers. aDo not lie about the reasons you were given for termination.
If the answer is embarrassing, you might answer: “To be discussed at
interview.” You should note that it is generally not a good idea to speak badly
of your former employer.
Want-Ads: aRead the want ads every day, both in the newspaper and on the
internet. Save those ads that describe jobs for which you are qualiÒed. Call or
submit your application as the ad requires. Retain a copy of your letter and/or
any communications or conÒrmations you receive. aRetain copies of the ad,
your cover letter, and your notes regarding any follow-up in your email work
search subfolder and/or the notebook.
Job O×ers: aConsult with us before you reject any job that is o×ered to you.
You have a duty to accept comparable employment. The legal deÒnition of
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comparable employment can be very technical. If you feel the position is not
comparable, consult with us to determine whether we agree.
Telephone Calls: aKeep a record of all telephone calls that you make
regarding possible employment. aRecord the date, the person called, his/her
job title, the company, the job you called about, its salary, and the substance
of the conversation.
Job Fairs and Networking Events or Meetings: aAttend job fairs and
networking sessions. Keep detailed records of all companies with whom you
interview at job fairs, including the name of the recruiter and the date of the
interview. aRetain notes of introductions received at networking events.
Outplacement: aIf you have been o×ered outplacement services by your
former employer, you should seriously consider taking advantage of it. You
may want to evaluate the services o×ered by the outplacement Òrm. Some are
better than others. Consult us before you reject outplacement service.
School: aSome clients, after being terminated, consider going back to school
to enhance their skills or to recycle themselves into a new career. aYou should
understand that the Company will argue that by going back to school, you
have removed yourself from the employment marketplace and have,
therefore, failed to mitigate your damages. We advise that you consult us
before you enroll in school and that you structure any schooling so that you
can continue to seek full-time employment and continue to be available for
full-time work. Do not cease your e×orts to Ònd comparable work. aDo both at
the same time (e.g.. go to school at night).
Self-Employment: aMany clients, after being terminated, consider establishing
their own business or going into business with others. You can do so, but we
strongly recommend that you continue the e×ort to Ònd comparable
employment. Again, talk with us in detail about this option.
Career Change: aMany clients, after being terminated, consider making a
career change. You can do so, but once again we strongly recommend that,
while attempting to do so, you continue to seek employment in your old line
of work.
O×ers of Reinstatement: a Your prior employer may o×er to reinstate you.
aSuch an o×er is often part of the Company’s strategy to respond to your
claim. aNo decision should be made with respect to any such o×er until you
consult with us. aNEVER state TO ANYONE that you do not want to return to
work for your former employer.
REMEMBER: YOU MUST SEEK WORK
_________________________
Signature
_____________
Date
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All information you provide on this form is protected by attorney-client privilege. aPlease answer
each question completely. aIf you have questions, please contact us: a470.823.4000 or info@lawllc.com.

Medical History
Many clients have complex medical issues which may or may not factor into their legal claims. aYour
attorney requested that you complete this form. aPlease answer all questions to the best of your
ability.

Disability
 I have an actual disability.
 I had a disability in the past.
 I do not have an actual disability, but others treat me as if I do.

Are you alleging that you have been discriminated against based on your
disability or perceived disability?
 Yes
 No

Have you ever asked your employer for any assistance or change in working
conditions because of a medical problem you or a family member has had?
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MELODY Z. RICHARDSON
Richardson, Bloom & Lines, LLC
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FAMILY LAW DISCOVERY TIPS
FOR MEDIATION AND TRIAL
By: Melody Z. Richardson
Member, Richardson Bloom & Lines, LLC
Discovery is boring, tedious, expensive, and essential. Before engaging in discovery,
talk to your client about the anticipated costs and then design discovery to get what
you need to reach an agreement or be successful at trial.

TIP 1
Have your client prepare an accurate domestic relations financial aﬃdavit (“DRFA”).
Review the DRFA carefully. Many clients are not clear on what information should
be provided, and errors occur as a result. Make sure that the DRFA states what assets
are claimed to be non-marital. All of the information relevant to gross income, as that
term is defined in the child support statute, O.C.G.A. § 19-6-15(f)1 needs to be disclosed
1 (f) Gross income.
(1) Inclusion to gross income.
(A) Attributable income. Gross income of each parent shall be determined in the process of
setting the presumptive amount of child support and shall include all income from any
source, before deductions for taxes and other deductions such as preexisting orders for child
support and credits for other qualified children, whether earned or unearned, and includes,
but is not limited to, the following:
(i) Salaries;
(ii) Commissions, fees, and tips;
(iii) Income from self-employment;
(iv) Bonuses;
(v) Overtime payments;
(vi) Severance pay;
(vii) Recurring income from pensions or retirement plans including, but not limited to,
United States Department of Veterans Aﬀairs, Railroad Retirement Board, Keoghs,
and individual retirement accounts;
(viii) Interest income;
(ix) Dividend income;
(x) Trust income;
(xi) Income from annuities;
(xii) Capital gains;
(xiii) Disability or retirement benefits that are received from the Social Security
Administration pursuant to Title II of the federal Social Security Act;
(xiv) Disability benefits that are received pursuant to the federal Veterans’ Benefits Act of
2010, 38 U.S.C. Section 101, et seq.;
(xv) Workers’ compensation benefits, whether temporary or permanent;
(xvi) Unemployment insurance benefits;
(xvii) Judgments recovered for personal injuries and awards from other civil actions;
(xviii) Gifts that consist of cash or other liquid instruments, or which can be converted to
cash;
(xix) Prizes;
(xx) Lottery winnings;
(xxi) Alimony or maintenance received from persons other than parties to the proceeding
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so that you can correctly draft the Child Support Worksheet. Make sure you also ask
about all of those sources of income in your discovery.

TIP 2
Based on the assets and liabilities disclosed in the DRFA, draft discovery that is limited
to facts and circumstances of the case. In other words, just ask for what you need.
The Georgia Civil Practice Act, O.C.G.A. § 9-11-33(a)(1), limits interrogatories to 50
questions, including subparts, although one may obtain leave of court “upon a showing
of complex litigation or undue hardship incurred if such additional interrogatories are
not permitted.” The limit of 50 interrogatories is cumulative, not per set. See Copher
v. Mackey, 220 Ga. App. 43, 467 S.E.2d 362 (1996). To make sure that the discovery
requests comply with that provision of the Civil Practice Act, all of the interrogatories
should be directly related to the facts. If it is unlikely that the spouse participates in an
employee stock ownership program because he or she is a cashier at Walmart, don’t
waste an interrogatory on it. If, however, it is a high asset, complex divorce, then ask
opposing counsel if he or she will agree to a consent order increasing the number of
interrogatories.
The proper way to respond to interrogatories that exceed 50 is to file a motion for
protective order. See Copher, supra.

TIP 3
If you plan to introduce self-authenticating documents at trial pursuant to O.C.G.A.
§ 24-9-902, remember to provide the written declaration in the form provided by
subsection 12 of that code section to the custodian of records when making your
document request. Then make sure you give the written notice of your intention to
self-authenticating documents as required by subsection 11 of that code section.

TIP 4
Ask for and review plan documents for any retirement plan in which either party
participates. It is critical to know whether the parties participate in a defined benefit
or defined contribution retirement plan that is subject to ERISA, which are subject to
equitable division via a Qualified Domestic Relations Order, or if the retirement plan
is one that is not subject to ERISA, and, therefore, cannot be divided. It is necessary
to know whether any retirement plans have outstanding loan balances, as that eﬀects
how the account balances are divided. If you do not have all of the relevant information
about all retirement accounts prior to mediation, you may allow your client to enter
into an agreement regarding division of retirement accounts that you subsequently
determine is not permitted by the plan.

TIP 5
The discovery provisions of the Civil Practice Act are broad. O.C.G.A. § 9-11-26(b)(1)
provides:
before the court;
(xxii) Assets which are used for the support of the family; and
(xxiii) Other income.
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Parties may obtain discovery regarding any matter, not privileged,
which is relevant to the subject matter involved in the pending
action, whether it relates to the claim or defense of the party seeking
discovery or to the claim or defense of any other party, including the
existence, description, nature, custody, condition, and location of
any books, documents, or other tangible things and the identity and
location of persons having knowledge of any discoverable matter.
It is not ground for objection that the information sought will be
inadmissible at the trial if the information sought appears reasonably
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.
To the extent it is appropriate, take advantage of the broad scope of discovery and ask
questions and for documents that may lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.

TIP 6
Be aggressive in your pursuit of complete information concerning the parties’ assets
and liabilities. When the discovery responses are received, review them and make sure
that everything requested has been provided. If it has not, get that Rule 6.4(B) letter
out there quickly. You don’t want to be put on a trial calendar and realize you never
got what you needed to move forward with trial. Review the rule before preparing your
correspondence to make sure you are in compliance.
Prior to filing a motion seeking resolution of a discovery dispute, counsel for the
moving party shall confer with counsel for the opposing party and any objecting
person or entity in a good faith eﬀort to resolve the matters involved. At the time of
filing the motion, counsel shall also file a statement certifying that such conference
has occurred and that the eﬀort to resolve by agreement the issues raised failed. This
rule also applies to motions to quash, motions for protective order and cases where no
discovery has been provided.
U.S.C.R. 6.4(B). You must send this letter before filing a motion to quash or engaging
the court in the discovery dispute.

TIP 7
The Civil Practice Act does not address where a deposition of a party should occur.
O.C.G.A. § 9-11-32 requires only that the notice of deposition state the time and place
where the party shall be deposed. Just be courteous about the place of the deposition.
Notice it to occur in your oﬃce but tell opposing counsel in your cover letter that you
will be happy to depose his or her client at his or her oﬃce.

TIP 8
O.C.G.A. § 24-13-21 requires that clerks of court make subpoenas available in blank
on demand by electronic or other means and allows “[a]n attorney who is counsel of
record in a proceeding may issue and sign a subpoena obtained by electronic or other
means from the clerk of court as an oﬃcer of a court for any deposition, hearing, or
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trial held in conjunction with such proceeding.” However, if you utilize O.C.G.A. §
9-11-31 and notice depositions upon written questions, you may not issue and sign the
subpoena.

TIP 9
Review what you have been provided in response to discovery in advance of mediation
or trial. Tax returns, bank statements, cancelled checks, and credit card statements
provide a wealth of information. A federal tax return will list interest and dividends on
Schedule B, rental property income, as well as the property’s address, and how much
depreciation is claimed that you can add back in to the rental income. The tax return
will also reflect income from self-employment. If the opposing party is self-employed,
make sure you obtain the business’ tax returns and other business documents so that
you can accurately calculate income. Review O.C.G.A. § 19-6-15(f)(1)(B)2 to make sure
you obtain all of the documents that will help you carefully review the income claimed
by the self-employed parent.

2 Self-employment income. Income from self-employment includes income from, but not limited to,
business operations, work as an independent contractor or consultant, sales of goods or services,
and rental properties, less ordinary and reasonable expenses necessary to produce such income.
Income from self-employment, rent, royalties, proprietorship of a business, or joint ownership of
a partnership, limited liability company, or closely held corporation is defined as gross receipts
minus ordinary and reasonable expenses required for self-employment or business operations.
Ordinary and reasonable expenses of self-employment or business operations necessary to
produce income do not include:
(i) Excessive promotional, travel, vehicle, or personal living expenses, depreciation on
equipment, or costs of operation of home oﬃces; or
(ii) Amounts allowable by the Internal Revenue Service for the accelerated component of
depreciation expenses, investment tax credits, or any other business expenses determined by
the court or the jury to be inappropriate for determining gross income.
In general, income and expenses from self-employment or operation of a business should be
carefully reviewed by the court or the jury to determine an appropriate level of gross income
available to the parent to satisfy a child support obligation. Generally, this amount will diﬀer from
a determination of business income for tax purposes.
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BUILDING POSITIVE RELATIONSHIPS
AS A NEW LAWYER
by Aundrea L. Roberts, Esq.
Law Oﬃce of Aundrea L. Roberts, LLC - Lawrenceville, GA
INTRODUCTION
In a world where most communication takes place by email, text, Facebook post,
Instagram message or tweet, it is easy to lose sight of how important positive
relationship building is to your success as a new attorney. Civility among people in
general is on the decline. In the practice of law, it is nearly non-existent. Gone are the
days when it is expected that you can disagree with each other in the courtroom but
do so in a civil, professional and respectful manner. Despite this, it still remains true
that much of the success we will experience professionally and on behalf of our clients
will depend in large part on the relationships we have with other attorneys, Judges,
and court personnel. As a new lawyer, this is the time to build your reputation. Think
about how you want to be perceived by the people you work with on a daily basis. Your
reputation means everything. While there may be thousands of attorneys in Georgia,
we are still a very small community and people talk. Do not be the lawyer known for
being untruthful, belligerent or condescending. We have all experienced that feeling
when someone walks in the room and their presence just shifts the atmosphere because
you know they are going to be mean and nasty. Being polite does not take away from
your ability to zealously represent your client.
As you begin your career, search for opportunities to connect with people organically.
When I started practicing law as an Assistant Public Defender in Augusta, I had the
great advantage of working for a lawyer who had practiced law for many years. He told
me stories of how the lawyers in town would fight vigorously in the courtroom, but
after court was over, they would all go out to have drinks together. He impressed upon
me the importance of having respect for my client, opposing counsel and their client,
the Judges, the courtroom staﬀ, and all of the support staﬀ it takes to run our court
system. Having a reputation for being a lawyer that is easy to work with will go a long
way. You would be surprised how much people will bend over backwards to help you
if you are known to be a pleasant person to work with. At the start of your career, you
have the best opportunity to build the kind of reputation that you will proud of. Work
hard, do what you say you’re going to do, be where you say you will be, take pride in
your work, and be kind to people.
5 Keys to Building Positive Relationships as a New Lawyer
1. Always reach out to opposing counsel with a phone call – At the start of a new case,
it’s important to take a few moments to make a phone call to opposing counsel and
introduce yourself. It sets the tone for the type of interactions you want to have
going forward. It can also help you gauge what type of attorney you are dealing with.
I have had lawyers tell me how they appreciate the phone call. I have also spoken
to lawyers who were not interested in having a civil and professional relationship.
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Whatever the case, it is something that most attorneys will agree is important. A
quick phone call has the possibility of facilitating a better working relationship
with opposing counsel, thus making it easier to get a better result for your client.
Even if it is not a pleasant experience, part of your preparation for your case should
include knowing all the players involved so you can strategize ahead of time how to
deal with diﬃcult opposing counsel.
2. Always be kind to the Judge’s staﬀ – As you start your career and are trying to juggle
work, family, kids, clients, etc., inevitably, if you are a trial attorney, you will need
flexibility from the Judge. Outside of the courtroom, the Judge’s staﬀ is the only
way you will be able to communicate with the Judge. If you have a reputation for
being rude, then it makes simple requests for flexibility nearly impossible. For the
first three years of my practice, my mother was sick and there were times I would
need to leave town abruptly. If it was a Judge that I was working with for the first
time, I would call the staﬀ and advise them of the situation ahead of time, in case I
needed to leave right away and needed to reschedule a court appearance. I would
also ask for ideas on the best way to handle the situation if it came up. During
those diﬃcult years when I was dealing with my mother’s illness, my relationship
with court personnel and other attorneys helped me keep my solo practice afloat.
I had attorneys who would fill in for me in an emergency. If needed, the Judge
would grant an emergency continuance for me to go and be with my mother. As a
solo practitioner, there is no way for you to practice law successfully alone. Your
relationships will be a key factor in your longevity as a solo practitioner. Make a
sincere eﬀort to engage with the Judge’s staﬀ in a professional manner.
3. Always be truthful with the Judge – I have been involved in cases where attorneys
intentionally misrepresent facts of the case to the Judge. I have also had attorneys
purposefully misrepresent things I have said in discussions. In either case, it is
important to keep your composure and continue to act with civility towards
opposing counsel. I believe that you can stand your position, be firm and resolute,
without being nasty. There is no need to expend the extra energy to be nasty when
you are right. It does not mean you are letting people walk over you. Remaining
calm does not equate to being weak. Being truthful with the Judge about your case
does not make you any less of a zealous advocate for your client. In fact, I have
found the opposite to be true. When you use your skills to diligently prepare your
case, even if the facts are not on your side, there is always a better result for your
client. In addition, your reputation for being honest and respectful goes a long way.
While the law is presumed not to be biased and Judge’s are presumed to only look
at the facts, it can be a deciding factor if the Judge does not question whether you
are presenting the facts in a truthful manner.
4. Be a good listener – As a new lawyer, much of your time should be spent listening
and learning from other seasoned attorneys. You will quickly find out that it takes
time to put into practice the things you studied in law school. It is not enough to
have great mentors and supervisors if you fail to listen to their advice and direction.
In addition, people just enjoy being around people that listen to them and really
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hear their concerns. As lawyers, much of our day is spent listening to other people’s
problems. A great way to connect to another lawyer is to allow them to talk to
you about their concerns and really listen. My best friendships were formed with
other attorneys who were there for me during very diﬃcult periods in my life.
Having someone to listen to you who understands the complexities of your work/
life balance is of great value. Being the person who listens to another as they go
through diﬃcult times is priceless. It builds trust and loyalty in your personal and
professional relationships.
5. Don’t be afraid to ask for a conference with the Judge if opposing counsel is being
unprofessional to the point where it inhibits your ability to do your job - I have
only had to utilize this maybe two or three times over the last 12 years. But in the
occasions that I have, I firmly believed that it was necessary to successfully complete
the case. You will have to gauge for yourself when the situation is unbearable. For
me, it usually had to deal with very clear misrepresentations of the facts of the case
to the Judge or misrepresenting something I said or wrote. As I stated earlier, your
reputation means everything. I count my good reputation as a benefit I oﬀer to
my clients. I think it does a great disservice to a client if you walk in a courtroom
representing them, and you’re known to be the attorney who always misrepresents
facts of a case. If things are so uncivil and so unprofessional that carrying out the
necessary functions of your job is impossible, I believe it is necessary to try and
fix it. I do not go to the Judge to report bad behavior of opposing counsel. The
purpose of involving the Judge is to bring us together and bring awareness of the
issues between counsel so the Judge can provide direction to help move us forward.
Sometimes, just the email to the Judge’s staﬀ and opposing counsel to request a
meeting to help work out unresolvable issues, is enough to put the other attorney
on notice that you will not continue to tolerate such unprofessional and uncivil
behavior.
Practicing law is a very rewarding career filled with many knowledgeable people.
The fact that we are all lawyers does not mean we are all the same. As you search for
people you have things in common with, make room to engage with attorneys who are
diﬀerent from you. The relationships you form now will be some of your most valuable
and enriching friendships.
Whatever level of success you hope to gain as you begin your career, remember that it is
the positive relationships you form in the very beginning of your career and throughout
that will help propel you to those heights. Remember that other attorneys, Judges,
and court personnel are all people just like you. Be mindful of your interactions with
others and make a conscience eﬀort to engage with people the way you want people to
engage with you.
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MARKETING STRATEGIES
Helen Stahel
Helen A. Stahel, P.C.
Atlanta, GA
1. Practice Area. Figure out what areas of practice you are interested in. Be very
narrow if you can. Then figure out what professions can help you or what clubs
would have members who might need your services. Other attorneys, other
professionals?
2. Organizations. Get involved in organizations. It doesn’t have to be legal
organizations. Most professions have professional organizations. Go to meetings
and ask the people sitting next to you and across from you for their cards. Follow
up with those people to schedule a lunch or coﬀee and take the time to get to know
them. Could one of these people be a mentor to you? A feeder referral source? Find
out who those people can introduce you to at the meeting.
3. Participate. Only participate in things you enjoy doing - after all, you’re doing
this on your free time. Become a board or committee member. It may take a few
years for you to determine that certain organizations or committees don’t generate
business. Decide then if you need to commit your time to a diﬀerent organization
or committee.
4. Referrals. Always be willing to give referrals. Everything comes around again. If
the people you send referrals to don’t reciprocate over time, take them oﬀ your list
of referral sources. Focus on those people who can help you grow your business. It
only takes a few who repeatedly send you business.
5. Relationships. Develop a personal relationship with the people who send you
business. This is a long term relationship and therefore you have to really like
these people and want to spend time getting to know them.
6. Be Patient. IT TAKES TIME TO DEVELOP THESE RELATIONSHIPS SOMETIMES MORE THAN ONE YEAR.
7. Always do a Good Job! You can take pride in a job well done! And you never
know where the next referrals are going to come from, be it former clients, opposing
counsel or their clients, or a professional that you worked with on a transaction.
It’s nice when you can say that your practice is completely referral based.
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PROFESSIONALISM:
ON BEING AN OFFICER AND A GENTLEMAN
[A]bove all, a lawyer will find his best honor in a deserved reputation
for fidelity to private trust and to public duty, as an honest man and
as a patriotic and loyal citizen.
ABA, Canon 32
Canons of Professional Ethics

Since the adoption of the original Canons
of Ethics in 1908, the practice of law
has immeasurably changed. Even more
so, it can be argued, has the profession
of law: Is the bar falling victim to a
perceived public opinion that becomes
self-fulfilling? Or, has professionalism,
that is, the method, style and appropriate
conduct by which lawyers devote their
energies to serve their clients’ interests
and the public good, declined in the wake
of a burgeoning commercialism, loss of
identity and lack of understanding and
trust? Criticism of lawyers, either among
themselves or by the public, seems everspiraling, as do ethics com plaints, fee
disputes and malpractice claims. As the
isolation of the ever-increasing number
of sole practitioners grows dramatically
with no mentor to advise or consent,
the demand for higher productivity in
billable hours charged in law firms to
lessen the impact of increased overhead
escalates, the arrogance and selfdirected
feelings of authority continue, as well
as an increased sense of advocacy for a
client to the exclusion of a concomitant
duty to the court and one’s . own common
sense and decency, and to fellow lawyers
in simple good manner s, the apparent
eroding of our sense of professionalism is
indeed a valid concern.
How are we reacting?

In February 1985, former A.B.A.
President Justin A. Stanley was appointed
to chair the American Bar Association
Commission On
Professionalism to
undertake a comprehensive study of
a range of issues relating to lawyer
professionalism. It was charged with
examining and oﬀering guidelines for
conduct in advertising and solicitation,
fee
structure,
commercialization,
competence and the lawyer’s duty to
clients and the court. In its report,
published in July, the commission
made 27 specific recommendations to
re store a “high level of professionalism
among lawyers, both in fact and in the
perception of others”. Although not yet
presented for formal adoption, the report
oﬀers concrete solutions to our crisis of
confidence.
While
certain
recommendations
were directed to law schools, such as
emphasizing ethics and professionalism
in the curriculum, engendering these
concepts in the faculty and students, and
adding alternative dispute resolution and
negotiation courses, the main direction
of the recommendations centered around
the bar, bar associations and judges.
One of the principal suggestions was to
ensure newlyadmitted lawyers resources
to assist them in facing the practical and
ethical issues that inevitably arise in a
new practice. For law firms, this would
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require presenting specific programs
orienting and periodically checking his
progress, while being available for the
routine and not so routine inquiries of
an inexperienced practitioner. Ethics
committees established in law firms
was a second recommendation which
would serve as an independent source
for both associates and partners. How
similarly to train inexperienced lawyers
not practicing with law firms is a more
diﬃcult problem, and such ideals as
requiring a mentor for each lawyer was
ruled out as impractical. We as a bar
association must provide the practical
means to accomplish this goal, one
that our Long Range Planning Retreat
focused on as well. The establishment of
a Small Firm/Solo Practitioner Section of
the Atlanta Bar, and setting as one of its
priorities these recommendations may be
one answer. A mentoring system by more
experienced lawyers fashioned after the
successful ACYL S.C.O.P.E. program
may be another . The American Inns of
Court, created as a society of local judges,
lawyers, law students and professors to
discuss ethical issues and legal advocacy
may be yet another.
The report further stated that the role
of a lawyer as an oﬃcer of the court, as
well as an oﬃcer of the system of justice,
should be emphasized. Not only must we
be able to advise clients objectively and
with reasoned independence, without
the traditional bombast of advocacy,
but lawyers also have a duty to make the
system of justice work properly, without
the abuse of discovery, the hyperbole of
negotiations leading to total deceptions,
and the promotion of false testimony or
even false brief writing by failing to cite
controlling, yet contrary, authority. The

system must work. While an advocate
must zealously represent his client, an
advocate must also seek to dissuade
his client from the frivolous lawsuit or
economically-draining litigation tactics.
In reviewing the historical basis of the
term “oﬃcer of the court” as an English
“servant at law of our lord, the King,”
which has become firmly embedded
in our tradition, Judge Peter T. Fay of
the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals,
ardently asserts the duty as an oﬃcer
of the court exists independent of and
separate from the duties to other parties,
particularly the lawyer’s clients. Our
English counterparts, still reverently
referred to as “barristers”, enjoy a
high level of respect for their constant,
unflagging devotion to this dual duty.
When a lawyer gives testimony by stating
in his place without the necessity of being
sworn, he does so as an oﬃcer of the
court and full and truthful answers are
expected. Can we not expect the same
candor on all occasions, and even with
each other as well?
Similarly, the issue of participation of law
firms and individual lawyers in business
activities where there may be a conflict of
interest was raised, such as investing in a
client’s business or serving on corporate
boards. While no recommendation was
advanced, the report stated that the trend
was disturbing and urged further study.
Legislation was another topic of the
report, suggesting that lawyers should
advocate legislation in the public
interest, and that the bar should monitor
such pending legislation for its litigation
impact to advise the legislature of
potentially burdensome laws.
On the issue of attorney fees, the report
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suggested that fee arrangements between
lawyers and clients be in writing and
that there be a fee review committee to
resolve fee disputes, a system already in
place in Georgia.
Other
recommendations
included
seeking to improve the system of
justice by such activities as expanded
use of alternative methods of dispute
resolution, judges taking a more active
role in the speedy conduct of litigation
with appropriate use of sanctions for
abuses of the litigation process both for
the client and/or the attorney and, as an
adjunct to ensure quality judges, merit
selection for all judges. At the same
time, lawyers must be cognizant of the
actions of their peers, and become more
active in reporting se1ious breaches of
the Code of Professional Responsibility,
while making disciplinary committees
less
cumbersome
and
providing
adequate funding to make them more
eﬃcient and thorough in reviewing
reported misconduct. False, fraudulent
or misleading advertising was also
singled out for referral to disciplinary
committees, or warnings or disclaimers
required in lieu of disciplinary action.
In summary, the Commission recommended several general resolutions:
Preserve and develop within the
profession integrity, competence,
fairness, independence, courage, and
a devotion to the public interest.
Resolve to abide by higher standards
of conduct than the minimum
required by the Code of Professional
Responsibility and the Model Rules of
Professional Conduct.
Increase the participation of lawyers

in pro bono activities and help
lawyers recognize their obligation to
participate.
Resist the temptation to make the
acquisition of wealth a primary goal of
law practice.
Encourage innovative methods which
simplify and make less expensive the
renderings of legal service.
Educate the public about legal processes
and the legal system.
Resolve to employ all the organizational
resources necessary in order to assure
that the legal profession is eﬀectively
self- regulating.
The implementation of these recommendations, and others, which I hope
we can pursue together, should serve to
foster an attitude that we are members
of a noble and honored profession,
and that we have certain duties and
responsibilities as a consequence of
our being accepted into this profession.
Although somewhat simplistic, I oﬀer
one other recommendation, both for
male and female attorneys – that we
comport ourselves in our practice as true
gentlemen in the spirit of our forebears
who would conduct their aﬀairs with a
sense of duty and loyalty, appreciating
the sense of purpose and responsibility
which the term implies. Ultimately,
we can return to the heritage of our
profession by becoming both an oﬃcer
and a gentleman.
Robert G. Wellon
President
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THE STATE OF THE BAR:
OH FOR THE LOVE OF MY DOG
One Man’s Opinion of Professionalism

I.

DEFINING THE ISSUE

Let me state the problem - Our eﬀorts to create a better, more collegial and
convivial environment to practice have not been very successful. We tend to want
to look back at the “good ole days,” when we were a smaller bar, we knew most
everyone, and we were “civil.”
What we may not realize is that - we were mostly white, male, and educated at

the best institutions (well, most of us were), and essentially (some might argue)
members of an aristocratic club. People behaved because the club could control
them, and had sanctions that were respected. (However, not always observed as with the fist fight that broke out in court between the opposing attorneys, one
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of whom being the well-known older lawyer, Colonel Finch, as related by the
younger Judge Flournoy- so the older judge just let them duke it out).
Today - Education has truly opened up the profession, but along with that have
come: growth of the Bar and with it, anonymity; clients who seem to control their
lawyers (seek to do their bidding); parties who identify with specifjc causes and want
to validate and vindicate those ideals and causes; firms need to be profitable, with no
time for mentoring younger attorneys. We have become so competitive, we treat the
practice oflaw as simply a commercial enterprise as just another way to make money.
Even technology advances are a cause - instant emails, demanding instant answers;
reams of unnecessary discovery because we have the equipment to instantaneously
produce it, without any thought as. to whether it is actually relevant. Examples of
lawyers behaving badly are legion, and many simply apocryphal (lawyers calling each
other slobs, slovenly, S.O.B’s, accusing each other of all manner of immoral conduct,
challenging to fights, actually swinging punches).
Have judges be]ped? In most instances, judges are under so much pressure to get
their business done, to control calendars, review and decide motions, even to fundraise to get re-elected.
How about law schools? There clearly is an opportunity here to provide the proper
values in a setting designed to equip students to enter a new profession. I am a part of
orientation professionalism component of a State Bar Committee though which law
students are targeted during the first week of classes, but that only begins the process.
Is this enough? Eﬀorts to get professionalism absorbed in the curriculum are generally
opposed by faculty. They have enough to teach, they say. My own law school course at
Emory, which I teach as an adjunct with others, oﬀers extra credit for reading a book
on professionalism. No one read it this past semester.
Are we still seeing lawyers misbehaving? We do give lawyers something more
to think about - we now have as prioritized goals, lawyer creeds, even new ethics rules
(some of which are part of the hand-out materials). But adherence to these goals and
creeds is voluntary, and the publicity and attitudes still have not reversed behavior.
Maybe it’s time to take a fresh look at the concept of professionalism, and
we can start with a review of our core values:
•

Civility I have attended an address by the incoming Dean of the International
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Academy of Trial Lawyers; it is a bit dated- before women became such a large
part of the legal world.
It is in how you treat others, not just a subset of professionalism.
Virginia Bar Creed: “Civility is courtesy- it is NOT a relic of the past nor a sign
ofless than fully committed advocacy. Courtesy is simply the mechanism by
which lawyers can deal with daily conflict without damaging their relationships
with their fellow lawyers and their own well-being.”
So what if it is a societal issue, a moral dilemma -- times have changed, and with
it, society’s views of what is considered “moral” behavior. Nevertheless, it is still
OUR issue and we need to confront it.
•

Competence (more about this in a moment)

•

Respect (for ourselves and our profession)As to the profession - we have all been given a license. We are most fortunate,
although we think we just earned it - went to school, studied hard for the Bar
Exam -we are entitled to that license. But there are certain conditions put on
that license. I wrote many years ago (during that infamous Bar year) in an article
called “On Being an Oﬃcer and a Gentleman” that we are “calied to the Bar.” As
an oﬃcer of the Court, we have certain duties independent of our other duties,
even to our clients, such as candor, respect for the court, being on time, and being
prepared. We should treat it with respect and as a privilege. We should respect
our fellow members, the court system, and all judges.

The Golden Rule - As we were taught in the Bible - Do unto others as you would

have them do unto you. Love you neighbor as you love yourself - we would not do
these things to ourselves - why must we do them to others? Much like my dog, Dakota.
He loves me unconditionally - he is overjoyed when I come home, when we walk
together, sit on the sofa and discuss current events, or even when I put him in his cage.
Essentially, I would harken back to the old adage heard many years ago, “What would
your mother think?”
Tim Terrill, a law professor at Emory, talks about the importance of the value of the
Rule of Law. He is one who believes we should redefine our view of professionalism, it
is not just civility, or morality. We are respected because we represent the last vestiges
of the Rule of Law, essentially what holds a civil society together. Lawyers should
have the responsibility for the Rule of Law to remain intact -- we are proud because
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we respect and defend the Rule of Law. Professor Terrill consulted with the managing
partner at King & Spalding at the time to produce a well-thought-out essay in the
Emory Law Journal, and assembled a team from Big Law to create a new platform for
studying and implementing reform (the Lex Mundi Project). I herewith attempt to
summarize a part of what they were saying.

Elements of a Professional Tradition:
1.

An Ethic of Excellence
We see excellent lawyers as those wanting to know as much as there is, looking at

the outer limits, always seeking the best in whatever type oflaw practiced. Think
of examples of the best lawyers. They are the epitome of professionalism, but
they also demand excellence in whatever they do. Writing a brief, preparing a
contract, advocating a cause. They are prepared, have sought out the best advice,
the best law, the best written sources - it is about excellence in their everyday
work-lives.
2.

An Ethic of Integrity
a) A responsibility to say “No” - action and values should intersect to allow you

b)

3.

to maintain personal integrity. If you take the low road, you redefine your
integrity to match client’s moral value.
The courage to say “Yes” - Atticus Finch in To Kill a Mockingbird as an
example - vindicating the Rule of Law - He was alone, but he know he had a
responsibility to himself and to the Rule of Law.

Respect for the Sytem and the Rule of Law
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A responsibility to say “why” to a client - Explain to client why you are not

doing something. Mediation works even though we cannot envision a solution
when we start, but it is that belief that the system works. Just like a jury trial belief in the jury system - 12 totally diﬀerent people coming together, as in the
excellent movie,”Twelve Angry Men.”
4.

Respect for Other Lawyers and Their Work
The tendency is to blame the other attorney or judge, to take the attitude that

the litigation would be fine except for them. When I was beginning my practice,
a lawyer had a reputation that he would not settle a hard case. He could then
blame it on the judge or jury if his client did not get what he or she wanted.
Yes, there are very diﬃcult lawyers, and also judges. Do we share this with our
clients? OR do we work with them, show them civility, and demonstrate that the
professional way works.
5.

A Commitment to Accountability
You are accountable. An example might be your billing statements, which
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need to be explained to client. You should justify your actions, allow the client
to fully appreciate what you are doing for her. What about the public at large?
Accountable as to the Rule of Law. Know what it is and what we as lawyers do to
protect and further the principle of the Rule of Law.
6.

A Responsibility to Provide Legal Services to All
Everyone is entitled to Rule of Law. We need to spread the Rule of Law to all.

Of course, not every lawyer can do it, and if not, to then ensure others will do it
(corporate attorney assigned to death penalty case - no) - Might this be a call to
contribute to Legal Aid? Volunteer for cases in your field of expertise or what can
be learned. I just read the obituary for Joe Saia, who gave up a thriving practice
to become a public defender, and who was called the “Gentleman Warrior”.
7.

Involvment in Bar Association Work
Professor Terrill says becoming involved in bar association work should be

done only as it helps to promote the Rule of Law. I say it is part of eﬀecting the
Rule of Law. Bar work, in all its many facets, ties it all together, making lawyers
better, and enabling them to better appreciate other attorneys. Implicit in this
appreciation of the Rule of Law is getting involved in a bar association or similar
entity to make the Rule of Law work better. We all must believe in and support
the Rule of Law, and perhaps now we can view it as an extension of how we can
best define and provide professionalism and our own practices.
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ROB'S TOP TEN TIPS TO YOUNG LAWYERS
1.

Be quick to seek advice from your mentor or other qualified lawyer on
issues about which you are unsure.

2.

Do not email, text or write opposing lawyer anything you would not
say to him or her in person.

3.

You are in control; your client does not decide procedural decisions.

4.

Never misquote or fail to provide legal authority that may hurt you;
shepardize, and proofread.

5.

It is not the O.K. Corral; it is not a battle to take down an older lawyer.

6.

Have lunch with or at least introduce yourself to opposing counsel
when you are hired.

7.

Do not be afraid to make the first oﬀer.

8.

Get out of town.

9.

In private mediation settings, the selection of the better mediator
generally means a better result.

10. Always return phone calls promptly.
Added bonus: Stay oﬀ social media in a professional capacity - do not
include photos that would cause your mother to blanche.
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CIVILITY
Robert C. Josefsberg
My topic is Civility - you got a problem with that Buddy?
Unfortunately, the lack of civility in our society and in our profession is not a laughing
matter.
“We are suﬀused with embarrassment in this country about the
decline of morality and look for reasons in our government, our
churches, our economists, our media. But among the most potent
reasons must be the failure of many leaders of the legal profession
to accept their role as law enforcers - to act as the keepers of their
clients’ conscience.” 1
In a system fixated on winning, civility has become a meaningless issue, discarded, not
even debated, by whoever is left standing. I am not going to discuss ethics today, nor
will I discuss professionalism. Ethical decisions are often made alone -made between
you and your conscience. No one ever knows about them. Civility is diﬀerent - it’s how
you treat others. A civil and courteous lawyer may, unbeknownst to you, be unethical.
And the converse is also true; an ethical lawyer may be very rude, contentious and
lacking in civility.
Professionalism is a larger category. It includes civility, ethics, being well prepared,
and doing pro bono work.
Why do we confuse professionalism, ethics and civility? First, because they often
overlap. Second, because even though these three qualities are distinct, there is
a tendency for the lawyer to rate similarly in all categories. There is a tendency for
linking. I will get back to the issue of linking of traits later. Suﬃce it to say that most
of the time ethical lawyers are civil and professional. Unfortunately, some lawyers are
not ethical, not civil, nor professional. Ethics and professionalism are very important,
but in this short time that I have to speak, I’m not going to attempt to cover ethics or
professionalism.
What is civility? Or, rather what was civility? As Trial Magazine in 1991 stated,
“Whatever happened to civility? If you’re under 50, you’re probably running for the
dictionary.”2
Civility is courtesy, dignity, decency and kindness. It has been defined in the Virginia
Bar Association’s Creed as follows:
“Courtesy is neither a relic of the past nor a sign of less than
fully committed advocacy. Courtesy is simply the mechanism by
which lawyers can deal with daily conflict without damaging their
relationships with their fellow lawyers and their own well-being”. 3
1 Sol M. Linowitz, “The Betrayed Profession, p. 228.
2 April 1991 issue of Trial Magazine, Vol. 39, No. 5, p. 321.
3 The Virginia Bar Association Creed.
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Civility is not inconsistent with zealous advocacy. You can be civil while you’re
aggressive, upset, angry and intimidating; you’re just not allowed to be rude.
Unfortunately, some lawyers and the public don’t understand the diﬀerences.
A Colorado lawyer recently explained why he stopped practicing law:
I was tired of the deceit. I was tired of the chicanery. But most of all,
I was tired of the misery my job caused other people. Many attorneys
believe that ‘zealously representing their clients’ means pushing all
rules of ethics and decency to the limit.4
The civility problem is not new. It has a long history:
An attorney was disbarred in 1883 for conduct unbecoming an
attorney when he joined a mob to remove a prisoner from jail and
hang him from an oak tree in front of the courthouse. In 1884, a lawyer
was held in contempt of court for threatening the examiner during
a deposition with an open knife and using insulting and indecent
language. A year later - 1885 - a federal court remarked that lawyers
entering the “temple of justice” armed with pistols should be found
guilty of contempt of court and disbarred More recent examples of
lawyers and incivility include threatening or using physical violence
on opposing counsel, personal attacks on opposing counsel instead
of legal arguments disparaging jurors, exchanging invectives and
displaying “contentious, abusive, obstructive scurrilous, and insulting
conduct.5
I’m sure you have all heard and read a great deal about civility. But we always assume
it’s “the other lawyers” who are causing the problem and therefore it’s the other
lawyers, not us, who have the ability to solve the problem. The sad truth is that we, or
at least some of us, just might be part of the problem.
Interestingly, the anguish about the current state of aﬀairs is not
over the behavior of a few disreputable lawyers who abuse litigation
practices in ways that respectable lawyers from white-shoe firms
would not. Rather, the concern is that, like Pogo, big - city commercial
litigators have met the enemy in themselves - litigators from the
great national law firms are now perceived as very much a part of the
problem.6
Secondly, even if its not our fault, or your individual fault, it will become our fault if we
sit idly by and let this travesty occur. I heard the introduction of our new members this
morning and it was obvious that they are achievers, or perhaps over-achievers. They
are movers and shakers; they are the people who can move mountains in the court
4 Sam Benson ‘Why I Quit Practicing Law”, Newsweek, November 4, 1991, p. 10.
5 46 SMU L. Rev. 199,*206. January/February 1994, Craig Enoch. Incivility in the Legal System?
Maybe it’s the Rules.
6 94 Colum.L. Rev. 509,*Sll. March, 1994, Ronald Gilson and Robert Mnookin; Disputing Through
Agents: Cooperation and Conflict
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systems and in society. With all of this talent, with all of this power, if we fail to act, we
will be responsible. We will be responsible for the destruction of our noble profession.
The most frightening measure of what the legal professional has lost is
that most Americans do not even remember the trust that society once
placed in its lawyers. If a new Alexis de Tocqueville came to America
today to study its laws and customs he could never come up with the
idea that the lawyers were the country’s natural aristocracy. Lawyers
blame the law schools, the law schools blame the lawyers, the judges
blame the lawyers, the lawyers say the clients (or their sense that they
must go the limit for their clients) made them do it. Others blame the
culture: It’s a jungle out there; ethical standards are down wherever
you look. Wall Street brokers who hold themselves out as agents trade
for their own account to their clients’ disadvantage. Even the clergy
seem more prone to scandal than they used to be. Why single out
lawyers for the loss of ethical fiber at a time when ethical decline is so
widespread? Because lawyers are supposed to be the custodians of a
community’s legal and ethical sense.7
It makes no diﬀerence that it is a societal ill - that it’s not unique to our profession,
that everyone is rude. There’s rudeness in kindergarten; there’s rudeness in ACLF’s.
Everything has changed. If you went to a tennis match 30 years ago, there was dead
silence and absolute civility by the participants and the spectators. Chris Everett and
Arthur Ashe and the audience behaved perfectly. Have you been to a match recently?
It’s a jungle out there. Likewise, the practice of law has been described as hockey
while wearing suits.
What can we do about this? What can we do about incivility? It’s time to stop merely
defining the problem and blaming others. I want to discuss with you how we, not the
others, not the judges, not the law schools, not the bad lawyers - but how we, you and
I, can help solve the problem.
I suggest that there are nine ways that you can improve the environment of civility and
if you will do any one, or a few of these, we can start to turn the tide.
1.

LAW SCHOOLS. Stop merely (and uselessly) blaming them. Change the law
schools. Go to your friendly deans and, professors and persuade them, pressure
them, bribe them with strings on your gifts and bequests. Tell them not just to
teach advocacy, but to teach civility, and while they’re at it, have them practice
what they preach. A Federal Bar Association study panel concluded “that the law
school experience plays a large role in fostering an atmosphere that promotes
a lack of civility. On this score, the panel noted that the competitive nature of
the law school experience, in which class standing and grades are all-important
when it comes to landing a good job upon graduation, often influences the young
lawyers approach to practice. Moreover, the Socratic. Method employed in legal
education often results in the disparagement of the student by the professor. This
has the unfortunate consequence of motivating the young law graduate to engage

7 Sol M. Linowitz “The Betrayed Profession”, p. 208
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in interpersonal relations that may be aimed at disparaging others.8
Get the law schools to make some changes.
II.

JUDGES. Again, don’t just blame them: work with them, change them and
educate them. There are two ways that judges aﬀect civility. First, they are
role models. Unfortunately, some judges are rude - not nearly as many as rude
lawyers, but there are some. Judges who are rude to lawyers, witnesses, jurists
and everyone else. Don’t cover for them. Tell them that you will not accept their
incivility. Don’t let an Emperor’s Clothes mentality permit you to tolerate rude
behavior by-judges. Everyone around a rude judge becomes rude in court and
out of court.
“...courts are respected if they are respectable. Society allocates decisional
authority and its functions to the authorities that it accepts. Etiquette is a bridge
to acceptance.”9
The second way in which judges can aﬀect us is by enforcing the rules and
aspirations of the bar. Let that wonderful, tolerant, decent judge know that you
want him to be tough and intolerant of rudeness. He or she must exercise a
greater degree of judicial control and leadership.
The profession’s success in reorienting itself to the principles of
etiquette and decorum depends not only upon individual observance
of those principles, but also upon each judge’s commitment to
upholding, as an exercise of judicial authority, the principles
articulated in the Lawyers’ Code. A Judge’s failure to insist upon
compliance with the letter and spirit of the behavioral standards
governing litigation erodes society’s respect for, and confidence in,
the law.10

III.

BE A ROLE MODEL. Don’t just talk about it, live it. Be a role model. Be civil.
Don’t compromise your integrity by stooping-to the dirty tactics of your opponent.
Don’t become one of them. As a successful leader of the bar, you already are a role
model, whether you like it or not. You’re in a unique situation; young lawyers are
watching you. As President Lincoln advised: “As a peace maker, the lawyer has
a superior opportunity of being a good man.”. If you want to eliminate rudeness,
be gentle. And while you are engaged in this task of being a role model, you are
fulfilling a prerequisite of another role - being a mentor. It’s rough to be a mentor
if you often challenge your opponent to fist fights. Being a mentor and being a
role model go together. The influence that we have on the young members of the
bar is immeasurable. Twenty years ago I was working for Walter Beckham and
Bill Hicks. I can tell you from my personal experience that you learn from such
role models.

IV.

MENTOR. This is the most important thing you can do. And it has wonderful

8 Federal Bar News & Journal, June, 1992, Volume 39, No. 5., P. 3002.
9 50 Md. L. Rev. 945, -962, Summer, 1991, Catherine Theresa Clarke, Missed Manners in Courtroom
Decorum.
10 Nov., 1995 New York Bar Association. Committee on the Profession
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eﬀects: Teach. Preach. Be a mentor. At a panel discussion in 1990, a former
practicing lawyer, who became Dean of Notre Dame Law School, told the panel
that:
When I graduated from law school twenty-nine years ago, people
learned to practice Jaw at the feet of a master. Lawyers would take
you under their wing, either within your firm or, in my case, at a
government agency and later at a law firm. Even if you went into sole
practice, there was someone in town to mentor to you and teach the
practice of law. Inevitably, what also was taught was professionalism
... Somewhere along the line in the last thirty years, however,
lawyering became more expensive. Overhead skyrocketed, reflecting
huge increases in the costs of associates salaries and training, oﬃce
space, libraries, computers, and so on. Eﬃciency became a priority,
and the mentoring system broke down. The seniors were pressured
to increase their billable hours and could no longer aﬀord to spend
time with the young people coming in. In the meantime, no one was
teaching practice or, incidentally, professionalism.11
There are three stages in your professional life: You learn, you do, you pay back.
You should role model in your firm, or outside your firm. Pick one or more
young lawyers and start teaching them, or showing them, not just evidence and
advocacy, but civility. It may be time-consuming, but it’s worthwhile. Think
about the legends who mentored you - realize how warmly you feel when you
think about them. It would be nice to give someone else the privilege of feeling
that way about you.
I’d like you all to think real hard before you select the person or persons that
you want to be your protégé. The normal tendency is to select someone like
yourself, someone from your background, someone who went to the same or
similar school, someone who plays the same sports, someone who can carry you
as a golf or tennis partner. That person, it is clear, is wonderful: just like you. But
I’d like you to reconsider. That person needs you, but there are others who need
you even more. Others who are diﬀerent than you are. I’d like you to consider
mentoring a female. I’m not just saying that to curry favor with our wonderful
women members and guests, (although I need all the points I can score). In
fact, my personal opinion is that women lawyers need more mentoring in civility
than do male lawyers. Judges and opposing counsel and clients have made it
diﬃcult, if not impossible, for young women to be competitive, aggressive and
assertive without being called ugly names. It’s frustrating to attempt to be a
zealous advocate if you’re female. Women need your help; they need your
guidance. And one way in -which you’ll be a great help is if you will let your
buddies, the friendly judges, and your opposing counsel, know that this young
lady is your student, your project, your protégé. They just might look at her
diﬀerently and treat her diﬀerently. They just might put on rose-colored glasses
11 Sol M. Linowitz “The Betrayed Profession”, p. 128.
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and let her work her way through these diﬃculties while gaining her confidence.
It would be a great help to a segment of the,bar that we have not treated fairly.
I also suggest that in addition to women, you select other minorities to mentor.
V.

LISTEN TO YOUR CONSCIENCE. When there are disagreements between
your conscience and your client, always obey your conscience. Remember that
the conflict is between the clients, not the lawyers. You, and only you, not your
clients, are responsible for your behavior.
As the competition for clients grows even keener ... the more willing
some members of the profession are to rise, or actually fall, to the
client’s expectation of appropriate professional behavior. In other
words, in many cases it is simply a fear that we will lose our clients
if we are not as ruthless and hostile as they expect, that causes us to
resort to extremes.12
Lowering ourselves to our clients’ expectations, has achieved new highs, or lows.
In Coconut Grove, a suburb of Miami, Florida, a lawyer last year took out a
$5400.00 billboard ad which said ,”We Kick Buﬀ ’’. It shows a lawyer in a suit
with a briefcase in his hand booting someone’s backside. When interviewed by
the media, the lawyer explained what he believed clients really want:
They’re not looking for a guy who coaches Little League. They don’t
want a wimp. They want a lawyer who means business, an animal
who’s going to get the job done, whatever it takes - as long as it’s legal.
I’m an honest lawyer. I just don’t take crap.13
Do you realize how appalling this is? Is there anyone here who considers himself
“an animal”? Who would be proud of being described as “an animal”? I guarantee
you that most of the great advocates in this country have coached little league.

VI.

SOCIALIZE. One of our problems is that the bar is getting too large and we don’t
know each other. That has materially added to the civility problem. It seems that
the civility problem is always caused by the “out of towner” or “the other guy.”
As the size of the bar increases, the more likely it is that a lawyer will
never meet up with any given adversary in a second case. Without the
fear of running into the same person twice, the fear of retaliation - of
being subjected to the same type of oﬀensive conduct that you are
giving out - is eliminated. And with it, a major incentive for being
civil and professional is gone. That’s a sad commentary, but there is
a certain truth to it. Another explanation, which really consists of
several combined into one, is what I call the decline in socialization
among members of the bar. Attorneys no longer spend the social time
with one another that they used to.14

12 New York State Bar Journal, January 1996, Vol. 68, No. I, p. 10, Louis P. DiLorenzo, Civility and
Professionalism.
13 The Miami Herald, April 5,1995, p. 2B
14 New York State Bar Journal, Vol. 68, No. 1, p. 9, January, 1996, Louis P. Dilorenzo, Civility and
Professionalism.
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One Federal Bar Journal reports:
In the Seventh Circuit’s urban courtrooms, trial lawyers no longer
appear frequently against the same opponent or before the same
judge, thereby reducing opportunities for building mutual respect and
learning the ethics of an honored profession from seasoned hands.
Today’s metropolitan lawyer may deal with a particular lawyer, law
firm, or judge only once in his or her career. thus, the incentive to
retain cordial relationships often dies because the relationship is not
likely to become an on-going one.15
Please socialize and tell everyone in your firm to socialize. Go to Bar luncheons,
committee meetings, judicial receptions, and the like. Make the bar a kinder
group by knowing each other. It boils down to one simple concept - it’s easier to
be nasty to a stranger than to a friend.
VII. SPREAD THE WORD. Brand-bad lawyers. Gossip. And if the bar is too large,
and we do not have a suﬃcient degree of social and professional interchange, you
have to spread the word as to who the bad lawyers are. Make hit lists. Warn your
friends. Tell your friends who to watch out for. Don’t tolerate the Rambos - brand
them!!!
If we as a profession tolerate such an incivility attitude among some of
our practitioners, we cannot expect greater respect from the public.16
VIII. ORGANIZATIONS. Join organizations that foster and teach civility. There
are many of them in your community. I specifically refer you to the Inns of Court.
Membership in the Inns of Court is a great opportunity to teach without the
responsibilities of direct mentoring. You can reach 15 or 20 young lawyers in
your community by working at the Inns of Court or any similar organization.
IX.

WIN. Last, and hopefully not too diﬃcult for all of you, be civil and win. Show
them that civility and professionalism and success are not mutually exclusive
concepts. Actually, they are linked. Civil lawyers are winners.
The lesson here is that there is a Gresham’s Law in litigation. Bad
tactics that work drive out honorable tactics that work. The only
solution for the legal system is to try to see to it that bad tactics don’t
work.17

Show everyone that civility is the trademark of a winner. Every time that you make
uncivil lawyers lose, you score a big victory for civility. Every time an abrasive,
abusive, hostile, harassing, combative, discourteous, hardball, win-at-all-costs, take
no prisoners, scorched. earth, Rambo lawyer, loses, it’s a great day for civility. So if
you don’t have the drive or the ego to win for your client and for yourself, do it for the
cause.. Winning, and winning the right way, is a great motivation for others to be civil.
15 Federal Bar News & Journal June 1992, Volume 39, No. 5, p. 304, Hon. Marvin Aspen
16 Fr hm T Rev 949, *952, Justice Warren Berger, March 1995.
17 ABA Journal, January 1996, p. 8, Vincent Cox, Letter to the Editor.
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CONCLUSION
If we follow some or all of these nine ideas, or any others that you have, what will be
the result? It will be a nicer profession for our firms, our friends, our children and
our grandchildren. Just as important, it will be nicer for us. If you spend a lot of your
time being abused and harassed by Rambos, it sucks the joy out of practicing law.
The problem with incivility in the legal profession is a love disorder,
not a result of working too many hours. Listen to some of the other
symptoms that are clustered nearby: the sense that loyalty is eroding
within firms; the growth of a sick individuality that says we have to
look out for number one because there is no security in relationships;
a lingering feeling of emptinessdespite material success; the break-up
of long-standing partnerships. All of these things have to do with what
Sam Keen calls “a deficiency of passions”. So what to do. Obviously a
code of civility cannot rekindle our capacities to love. Rather, we turn
to our symptoms for guidance. Incivility itself is pointing the way by
directing us to citizenship and householding. The legal profession is
suﬀering from a lack of oxygen, it needs air to fuel the combustion
hidden in its heart. The outward move of reconnecting ourselves with
the world can provide this missing component. Societal concerns,
family aﬀairs, matters of the heart - these are the places to turn. We
can’t expect to do it all at once. Little things work best, like listening
to a spouse, or calling up a friend just to say hello, or spending some
time with our dreams.18
Or, if I may add, coaching little league.
I’d like to thank you for electing me as your Dean. The largest responsibility, of
being Dean is to prepare and deliver this address. For one year I have devoted one to
three hours every week to researching this topic. It has been the most enjoyable and
educational assignment I’ve undertaken in decades. I thank you for giving me this
opportunity
I appreciate the support that I hope to receive from those of you who agree with my
presentation.
If any of you disagree, I’ll be pleased to step outside with you, and we’ll settle this like
real men.

18The Florida Bar News August 15, 1994, Stresslines, Benjamin Sells
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STARTING YOUR OWN LAW FIRM
The Importance of a Mentoring Experience
Atlanta Bar Association Sole Practitioner/
Small Firm Section Webinar Series

DO I NEED A MENTOR? WHERE WOULD I FIND ONE? To answer the question,
“Do I need a mentor?” requires a clear understanding of what the term “mentor” really
means. The definition has its roots in Greek mythology. In the classic The Odyssey,
Homer writes about the King of Ithaca, Odysseus, leaving home for the Trojan
War, and placing his trusted friend, Mentor,
the son of Hercules of Asepsis, in charge of his
son, Telemachus. Mentor serves as his model,
teacher, advisor, and counselor. Their tenyear relationship was a comprehensive mutual
commitment, as Telemachus was his apprentice,
student, and disciple. That companionship, as
explained by Homer, serves as the model for
what has come to be known as a mentor/mentee
relationship -- or in today’s more acceptable
parlance, mentor/protégé taken from the French
verb “proteger” (to protect). This can be seen as
a personal developmental relationship where a
more experienced or knowledgeable person guides
one who is less experienced or knowledgeable.
Explored today, the relationship is seen in a much
richer context than simply answering questions
and providing occasional assistance on a project.
It has been described as “one of the most developmentally important relationships a
person can have in early adulthood,”1 and the failure to experience this relationship
“a waste of talent, a loss to the individuals involved and an impediment to constructive
social change”.2 To quote from one of my own mentors, John T. Marshall, who has
1 D. Levinson, C. Darrow, E. Klein, M. Levinson, and B. McKee, The Seasons of a Man’s Life (New
York: Knopf, 1978) p. 97.
2 The Seasons of a Man’s Life, supra, p. 337.
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ably guided me in a number of bar-related activities, and is a career-long partner at
Powell Goldstein LLP, nee Bryan Cave, “A young, inexperienced lawyer who has a good
mentor has a gift that is priceless – to that young lawyer, as well as to our profession
and its future.”3 I highly recommend this book (see footnote), a series of essays by
well-respected lawyers reflecting on lessons they’ve learned and the mentors in their
own careers. I give this book upon graduation to each of the law students I teach as an
adjunct professor at Emory. We see that a good mentor is:

Sponsor – Encouraging and advocating
for the protégé;

Teacher – Teaching practical legal and
trial skills;

Role Model – Serving by example and
leading by being one to aspire to;

Coach - Encouraging professional growth,
monitoring performances, and providing
feedback;

3 W. Duﬀey and R. Schneider (eds.), A Life in the Law: Advice for Young Lawyers (ABA Publishing,
2009) p. 88.
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Sounding Board – Listening to ideas,
proposals, and plans;

Enhancer – Building confidence;

Friend – Forming personal and social
bonds;

Catalyst – Making things happen, inspiring
action, and looking for new opportunities.4

Not to overstate this, but this relationship can be, and generally is regarded to be, the
future of the successful practice of law. In order to produce a continuum of respect
and honor in our noble profession, we must instill our most treasured values in each
generation of lawyers, beginning in law school. Mentoring is a most eﬀective method
of doing so. As Robert Fiske, former U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of New
York and independent counsel in the Whitewater investigation explained,
4 Amber L. Eck and Jeremiah J. Moﬃt, “Lessons Learned from Mentors of the Past,” The Bencher
(January/February 2011) p. 23. I have attached this article from the monthly publication of the
American Inns of Court Foundation to provide examples of very diﬀerent but eﬀective historical
mentor/protégé relationships.
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“Finally, mentoring means not just
helping with the development of
professional skills – it means instilling
the right values at what is an early,
impressionable stage --integrity, the
highest ethical standards, fairness, and
civility and courteousness.”5
I myself was fortunate enough to have a mentor who embodied these very ideals and
set out to provide them to me. I began my legal career as the first associate to Jack
Turner, a sole practitioner (although his brother and father practiced with him, Jack
was really on his own). We would go to lunch several times a week to discuss the
practice of law, the history of the practice, and the important rules - mostly unwritten
- observed here in Atlanta (e.g., depositions were scheduled by phone calls, without
written notice, and at the older lawyer’s oﬃce or, in divorce cases, the oﬃce of the
female client’s attorney – we have drifted away from this, to be sure), our duties to
the profession, and to ourselves. Nothing was oﬀ limits. In fact, Jack relished the dual
topics of religion and politics with great fervor. While we did talk shop, most of the
time we discussed legal and current events or family, reserving the caseload issues
for encounters at our oﬃce where he was a teacher, encourager, sounding board, role
model, and of course, final arbiter. Whenever he went to court, even if I was not directly
involved in the case, he would bring me along and introduce me to the various oﬃcials
throughout the courthouse, telling me that the support staﬀ and calendar clerks were
most instrumental in our cases and to foster their support. He suggested that I become
involved in Bar work, being from out of town as I was, and he followed up by allowing
me the time to devote to it and making well-placed phone calls to those in authority
to vouch for me. My wife and I were included in many of his family outings, and of
course he and I would attend Bar functions together. I saw and heard the right way to
practice, but I also learned a great deal about life’s lessons. I have been very blessed to
have spent four special years under Jack’s tutelage learning how to be a good lawyer,
a good friend, and a good citizen. And although he no longer practices, I still drop by
his place to talk about legal issues, current events, politics, and the personalities and
cases of the great lawyers he has known.
While my experience was exceptionally rewarding, it was in the context of an employer/
employee relationship, not the type in which those in attendance here are soon to
embark. Therefore, it may be instructive to observe how other mentoring relationships
have worked. I have attached three mentoring stories and a mentee’s story I have
selected from a convocation on professionalism I was honored to attend entitled
“Professionalism: Passing it Along,” sponsored by the Chief Justice’s Commission on
Professionalism.
5 The Bencher, supra, p. 29.
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The stories were authored by Professor Jack
Sammons, Judge Frank Hull, Judge Alice
Bonner, and mentee Elton Richey.
In now analyzing the question, “Do I Need a
Mentor?,” we must identify the purpose for
which such a relationship may be established. If
a freshly minted lawyer right out of law school is
attempting to set up a practice, my own learning
experience might be instructive, albeit much more intense and in a regimented firm
setting. It must be noted here as well that the Georgia Bar has taken its initial step in
implementing an apprenticeship format which has been very successful in matching
mentors and protégés in both firm and solo practices. You will learn a great deal more
when you hear from Tangela S. King, executive director of the Transition Into Law
Practice Program. I have served as a mentor for several young lawyers in the program,
and I can say I still hear from all of them. I have also been involved in the group
mentoring seminars held for those not yet practicing. This eﬀort has received various
national accolades, and justly so. If you have already been through that program, I feel
confident you share my enthusiasm and would welcome further interaction as I have
described. Presumably, you are either out of the program or were never involved in it,
and are now engaged in a new endeavor without the benefit of a mentor.
Mentoring can therefore mean diﬀerent things to diﬀerent people. You may be seeking
assistance in the actual business of the practice (for which there are excellent materials
provided through the State Bar under the guidance of Natalie Kelly, who you will
hear from in a subsequent session on the nuts and bolts of hiring, firing, purchasing
equipment, establishing and monitoring trust accounts, and the day to day operations
of a law practice). You may be interested in the rain-making aspect, on how to attract
and maintain good clients. You may want to learn more about the expectations of the
practice and the realistic application of the professional standards of our profession. I
have attached several professionalism goals and aspirations and a creed to familiarize
you with those expectations over and above the
ethical standards. It is my belief that most lawyers
do not set out to break a disciplinary rule, or for
that matter, a professional ideal, but they may do
so inadvertently, mainly due to ignorance of the
rules. What a diﬀerence a mentor can make in
helping discover such issues early enough to avert
an actual crisis.
As professionalism becomes more and more embodied in our case law (see Green v.
Green, 263 Ga. 551, 437 S.E.2d 457 (1993)), the adherence to it becomes all the more
important. Sometimes the mentoring goal is simply for socialization and getting to
know a more senior lawyer who can act as a role model.
Further, mentoring does not have to be established in the traditional role of young
lawyer to older lawyer. You may have a mentor for your contributions outside the
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actual practice of law, such as Bar-related work. I was very flattered to have a former
Atlanta Bar president call me his mentor when I promulgated a highly successful Bar
project, almost all of which could be attributed to his eﬀorts. I had my own mentors in
the Atlanta Bar, the ABA, and our own specialty Inn of Court. The same opportunities
likely exist for you in church/synagogue and community-related activities. For that
matter, as Professor Sammons points out, the same is true of law school mentors.
May I then pose the question, “If highly respected, successful lawyers and judges such
as Jack Sammons, Judge Frank Hull, Judge Alice Bonner, U.S. Attorney Sally Yates,
John Marshall, the late Frank Jones, and countless others have had excellent mentors,
been mentors, and extol the tremendous value of these relationships, in the context
of beginning a new law practice in this complex legal profession, is it at all diﬃcult
to imagine the problems to be encountered without the assistance of others?”6 You
will face challenges on many fronts, but advice regarding day to day strategic and
professional concerns may best be provided by a mentor. I am providing a list of
several links (see footnote) so that you may familiarize yourself to a greater extent
than I could possibly do in this short presentation. The links were provided me by the
first executive director of TILPP, Doug Ashworth. The articles hopefully will inspire,
instruct, or help mobilize your eﬀorts to seek a mentor.7 I trust by now you do see
the importance of a mentoring experience, and that you are inclined to pursue such a
relationship with a colleague.
This then raises the second question – “Where do I find one?”

For me, it was very simple – finding a job. For you, charting a new course will not be
nearly so simple.
A very logical choice is to request to retain your TILPP mentor, if you had a good
experience. If that is not an option, I highly recommend joining the Sole Practitioner/
Small Firm Section of the Atlanta Bar, where there are lawyers who have agreed to
6 I have also attached a very interesting article from a six year associate who creatively confirms the
value of mentoring in the context of Star Wars: John M. Avondet, “Use the Force – Ethical Guidance
From a Galaxy Far, Far Away,” The Bencher, (September/October 2012) pp. 12-14.
7 http://www.legalmentoring.org/referencelib.php?id=0 (National Legal Mentoring Consortium,
founded in 2011); http://professionalism.law.sc.edu/barinitiatives.php?id=10 (extensive listing
of mentoring programs from Nelson Mullins Professionalism Center); https://www.dallasbar.org/
content/transition-law-practice-program-0 (Dallas, TX Bar Association); http://www.utahbar.org/
nltp/Welcome.html (materials/manuals from Utah, the second state to go with mandatory mentoring
after Georgia).
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serve as mentors and are identified as such in its referral directory. In fact, joining
the section can be extremely beneficial for many other reasons, not the least of which
is the possibility of client referrals as you become more involved. In the same vein,
getting involved in Bar work generally will introduce you to many lawyers who would
be happy to answer questions or act as early sounding boards until you find the person
best suited to be a more long-term mentor. Most attorneys are flattered to be contacted
for advice about particular problems or legal and professional issues. I know I am.
Those of you coming from a firm may be able to form and maintain good relationships
there.

I strongly encourage all lawyers to join an Inn of Court, as many oﬀer mentoring
programs. There are three general jurisdiction Inns, one Family Law Inn (of which I
am a member), and one Intellectual Property Law Inn in the metro area, and others
in Gainesville and Macon. It is a most valuable experience in general, as it allows you
to interact monthly with more senior lawyers and judges, hone your skills, enjoy the
camaraderie of colleagues, and learn by example from the professionalism of other
members and their monthly educational performances.
Working on a pro bono project or community
activity always opens up possibilities for meeting
and getting to know fellow lawyers who would be
helpful. The law schools may also be a source of
referrals, from the recruiting personnel to personal
friends of staﬀ members. Define your goals, and
define the purposes for the relationship, and this
will help you identify a bar member on your own.
BUT BEWARE!
You must be prepared for the mentoring
relationship. It is a two-way street. Demonstrate
you are worthy of being a protégé.
Look for ways to follow up on the advice and
mentoring you have received and tell your
mentor about it. Be vigilant about the time you
are taking with your mentor so as not to over
stay your lunch or private time with him or
her. Seek to define and refine the relationship
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so as not to simply be a continued examiner, or
one who asks first and researches later. Respect
your mentor’s time. Appreciate that you can
also provide input and valuable information
from your own perspective, such as the newer
technology and time-saving devices. Discover
shared interests and relate possible opportunities
to attend a concert, play, or ball game together.
These informal settings can be as valuable and
refreshing as any one-on-one oﬃce visit.
I also recommend to you a book by Elizabeth
Vrato entitled The Counselors: Conversations
with 18 Courageous Women Who have Changed
the World. The women featured in the book were
all recipients of the ABA’s Margaret Brent Women
Lawyers of Achievement Award, and each rose
from humble backgrounds to change the course
of history, each in her own unique way. Several
of the stories describe the far-reaching influence of mentors in the women’s lives.
For example, Norma Shapiro, a Pennsylvania U.S.district judge, explains the value of
mentoring with this quote from the ancient Roman oﬃcial Gaisus:
“One who keeps the wandering traveler does, as it
were, light another’s lamp by their own, and it gives
no less light because it helped another.”8 So when
you light another’s candle, or mentor a protégé,
your lamp still burns bright, so that the mentor
still has her energy, enthusiasm, excitement, even
though it has been passed on to another. Norma
Shapiro also explores “Mentoring 101” in her
discussions about networking and cultivating valuable relationships in the workplace
as well as the community. As she advises, identify what it is you want to accomplish and
what you may need from another – be it training, advice, information, or opportunity.
Then settle upon who can help you, approach them, and explain exactly why you are
interested -- a bold approach, which was ultimately very successful for her. As an old
Eastern proverb states, “when the student is ready, the teacher will come.”
Remember also that a mentor is also interested in achieving a sense of
satisfaction, and is probably very thankful for his or her role. So tell him or her how
much you appreciate the time and eﬀort. Most importantly, listen and accept the
advice, perhaps not in toto, but recognize it is from a trusted advisor who has been
there before. There is a wonderful synergy to this as well, for as you successfully
navigate the complications of running a new practice - the reading and writing of
the law, the ethical and professional standards, indeed the right way to practice our
8 (Running Press, 2002) p. 190
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noble profession, you yourself will want to pass on what you have learned. You will
use your energy, enthusiasm, and excitement to light the candle of another, and
you will experience the same satisfaction of all the mentors before you who helped
their protégés embark on the correct path. In a real sense, the future of our profession
depends on this relationship.
Robert G. Wellon
Attorney and Counselor at Law
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DECIDING TO START YOUR LAW FIRM
Atlanta Bar Association’s
Sole Practitioner /Small Firm Section and
Atlanta Council of Young Lawyers Section
Cindy S. Manning

Ten Strategies for for Building
and Maintaining Your Network
1) Work hard and succeed
There is no substitute for it!
Positive news travels fast, AND negative news travels even faster.

2) Tell others about your success
-

War stories
Social media
Presentations
Promoting the success of other lawyers

3) Be a good, likeable person
4) Give cases away! But be systematic about it.
-

Send cases with potential
Have a few lawyers in each practice area to whom you routinely refer cases
Tell the attorney you sent him a case
Regularly re-evaluate who is on your referral list

5) Associate other lawyers on good cases
The Georgia Rules of Professional Conduct allow diﬀerent firms to divide fees if:
•
•
•

the division is in proportion to the services performed by each lawyer
or, by written agreement with the client, each lawyer assumes joint
responsibility for the representation;
the client is advised of the share that each lawyer is to receive and does
not object to the participation of all the lawyers involved; and
the total fee is reasonable.

Rule 1.S(e). “Joint responsibility” means “financial and ethical responsibility for
the representation”. Id. cmt.[7].

6) Shake the tree.
-

Go to lots of events
Take leadership roles
Speak at CLEs and in front of community groups
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-

Send emails to remind people about your firm
Go to lunch/cocktail hour with other lawyers
Most importantly....
Tell people what you do!

7) Keep in touch with former classmates
8) Commit random acts of kindness
-

Send notes to acknowledge personal or professional achievements
Oﬀer a template for a motion or document
Answer a legal question

9) Develop a niche
-

Allows you to bring in business from people you never met
Great marketing tool

10) Publish articles and give CLE presentations
-

Remind people of the kind of work you do
Establish yourself as knowledgeable
Sharpen your thinking on some area of the law

Conclusion
•
•

Have fun, do things you enjoy, engage with people you like
Frequently re-evaluate what is working and what is not
working for your practice and your personality
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Name

Position

Term Expires

Ms. Carol V. Clark

Member

2019

Mr. Harold T. Daniel

Member

2019

Ms. Laverne Lewis Gaskins

Member

2021

Ms. Allegra J. Lawrence

Member

2019

Mr. C. James McCaller, Jr.

Member

2021

Mrs. Jennifer Campbell
Mock

Member

2020

Mr. Brian DeVoe Rogers

Member

2019

Mr. Kenneth L. Shigley

Member

2020

Mr. A. James Elliott

Emory University

2019

Mr. Buddy M. Mears

John Marshall

2019

Daisy Hurst Floyd

Mercer University

2019

Mr. Cassady Vaught
Brewer

Georgia State
University

2019

Ms. Carol Ellis Morgan

University of Georgia

2019

Hon. John J. Ellington

Liaison

2019

Mr. Jeﬀrey Reese Davis

Staﬀ Liaison

2019
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GEORGIA MANDATORY CLE FACT SHEET
Every “ac ve” a orney in Georgia must a end 12 “approved” CLE hours of instruc on
annually, with one of the CLE hours being in the area of legal ethics and one of
the CLE hours being in the area of professionalism. Furthermore, any a orney who
appears as sole or lead counsel in the Superior or State Courts of Georgia in any
contested civil case or in the trial of a criminal case in 1990 or in any subsequent
calendar year, must complete for such year a minimum of three hours of con nuing
legal educa on ac vity in the area of trial prac ce. These trial prac ce hours are
included in, and not in addi on to, the 12 hour requirement. ICLE is an “accredited”
provider of “approved” CLE instruc on.
Excess creditable CLE hours (i.e., over 12) earned in one CY may be carried over into
the next succeeding CY. Excess ethics and professionalism credits may be carried
over for two years. Excess trial prac ce hours may be carried over for one year.
A por on of your ICLE name tag is your ATTENDANCE CONFIRMATION which
indicates the program name, date, amount paid, CLE hours (including ethics,
professionalism and trial prac ce, if any) and should be retained for your personal
CLE and tax records. DO NOT SEND THIS CARD TO THE COMMISSION!
ICLE will electronically transmit computerized CLE a endance records directly into
the Oﬃcial State Bar Membership computer records for recording on the a endee’s
Bar record. A endees at ICLE programs need do nothing more as their a endance
will be recorded in their Bar record.
Should you need CLE credit in a state other than Georgia, please inquire as to the
procedure at the registra on desk. ICLE does not guarantee credit in any state other
than Georgia.
If you have any ques ons concerning a endance credit at ICLE seminars, please
call: 678-529-6688

